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Abstracts
PRODUCING CHONDRULES BY RECYCLING AND One means of producing the correlationwithout recourse to
., VOLATILE LOSS. C.M. O'D. Alexander,McDonnellCenter condensateprecursorsis the volatile loss of Si from some chon-
for Space Sciences, WashingtonUniversity, St. Louis MO 63130, drules [3,8]. At temperatures <__2000°C,Fe and Si are the two
USA,andDeparUnentofTerrestrialMagnetism,CarnegieInstitution most volatilemajorelementsin a chondriticmelt [9]. Volatile loss
of Washington, 5241 BroadBranch Road NW, WashingtonDC of Fe and Si mightexplainwhy the mostmagnesianchondrules,the
"_ 20015, USA. type Is,aremetalpoor despitebeinghighlyreduced,why they tend
to be smaller(highersurface/volumeratios facilitateevaporation),
lnterelement correlationsObservedin bulk chondruleINAA and why chondrulerims in UOCs often have very fayaiite-rich
data,particularlybetweentherefractory lithophiles, haveled to the normativecompositions.
now generally acceptedconclusion that the chondruleprecursors Evaporationof Pe and Si would also have implicationsfor the
were nebularcondensates [e.g., 1]. However, it has recently been simulationof chondrulethermal histories. For instance, in an iso-
suggested that random sampling of fragmentsfrom a previous thermal system the composition of an originally FeO-rich melt
generation of chondrulescould reproducemuch of the observed would be drivenby Fe and Si loss to increasinglymagnesian and
rangeof bulk chondrulecomposition[2,3]. olivine-normativecompositions,andthereforegn fromnear-liquidus
The explorationof a recyclingmodel is motivated by several to subliquiduswithout any change in temperature.Consequently,
observations.Fast, thereis scantmineralogicalevidence thattradi- estimatesof peaktemperaturesand cooling rates experiencedby a
tionai equilibriumcondensationoccurred.Certainly,the presence chondruleas deducedfromcomparisonswith isochemical simula-
of presolargrains in all chondritegroupsshows that at least some tionsmay be erroneous.
nebular material did not experience nebulawide heating and IfvolatilelossofFeandSididoccur, whyis the evidenceforloss
recondensation.In addition,the rims and matricesof chondritesdo of the more volatile alkali metals not stronger7The alkali/Al ratio
not containthe equilibriumcondensate mineralassemblages one in chondrulesfromsome of the least-equilibratedUOCs vary by
wouldpredictfromthechondrulerefractoryprecursorcompositions about2 ordersof magnitude,andforKandRb(Nais oftenrelatively
deduced by [I]. Nor do the refractory condensates ever survive enriched)thisvariationbroadlycorrelateswith chondrnletype[e.g.,
unmeltedin chondulesdespite the presenceof less refractoryrelict 3]. Inaddition,rims and matricesinUOCs tend tobe enriched in the
•olivine. Second,there ispetrologicevidence forrecycling of chon- alkalis, relative to bulk OC, consistent with alkali loss fromchow
drules;these includemostrelictgrainsapparentlyhavingcome from drules.One exception to this is Krymka,which not only has rela-
chondmles [4], compoundchondruleswith one enclosingtheother tivelyalkali-poortim/matrixbutalsochondruleglasses thatappear
[5], reheatingof chondrules[5,6], and chondrulerims containing alkali enriched,particularly in Na (unpublished).Sodium is not
chondrulefragments [7]. Last,ion probemeasurementsshow that only more volatilebutalso moremobile than the otheralkalis, and
the refractory lithophiles,whichmake up the most importantgroup its relative enrichment in chondruleglasses suggests it can be
of intercorrelatedelements in the INAA data, are, with the excep- redistributedeveninthe least-equilibratedUOCs [3]. Consequently,
tionof Mg,all highly incompatiblein silicatemelts. As aresult, the some care needs to be taken in interpretingthe alkali abundance
refractory lithophilesare concentratedin chondriticrelativeabun- data.
dances in the chondruleglasses [2,3]. What remains to be seen is whetherthe kinetics of evaporation
The latterobservationsuggests a very simplemeans of produc- arerapidenoughfor significantcompositionalchanges to takeplace
ing the correlationsamong the refractory lithophiles, namely that in a reasonablelengthof time.Frommeasured vacuumevaporation
chondrulesformedby randomlysampling fragmentsof a previous rates,a 250-pm-radiuschondrulecouldlose half its Si in 3000 s at
generationinherit variableamountsof glass. Thus, while the rela- 1700°Cand 120s at 2000°C. However,the presenceof an ambient
tire abundancesof the refractorylithophiles would be fairlycon- gas can have a stronginfluence.For instance,the evaporation rate
stantfromchondruletochondrule,theirabsoluteabundanceswould of forsterite increases by ~100x when the P(H2) increases from
vary accordingto the amount of glass the chondrulesreceived. 10-6to 10.-3arm[10].Thus theabovetimescaiesareprobablyupper
Almost all the other reportedcorrelationsamong the lithophile limits and, as such, are not unreasonable.
elements in the bulk chondruledatacan also be reproducedby the References: [1] GrossmanJ. N. and Wasson J. T. (1983) in
randomsamplingmodel [2,3]. However,amore completemodelof Chondrules and Their Origins (E. A. King, ed.), 88-121, LPI.
chondruleformationwouldprobablyhave to includeincorporation [2] AlexanderC. M. O'D. (1994)LPSC XXV, 7-8. [3] AlexanderC.
of rim/matrix,reduction/oxidation,and, as discussedbelow, vola- M. O'D. (1994) GCA, in press. [4] JonesR. I-L(1990) GCA, 54,
tile loss. 1785-1802. [5]RubinA.E. (1984)GCA,48,1779-1789. [6] Wasson
The only elemental correlationin the INAA data that poses a J.T. (1993)Meteoritics, 28, 13-28. [7] AlexanderC. M. O'D. etal.
significantproblem to the recyclingmodel is the one betweenMg (1989) EPSL, 95, 187-207. [8] Alexander C. M. O'D. (1994)
, " andthe other refractory lithophiles.This correlationis not particu- Meteoritics, 29, in press. [9] Hashimoto A. (1983) Geochem. J., 17o
laxlystrongbut is, nevertheless,statisticallysignificant.Recycling 111-145. [10] NagaharaH. and Ozawa K. (1994) in 19th Syrup.
cannoteasily producethe Mg-refractory lithophile correlationbe- Antarc. Meteorites, 75-76.
:" causemostof the Mg is in the olivine and pyroxenewhile the other
refractorylithophilesam in the glass.The correlationis notevident
in EMPA data but this may be due to a thin section being an
unrepresentativesample of a whole chondrule[1].
2 ChondrulesandtheProtoplanetaryDisk
CARBON,CAIs, AND CHONDRULES. R.D. Ash1.2andS.S. 2. Carbon in the early solar system is thought to have been
Russell1.3, IDepamnentof EarthSciences,OpenUniversity,Milton presentin many forms,e.g., as gas, organicmaterial,diamond,and
Keynes,MK76AA, UK,2PresentAddress:Departmentof Geology, interstellarSiC.The mixcontributingto chondrulesand CAIsmay
Universityof Manchester,Manchester,M13 9PL, UK, 3present not havebeen the same as thatcontributingto CV matrixmaterial.
Address:Division of Geology and PlanetarySciences, Mall Stop One explanationfor the _3Cenrichment of chondrulesand CAI
170-25, CaliforniaInstituteof Technology, PasadenaCA 91125, relativeto matrixis an increasedproportionof SiC in the inclusion "-
USA. precursors.AlthoughSiCis unlikelyto have survivedinchondrules
and CAIs,survival in the "dusty rim" surroundingchondrulesis a
Chondrulesaregenerallyconsideredto have formedfrom solid possibility.SiC has been observed only in the matrix of chondrites ..
precursorsor"dust ball" aggregates.Ithas beenpostulatedthat the [5], butsinceveryfew grainshave been foundin situ, this couldbe
chondruleprecursorsmay havebeenheldtogetherby some formof a samplingeffect. If the grainscontributedto the chondrule- and
carbonaceousorganic"glue" [1]. The effects of such material in CAI-forming material, butdid not survive intact, they may have
chondruleprecursorshas recentlybeeninvestigatedexperimentally retaineda "memory," contributing13C-enrichedC originally from
[2] and has been found to have a profoundeffect on the resultant SiC that has been reprocessed into a more oxidized form. Mass
mineralogyand chemistry of the chondrule, balance calculationssuggestthat if this interpretationis correct,the
To furtherinvestigatethe origin, fate,and effects of thecarbon- chondrulesortheirprecursorsmayhave containedupto I ppm SiC.
aceous materialin chondruleprecursorswe have measured the C We have shownthatC is presentin CAIsand chondrules.It can
contentand isotopiccomposition of hand-pickedchondrules,CAIs, be distinguished from matrix C both by its thermal stability and
and matrix separates.Allende (CV3) was chosen as the subjectfor isotopiccomposition,which impliesthat it was notintroducedafter
this studybecause it has a low matrixC content,which will mini- parentbodyaccretion.We conclude thatC musthave been present
mize contaminationtolow Cinclusions.Furthermore,the chemistry in the chondruleand CAI precursormaterial. Thus any models of
andmineralogyof Allendechondrules,CAIs,andmatrixhave been chondruleand CAI formation and inferences drawn about solar
widelystudied,and asan observedfall, terrestrialC contamination systemconditions duringthese events must take into accountthe
inAllendeis minimal.The Cwas extractedusinga steppedcombus- consequencesof the presenceof C on inclusionchemistry,mineral-
tion technique, enabling the resolution of carbonaceousspecies ogy, and oxidationstate.
accordingto their susceptibility to oxidation. References: [1] WoodJ. A. (1985) in Protostars and Planets
The matrixseparateshave aC contentbetween3000-4000 ppm, //(D. C. Black and M. S. Matthews,eds.), 887, Univ. of Arizona,
withthe maximumC releaseat 700°C. The Y-813Cof the matrixis Tucson.[2]ConnollyH. C. etal.(1994)Nature, in press. [3] Mac-
-18.4%oand no temperaturestepproducedC with a 813Cof >0%o. PhersonG. etal.(1988) in Meteorites and the Early Solar System
After subtractingthe known contributionfrom diamond, the re- (J. F. Kerridgeand M. S. Matthews,eds.), 746, Univ. of Arizona,
mainderof the matrixis calculatedto have a Y-813Cof-I 1.3%o. Tucson. [4] NiedererF. R. and PapanastassiouD. A. (1984) GCA,
Both the chondrulesand CAIs contain less C than the matrix 48, 1279. [5] AlexanderC. M. O'D. et al. (1990)Nature, 348, 715.
samples(180 ppmand930 ppmrespectively)andboth containsome
C released duringcombustion between 300°C and 400°C. This
material may, at least in part,be ascribedto terrestrialcontamina- LARGE-SCALE PROCESSES IN THE SOLAR NEBULA.
tion.CAIsandchondrulesalsocontainC in arefractoryformthat is A.P. Boss, Department of Terrestrial Magnetism, Carnegie
released at temperaturesof around1000°C. For chondrules,this Institution of Washington, 5241 Broad Branch Road N.W.,
releasemakesuparound40%of the totalC, and forthe CAIsample, WashingtonDC 20015-1305, USA.
it constitutes5%of the totalC. This componentis enrichedin 13C,
havingaS13Cvalueof28.5 +0.9%ointheCAIand22+ l.LW/oointhe Theoretical models of the structureof a minimummass solar
chondruleseparate.The differences in bulk isotopic composition nebula should be able to provide the physical context to help
andrelease profiles betweenthe matrixand othersamplespreclude evaluatetheefficacy of any mechanism proposedforthe formation
the possibility of the C in the inclusions being merely due to ofchondrulesorCa,Al-richinclusions (CAIs).These models gener-
adheringmatrixthat has been isotopicallyfractionatedduringex- ally attempt to use the equationsof radiativehydrodynamicsto
traction, calculate the large-scale structureof the solar nebula (i.e., the
We consider two possible explanations for the 13C-enriched temperature,density, pressure, and velocity fields) throughoutthe
material: (1) isotopic fractionationin the inclusion, either during planet-formingregion. In addition,it has been suggested thatchon-
incorporationof Cor ina laterheatingevent,or(2) incorporationof drulesandCAIs (= Ch&CAIs)may have been formedas a direct
components into the inclusion that have a C isotopic composition resultof large-scale nebulaprocessingsuchas passage of material
heavier than matrixCV material, throughhigh-temperatureregions associatedwith theglobal struc-
1. CAIs in CV meteoritesoften show highdegreesof fraction- tureofthenebula.Hereweassessthestatusofglobalmodelsofsolar
ation in Mg,Si, and Ca [3].Coarse-grainedCAIs are typically nebulastructureand of variousrelatedmechanismsthat havebeen
enrichedin heavyMg isotopesand lightCaisotopes [4]. TheC data suggested forCh&CAIformation.
for CAIsand chondrulescan also be explainedin termsof fraction- Basic Requirements for Ch&CAI Formation: Ch&CAIs
ation, perhapscausedby volatilization.The C in inclusionscould have spheroidalshapesindicativeof a moltenphase, with maximum
representthe isotopicallyfractionatedresiduumoftheorganic"glue" temperaturesin therange1500K-2100 K,and even as high as 2400
material, which once held the chondruleprecursorstogether.If so, K forone CAI [1].Reproducingthe texturesof chondrulesrequires
then the C has been transformedfrom an organic form into a more cooling ratesof ~1000 K/hr[2], while cooling ratesfortype B CAIs
refractory mineral, are inferredto be in the range0.1-10 K/hr[3]. WhileCA.Isarenot
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uncommon,chondrulesarequitecommonin primitivemeteorites of Arizona,Tucson.[3]StolperE.andPaqueJ.M.(1986)GCA,50,
[4],implyingthatCh&CAIformationprocessescouldnothavebeen1785-1806.[4] GrossmanJ. N. etat. (1988)inMeteoritesandthe
rareevents.CA]sandchondrulesareusuallyfoundseparatelyin EarlySolarSystem(J.F. KerridgeandM.S.Matthews,eds.),619-
carbonaceouschondrites,implyingindependentorigins,but the 659,Univ.ofArizona,Tucson.[5] MisawaK.andFujitaT. (1994)
discoveryof a relictCA] insidea chondruleimpliesthatatleast Nature,368,723-726.[6]PalmeH.etal.(1992)LPSXXII1,1021-
"" someCA]swereformedpriortochondrules[5].Chondrulesappear 1022.[7]MorrillG.(1988)Icarus,75,371-379.[8]BossA. (1988)
tobechemicallycomplementary(inFe,Cr)todarkinclusionsand Science,241,565-567.[9]BossA.(1993)Astrophys.J., 417,35l-
matrix,suggestingformationina closedsystem[6]. 367.[10]CassenP.(1994)Astrophys.J., submitted.[11] MorrillG.
°- GloballyHotNebula: Midplanetemperaturesontheorderof (1983)lcarus,53,41-54.[12]CameronA.G.W.andFegleyM.B.
1500K insideaboutthe I-AU regionhavebeencalculatedfor (1982)Icarus,52,1-13. [13]StevensonD.J. (1990)Astrophys..l.,
minimummasssolarnebulamodels[7-9]andinferredonthebasis 348,730-737. [14]WetherillG.W.(1994)LPSXXV, 1487-1488.
of observationsof youngstars[10].Midplanetemperaturesinthe [15]WeidenschillingS.J.(1977)Icarus,180,57-70. [16]Graham
asteroidalregionarelikelytobe onlyontheorderof 1000Kwhen J.A.andPhillipsA.C.(1987)PASP,99,91-98.[17]GrahamJ.A.
thenebulamassis about0.02M®[9],nothighenoughtomeltthe (1992)PASP,104,479-488.[18]HoodL.L.andHoranyiM.(1991)
Ch&CA]precursors.However,ithasbeensuggestedthatCh&CAIs Icarus,93, 259-269. [19] Boss A. P. andGrahamJ. A. (1993)





Someof theoutwardtransportcouldbe achievedlaterin the plan- TIC METEORITES. A.J. Brearley,Instituteof Meteoritics,
etaryaccumulationphase[14],butprobablynotfromwellinsideI Departmentof EarthandPlanetarySciences,Universityof New
AUto -2.5 AU. Mexico,AlbuquerqueNM87131,USA.
NonaxlsymmetricNebula: Iflarge-scaienonaxisymmetry(a
baror spiraldensitywave)occursin the nebula(e.g.,drivenby The relationshipbetweenchondrulesandmatrix(fine-grained
infall),thenthe nebulatemperaturefield(whichis coupledto the materialwithagrainsize<5 Inn)inchondriticmeteoriteshasbeen
gas) is alsolikelyto be nonaxisymmetric.Becausesolidparticles thesubjectof considerablecontroversyandnoconsensuscurrently
willmoveonKeplerianorbitswhereasthegaswillorbitsomewhat exists[1].The coexistenceof thesetwocomponentsinmeteorites
moreslowly(becauseof radialpressuresupport),relativemotion withbulkcompositionsthatdeviateonlyslightlyfrom CIabun-
willoccurandthepossibilityexistsforaggregatestoorbitinandoutdances suggeststhat cosmochemicallytheir origins areclosely
of a nonaxisymmetrictemperaturefield[8].However,the maxi- linked.Anyconsiderationof therelationshipbetweenchondrules
mumrelativeorbitalvelocityof -104 cm/soccursonlyfor fairly andmatrixhingesto a largedegreeon the originof matrix.The
large(~1m)bodiesandfallstoverylowvaluesformillimeter-sized entirespectrumof modelsexistsfrommatrixas a nebularproduct
aggregates[15].Unlessthe high-temperaturegionwasexceed- to derivationentirelyfromchondrules[1]. Earlymodelsof solar
inglysharplydefinedinazimuth,Ch&CA]-sizedaggregateswould nebularevolutionviewedchondritesasatwo-componentmixtureof
exit the high-temperatureregionmuchtoo slowlyto experience high- andlow-temperaturecondensates[2].However,this model
rapidcooling, hasbeenchallengedbytherecognitionthatthenebulawasprobably
ClumpyDisk Accretion: Opticalobservationsof strongly notuniformlyvaporized.
time-varying(nightto night)phenomenain pre-main-sequence OrdinaryCbondrites:Thematricesandrimsofunequilibrated
starssuggestthepresenceofclumpsof opticallythickmatterclose ordinarychondrites(UOCs)havebeenstudiedextensivelybymany
to youngstars[16,17].The observationsareconsistentwith the workers[e.g., 3-6]. Matrixis in low abundancein UOCsand
presenceof opaquecloudswithspeedsupto 250km/sandmasses exhibitssignificantcompositionalheterogeneity.In comparison
>1022g. The clumplifetimeis likely to be veryshort(years), withthebuikcompositionofUOCs,matrixhasfractionatedMg/Si,
implyingthata mechanismfor theircontinualgenerationwould Na/Si,AI/Si,andCa/Siratiosandis enrichedsignificantlyin FeO
havetoexist,suchasthereturnofdiskorinfallingmatterpreviously relativetochondrulecompositions.Unlikechondrules,matrixdoes
entrainedby thestellaroutflow.If suchclumpsexist,andif their nothavea solar Ca/Atratio.Calciumis decoupledfromA] and
high-velocityorbitsare inclinedto the diskmidplane,theclumps volatile-elementabundancesare higherin matricesthanchon-
willeventuallyimpactanddriveshockwavesintothenebula.Shock drules.Matrixis dominatedby unequilibratedFeO-Hcholivines
speeds>5 km/sarerequiredtothermallyprocesschondruleprecur- andanamorphousfeldspathicomponentandis thehostof C and
soraggregates[18],andthis constraintcanbe usedto derivethe interstellarmaterialsinOCs[7].SIMSanalysesof rimsandmatrix
fractionof thenebulathatis shockedto thisspeed[19].Assuming inoneOCshowdepletionsinREEandrefractoryelementsrelative
thatclump-diskimpactsoccuronaweeklybasisoveratimeperiod toCI abundances[8]. Oxygenisotopicdataformatrixmaterials
. " of a millionyears,essentiallyeverydustgrainaggregatein the suggests,inonecase,aclosesimilarityto chondrules[9]andin the
nebulacouldbethermallyprocessedonce.However,clumpmasses other,very-t60-enrichedcompositions[10].
ontheorderof 1026g maybeneededinordertoprocessaggregates • CarbonaceousChondrites: Matrixis mostabundantin the
residingin adustsubdiskat thenebulamidplane[19]. carbonaceouschondritegroupsbutis onlyanhydrousintheCVand
' References: [l]SimonS. B. etai.(1994) GCA,58, 1937- COgroups.Thematricesof COandCV areenrichedinFeOand
1949.[2]HewinsR. H.(1988)in Meteoritesand the EarlySolar fractionatedrelativeto the bulk[11].Calciumis also decoupled
System(J. F.KerridgeandM.S.Matthews,eds.),660-679,Univ. fromAl inCO3matrixmaterial.Mineraiogically,thematrixof the
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least-equilibratedCO3chondrite (AllanHills77307) consists of a E. (1967) GCA, 31, 1215-1238, 715-745. [3] Huss G. R. et al.
disequilibriumassemblage of silicates and amorphousmaterial, (1981) GCA,45, 33-51. [4] NagaharaH. (1984) GCA, 48, 2581-
which occurin distinctaggregates(10 Inn),with diverse composi- 2595. [5] ScottE.R. D. etal. (1984)GCA, 48, 1741-1757. [6] Alex-
tional characteristicsand thermalhistories [12]. The matrixmate- anderC. M. O'D. et al. (1989) EPSL, 95, 187-207. [7] Alexander
rialsmayrepresentdisequilibriumcondensatesproducedwithinthe C.M. O'D. et al. (1990) EPSL, 99, 220-229. [8] Alexander
nebularor in a circumstellarenvironment,by analogy with astro- C.M. O'D. (1991) MeteoHtics, 26, 312. [9] Gmssman J. N. et al. "-
physical data[12]. Trace-element analyses of moderately volatile (1987) Meteoritics, 22, 395-396. [10] BrearleyA. J. et al. (1989)
elements in CO3chondrites[13]showcomplex fractionatedenrich- GCA, 53, 2081-2093. [I1] Brearley A. J. (1994) LPS XVIII.
ment patterns, which arenot a simple functionof volatility.This [12]BrearleyA. J. (1993)GCA,57, 1521-1150. [13]BrearleyA.J. .,
arguesagainsta simple condensationmodel for CO3matrixmate- etaI.(1993)LPSXX/V, 187-188. [14]BrearleyA.J.(1989)GCA,
rial.CV3matrices,whichmineralogicailyappeartobemoreevolved 53, 2395-2411. [15] Prinz M. et al. (1989) /.PS XX, 870-871.
than CO3chondrites,have beenviewed both as disequilibriumand [16]Grossman J. N. (1985) LPS XVI, 302-303.
equilibriumcondensatesaswell as the productsof solid-statereac-
tions on a parentbody[I].
Relationships to Chondrules: Any model that relates chon-
drules to matrix directly, either as a precursor or a product, is OVERVIEW OF NEBULA MODELS: POTENTIAL
problematicalbecause of their disparaterefractoryelement ratios CHONDRULE-FORMING ENVIRONMENTS. P. Cassen,
and enhanced refractory element abundances in chondrules. In MailStop245-3, NASA Ames ResearchCenter,MoffettField CA
addition,the presenceof mineralogicalcomponentsinmatricesthat 94035, USA.
do notoccurinchondrulesarguesstronglyagainstsuchan originfor
matrix in CO3 chondrites,although it cannot be ruledout for the Eventhoughmanyfundamentalaspectsofnebulaevolutionhave
UOCs. The only meteorite thatplausiblyshows a direct link be- yet to be resolved, observationsof T Tauristarsand their circum-
tween chondrulesand matrix is the unusualchondriteKakangari, stellar disks,combinedwith broadlyappliedtheoreticalprinciples,
which has chondrulesand matrixwith essentially identicalcompo- permit the constructionof solar nebulamodels thatare potentially
sitions [14]. Matrix is 160-enrichedand chondrules 160-depleted useful for the interpretationof meteoriticdata. For instance, quan-
consistentwith heatingof matrixto form chondrulesin high-tern- titative comparisonsof model results with meteoritic (and plan-
peratureevents, which causedequilibrationof chondruleswith an etary)data can be used to testthe following propositionsregarding
O reservoir close to the terrestrialfractionation line [15]. The the bulkpropertiesof chondritesand chondruleprecursormaterial:
presence of fine-grainedrims on chondrules as well as matrix (1) The nebulawas hot enough, earlyin its history, to vaporizeall
inclusions within chondrules [5] indicates that matrix materials rock-forming material at the midplane of the terrestrialplanet
were closely associated with chondrules within the chondrule- region; (2) coagulationfrom fine dust to pebble-sizedobjectspro-
forming region. A close spatial relationshipis also indicatedby the rootedcooling of the nebula,andconcurrentlya gas-phasefraction-
volatileenrichmentsobservedinmatrices,which mayhave beenthe ationresultinginan enrichmentof rock-formingelements in the hot
resultof volatiles released duringchondruleformationrecondens- gas phase; (3) the modulatingeffect on radiativetransportof the
ingontomatrixgrains[16].Repeatedvolatilizationand recondens- evaporationof the bulkof the opacity-producingdust sustained an
' ationeventsmay beindicatedbythe complexfractionationpatterns environmentin which refractorymaterialwas preferentiallyaccu-
of moderatelyvolatileelements in matrices[13].Compositionally, mulated;(4) the growthof rockyobjects duringthe nebulacooling
it is difficult to view matrix as a simple residue left over from period producedthe fractionationof moderately volatileelements
chondruleformationor a low-temperaturecondensate.The deple- observed for bulk chondriticmaterial; (5) time-variable thermal
tionof refractory elementsin matrixmaterialsand the decoupling structure,with relatively steep gradients through the terrestrial
of Cafrom Al argueagainstsuch origins. If matrixwas present in planetregion,producedthe compositionaldifferences observed in
the nebula duringthe rapid thermal excursions, which produced primitivemeteorites.
chondmles, some componentsof fine-graineddustmay have expe- Whateverthe historyof precursormaterial,chondruleformation
riencedperiods of volatilizationand recondensation.During such apparentlyoccurredon timescales of hours, too shortto be accom-
events,amorphousorpartiallycrystallinesmokescouldhaveformed, modatedby thenebulatimescaies of years and longer. Therefore,
It is possible thatthe more refractorycomponentof dustwould not local eventsareimplied. At present,physical models of chondrule
undergo evaporation and melted to form chondrules.Thorough formationarequantitativelyconstrainedby four parameters:chon-
mixing of unprocessedinterstellar dust with condensate material drulesize, melting temperature,energyrequiredto melt, and cool-
with diverse thermal histories may have occurredcontinuously ingtime.If the energyto formchondruleswasderived fromkinetic
throughthe chondrule-formingperiod. Such material was clearly energy (e.g., gas-dynamicbraking,collisions, ablation),velocities
never heated uniformly to high temperatures,becauseof the pres- of a few km/s were required to heat the precursor material to
enceof survivinginterstellarmaterials andthehighlyunequilibrated melting. In supportof models in which the energyis derivedfrom
nature of matrix silicates. Consequently,matrix is probablybest gas-dynamicinteraction,the nebulardensitiesthat arederivedfrom "e
viewed as a complex mixtureof interstellarmaterial,solar nebular the conditions that (1) radiative losses from isolatedmelted chon-
condensates,and fragments thatmayhave beenderived fromchon- drulesarenotexcessive and (2) surfacetension is sufficientto hold
drules, the meltedchondruletogether areboth within a rangeof plausible .
References: [1]ScottE. R. D. et al. (1988) inMeteorites and values (10-° to 10-il g/cm3).Postulatedchondrule-formingshocks
the Early Solar System 0. F. Kerridgeand M. S. Matthews,eds.), includethe nebulaaccretionshock, density waves of unspecified
718-745, Univ. of Arizona,Tucson. [2] I_arimerJ. W. and Anders origin,shocksdue todenseclumpsfaUingintothenebula,planetesi-
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malbowshocks,andexplosion-producedshocks(which,forpresent texturesare produced.The exact transitiontemperaturefrom type
purposes,includes those made by lightning, flares, or collisions IA,MPOto typeIIA,PO texturesvarieswith the studiedgrainsizes
amongmassive bodies). Some of thesame quantitativearguments and startingcompositions,suggestingno commontransitionaltem-
would applyto chondruleformationby planetesimalablation, perature for the studiedstartingmaterials.
If thecooling timewas setbytransport(eithermixing withcooler Chemical Characteristics of Starting Compositions: Most
"" materialor adiabaticexpansionof associatednebulargas), thenthe experimentshave assumedthat the bulkcompositionof chondrules
characteristiclengthscale Lof the eventis setbyC_x,whereCsis is representativeof theirprecursorassemblagesand that chondrule
thesoundspeedatthechondrnleformationtemperature(e.g.,1500K) precursorswere composedonlyofsilicates.However,otherphases
•. and%isthecoolingtime(e.g.,10 3 s),soL,3xl03km.Ifthecooling suchasC [10]andhydratedminerals[ l l]areknownto haveexisted
time was set solely by radiative loss, then one can estimate that withinthe early solar nebula.Therefore these phases are possible
surfacedensitiesof solidmaterialof about0.01 to afew g/cm2were chondruleprecursors and need investigation.
involved,dependingonwhatthe ratioof finedustto chondruleswas The experiments of [6] used a type IA chondrulecomposition
(with the highervalues applicableif dust was absent).It has also (TL= 1706°C)withaddedC thatwas flashmelted and cooled with
beensuggested that the experimentallydeterminedcooling time is nonlinearcooling rates. The experimentswere performed at 1 arm
really a reflection of a graduallydiminishingheating rate in an in a CO and CO2gas mixturewith an fo2of IW-l.5.The addition
optically thin environment(e.g., flare illuminationof a midplane of 1-5 wt%C to the startingmaterialproducedincreasingmoreFo-
layer in an otherwisedust-clearednebula,or illuminationby ener- rich olivines (upto F%9.++)with increasingC content.Dusty oliv-
getic particlesor radiationin a regionwithlittleorno nebular gas). ineswith kamaciteof varyingNi contentand veinsof Fe-metaland
In general,requirementsderivedfromtheevidenceregardingsteep Fo-ricbolivine was produced.Metalrangingfrom<1 pm to several
spatial and temporal gradients,gas phase composition, a dusty hundredmicrometerswas producedthroughoutthe charges.Large
environment,and rapidaccumulationall implicatethe dustynebu- metalgrainsthatwere mostlyfoundatornearthesurfaceof charges
lar midplane or, conceivably, a localizedtransientatmosphere, containedonly 1-2 wt% Ni and approximately0.2 wt% Co with
significant amountsof dissolved Cr and Si and SiO2 inclusions.
Smallermetal grainsfoundthroughouthe chargesaretaenitewith
25-30 wt% Ni, with <1 wt% C and no dissolved Cr and Si nor
CONSTRAINTS PLACED ON THE NATURE OF detectable inclusions. These experiments suggest that chondrule
CHONDRULE PRECURSORS. H.C. Connolly Jr. and R.H. precursorsmay control the redox conditions of chondrules and
Hewins, Departmentof Geological Sciences, Rutgers University, nebulargases mayhave little influenceon the redox state of chon-
New BrunswickNJ 08901, USA. drules.
The experimentsof [7] added serpentineto a type IIABstarting
The meltingconditionsand cooling ratesexperiencedby chon- material.Their results show large vesicles areproducedaftermelt-
druleshave beenexperimentallyinvestigatedandare reviewed by ingby addinga hydratedphaseto thestartingcomposition.Because
[1,2]. Presentedbelow is a discussion of experiments [3-7] that large vesicles are not observed in chondrules, [7] suggested that
have studied the nature of chondruleprecursors and what con- chondruleprecursorswere composed of anhydrousminerals.
swaints these experimentshave placedon chondruleprecursors. Constraints on Chondrule Precursors: Type IIA chondrule
Physical Characteristics ofStarflng Compositions: Experi- precursors. A critical factor in placing constraintson chondrule
mentalstudies[3-6] thatuse a nonlsothermal,superliquidus,rapid- precursoris knowingwhat type of meltingevent chondrulesexpe-
melting event (simulatinga type of flash melting)and cool with rienced.Experiments[1-6] haveshownthat chondruletexturescan
linearand nonlinearrates have investigatedhow the grainsize of the be reproducedeitherby incompletemelting in a dust-freeenviron-
startingcompositionaffects thereproductionofchondruletextures, ment or from total melts by collisions with dust particles [12].
These experimentsshowthatthe typeofchondruletextureproduced Textures such as BO/POPhave only been reproducedexperimen-
isa functionof thedegreeofmeltingand thegrainsizeof the starting tallyfrom totalmelts,indicatingthatatleast some chondruleswere
material.TypeIIA,POchondruletextures[8] can be producedfrom totally melted. The formation of cbondrulesfrom total melts by
any grainsize startingmaterialdependingon the degreeof melting collisions with dust grainssuggests that no definitive constraints
experienced. The finer the grain size, the higher the initial flash can be placed on thephysicalnatureof chondruleprecursors. How-
melting temperaturemust be to producetype IIA, PO textures, ever, PO textureswith morethanone observablerelict grainhave
However, relict olivine grainswere only observed in experiments only been producedby incompletemelting. Therefore, type HA
performedwith startingcompositions that have a grain size >125 chondruleswere formedby incompletemelting of precursorclumps
inn. Barredtextures were producedfromall the initial grainsizes thatcontainedatleastsomegrains>125 pmand nohydratedphases.
and compositionsof [3,4]whenthe initialflashmeltingtemperature Furthermore,we stronglysupportthe formationof type HA chow
wastoo high.Furthermore,thetransitiontemperaturefrom porphy- drulesby a type of flash-melting mechanism and agree with the
ritic tobarreddifferedforeachof thestudiedcompositions,suggest- conclusions of [14].
ing no common transitiontemperature. Type IA chondrule precursors. Type IA texturesprovide the
These same experimentshave alsoshown thatthe productionof only definitive constraintson the melting experienced by chon-
microporphyfiticolivine (MPO) texture similar to type IA chon- drulesand on the grain size of thechondruleprecursors.Type IA
,. drules [9] can be reproducedfromstartingmaterialthathas a grain microporphyritictextures [9] can only be producedby incomplete
size <125 Inn and initial flash melting temperatures that are only meltingand are limited to below the MPO/IK)transitiontempera-
slightlysupefliquidus.Ifmelting occursfrom temperaturestoohigh ture. If the melting event was some type of superliquidusflash
above the liquidusof the startingmaterial,typeIIA, PO chondrule melting, then the grain size of the precursor material must be
6 ChondrulesandtheProtoplanetaryDisk













[4] ConnollyH. C.Jr. et al. (1993) LPS XXIV, 329-330. "primaryaccretionarytexture"[7]mustbeproducedinotherways.
[5]ConnollyH.C.Jr.et al. (1993)Meteoritics,28, 338-339. Ithaslongbeensuspectedthataerodynamicsortinghasplayed
[6]Connollyetal. (1994)Nature,inpress.[7]MaharajS.V.and aroleinchondriteconstituentsizedistributions[8].Recently,even
HewinsR.H.(1994)GCA,58, 1335-1342.[8]JonesR.H.(1990) strongerevidencehasbeenpresented[9].Aerodynamicsorting

















Turbulenceis knowntopossesstructureonmanyscales.The tioncouldoccurthroughouttheverticalextentof thenebula.
largestor integral scale L is usuallytakento be the largest relevant A criticalparameterinthis processis the particleStokesnumber
dimensionofthesystem;forthenebulasa whole,itwouldbeon St=ts/te,wheretsisthestoppingtimeoftheparticleduetogasdrag,




withinits"inertialrange"accordingto theKolmogorovenergy eddies,andarepreferentiallyconcentratedby a factorC > 30










overtheentirenebulascaleheight,andprobablyhastypicaleddy usinga thresholdtechnique,andfit triaxialellipsoidsto them;





theprotoplanetaryenvironmentwithwidespread,irectaccretion Ourscalingrelationships,whichassumethe presenceof an
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inertialrangeof scales 1= k-s, include (1) the Taylorscale J.N. et al. (1994) LPSXXV, 307. [5] CameronA. G. W. andWard
• - W.R. (1976)I_VI1, 120-122. [6] SaloH. (1992)Nature,359, 619-
_. = _ = L(15/Rex) 621. [7] MetzlerK. et al. (1992) GCA, 56, 2873-2897. [8] DoddR. T. (1976) EPSL, 30, 281-291. [9] SkiunerW. R. and Leenhouts
J. M. (1993)LPS XX/V, 1315-1316. [10] SquiresK. D. and Eaton
"" where the Taylorscale Reynolds numberis J.K. (1990) Phys. Fluids, A2, 1191-1203. [11] SquiresK. D. and
EatonJ. K. (1991) Phys. Fluids, A3, 1169-I 178. [12] WangL.-P.
Rex = _ andMaxeyM.R. (1993)J.FluidMechanics,256,27-68. [13]Dobro-
_- volskis A. R. et al. (1993) BAAS, 25, 1122. [14] Cabot W. et al.
(2) the Kolmogorovscale (1987) Icarus, 69, 423-457.
1"1= LRe--3/4= L(153/4Re_3t2)
and (3)the eddy frequency HEATING AND COOLING IN THE SOLAR NEBULA:CONSTRAINTS FROM REFRACTORY INCLUSIONS.
A. M. DavisI and G. J. MacPherson2, 1EnricoFermiInstitute,Uni-
_€(1) = t2(l/L)-2/3 versityof Chicago,ChicagoIL60637, USA,2DepartmentofMineral
Sciences, National Museum of Natural History, Smithsonian
giving specifically Institution,WashingtonDC 20560, USA.
co€(11)= £2(Rex/15) CAIClassification: TherearethreemajortypesofCa-Al-rich
inclusions (CAIs) in CV chondriteswith differingbulk chemical
when: £2 is the large eddy frequency (probably the orbital fre- composition:typesA, B, andC.TypeACAIsconsistofmeliliteand
quency).With these basic relationshipswe can predictthe rangeof spinelwith minorhiboniteand perovskiteand appearto be nebular
particle and clump sizes expected to be the most relevant as a condensates whose textures have sometimes been modified by
functionof nebula Reynolds number. Unfortunately,the nebula heatingbutmost of whichhaveapparentlynotbeenmelted. TypeB
Reynolds number in this stage may only be estimated based on CAIs consist of melilite, fassaite, spinel, and anorthiteand show
uncertainenergeticsarguments.These argumentsrelate to the du- chemicaland texturalevidenceof meltcrystallization.Type CCAIs
rationof thenebula,as constrainedbythe ages of protostellardisks, consist of thesamefourphasesas typeB CA.Is,hutanorthiteis more
throughtheturbulentviscosity vT=UeLe=Cecil,whereo_isbelieved abundant.Thesealsoappeartohavecrystallizedfrommelts.tIibonite-
to be in therange 10-2-10-4 [14].Since vT=UeLe=vRe, wherev = bearingCAIsfrom CM chondritesrepresentmore refractorybulk
l0 s cm2s--Iis the nebulamolecular viscosity, Re =VT/V=cccH/v= compositions.A few of the latterhave texturessuggestiveof melt
10s-10 Io. Then Rex = 4 x 104- 4 × los, and the clumpsize vI = crystallizationbutmosthave texturesthatareeither indeterminate
L(Re2)/15)-3/4~ 2 x 10-7 L - several kilometers in the I-2-AU or suggest condensation.
region.Also, _ ~ 11(151/4Re_r2)~ 600 vl~ a few 103km. Itis a little Maximum Temperatures: TypeA and B bulk compositions
harderto distinguishfromour simulationsso far whetherthe clump have liquidustemperaturesof 1500°--1550°C[1,2].Comparisonof
formationtime is on the large eddy timescale or theTayloreddy melilite mineralchemistryandtexturesproducedin crystallization
timescale. The timescale for the Taylorscale eddies is ~ o)(_.)-I ~ experimentson type B bulk compositionswith chemistryand tex-
_-](Rex/15)'-2t3~ severaldays. tures in naturaltype B CAIsshow that these inclusions were most
For particlessmaller than the molecular mean free path, ts = likely partially melted at ~1400°C [3]. Experimental studies on
rps/cpg,where r is particleradius, Ps is particleinternaldensity, c chondruleformationsuggestslightly highertemperatures,~1600°C
is soundspeed, andpg is gas mass density.Using our basicscaling [4]. Heating above this temperaturedissolves spinel and destroys
relationshipsforalocationat2AU, andassumingH=3x I012cm, crystallizationnuclei, causing formationof dendritictextures not
c = IOs cm s-l, pg= 10-1og cm-3,and Ps= 3 gcm -3, we obtainthe foundin naturalCAIs. Some of the smaller,more refractory CAIs
remarkableresult that, for current"guesstimates" of the nebula from CM chondritesshow evidence for substantiallyhigher tem-
Reynolds numberRex ~ IOs, the most stronglyconcentratedpar- perature melting events. A CaAl4OT-bearing sphernle from
ticlesareamillimeter indiameteror so, inexcellentagreementwith Murchisonhas an inferredmeltingtemperatureof ~2100°C, based
the typical sizes of chondrnlesand fragments in primitivemeteor- on texturesand phaserelations [5].
ires. Coofing Rates: The crystallizationsequence for type B bulk
Theconcentrationfactorc,and how(orevenwhether)itdepends compositions is spinel, melilite, anorthite, fassaite. Type B CAIs
on Reynoldsnumber,is muchless well constrainedat presentthan oftencontainmelilite thatis reversely zoned[6]. In normallyzoned
the typical particlesize. Although it might be much largerunder melilite, early formed melilite is _kermanite-poorandlate melilite
• " nebulaconditions,little morecan be saidwith confidenceaboutits is lkermanite-rich. In type B CAIs, early formed melilite is
magnitudeat this timebecauseof the largerangeof Rex overwhich _ermanite-poor, butnear the outer boundaryof melilite crystals,
we needtoextrapolate.Furthernumericalexperimentsconstraining the _tkermanitecontentdrops,then rises again. Crystallizationex-
•. the variationof c overa rangeof Rex areunderway, periments have shown thatthiszoning reversalis due to changes in
References: [l]WeidenschillingS.J.(1980)lcarus,44, 172- liquidcompositioncausedby fassaitecrystallizingbefore anorthite.
189.[2]GoldreichP.andWardW.(1973)Astrophys.J.,183, 1051- In these experiments, the reversal of order of crystallizationof
1061. [3] Cuzzi J. N. et al. (1993) Icarus, 106, 102-134. [4] Cuzzi fassalte and anorthiteoccurs when the cooling rate is faster than
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0.5°C/hr.Inordertogroweuhedralmelilitelikethatseeninnatural 8th,95-112.[14]MurrellM.T.andBumettD.S.(1987)GCA,51,










coolingratesaresubstantiallyslowerthanthoseexpectedif typeB Findingsof relictgrainsin chondmleshaveshownthatchon-
CAIshadcooledbyradiationinanebulargas,butmuchfasterthan drulemeltdidnotdirectlycondensatefromgasbutwasformedby
thecoolingrateofthesolarnebula.TheCaAI4Orbearingsphemle reheatingof precursormaterials.Onlya fewmineralssuchas





















tive of local solid-staterv_rystallization[e.g., 12].Flashheatinghas ^o
also been proposed as a cause of some of the layers of the Wark- _O
Loveringrims[13] thatusuallysurroundCAIs[14]. Multiplepi- 0
sodesof secondaryalterationandpartialmeltingwereinvokedto • •explainchemicalndisotopic featu esof a Vigarano type BCAI
[12].ProcessingofthissortmayberelativelycommonamongCAIs Oin CVchondritesand could explain the evolution in bulkcomposi-
tion from types A to B to C. Evaporationof silicatemelts leads to
substantialO, Mg, and Si isotopic mass fractionationin residues
[10,15]. The absence of significant heavy isotope enrichmentsin
theseelementsinmostCAIsindicatesthatheycannothavebeen •
moltenforlong.
References:[1]StolperE. (1982) GCA,46, 2159-2180.
[2]BeckettJ.R.(1986)Ph.D.thesis,Univ.ofChicago.[3]Stolper 1
E.andPaqueJ.M.(1986)GeA,50,1785-1806.[4]HewinsR.I-L •
(1988) inMeteoritesandtheEarly Solar System (J.F. Kerridgeand _ • •
M.S.Matthews,eds.),660-696,Univ.ofArizona, Tucson.[5] Simon
S.B.etal.(1994)GCA,58, 1937-1949.[6]M_PhersonO.Letal. En 50 ..(1984)J. GeoL,92,289-305.[7]BeckettJ.R.etal.(1990)GCA,
54, 1755-1774. [8] DavisA.M.etal.(1992) LPSXXIII, 281-282.
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initiallycoarsermaterials.Thecompositionsof the fragmentsform in melting chondrule preursors [8], a quantitative treatmentof
chemical trendsfrom Mg-richenstatite topigeoniteandCa-Fe-rich processes that mightproducenebularlightninghasnotbeenat-
augite (Fig. 1).Thecompositionsof the relictpyroxeneoverlapsthe tempted.
trendsin the low-Carange.In contrast,chondrulepyroxenesform Terrestrial lightning is believed to be the result of charge-
different chemical trends, which are more Mg-rich in the Ca-rich separatingcollisions between ice part!€les,followed by gravita-
"" region than the trends of the fragments. The differentchemical tional separationof oppositely charged light and heavy particles.
trendscannotbe explainedby Fe/Mgexchangeafterthe accretion, Ice-collision experimentshave verified that collisional charging
suggesting distinct origins for the fragments and the chondrule does occur, althoughthe mechanism for the charge transferis still
_- pyroxenes, unknown[9]. Inasmuchaswateris the mostabundantcondensable
Overlappingof compositionsof the relict pyroxeneswith the species in the protoplanetarynebula, and because the presumed
chemical trends of the pyroxenefragments in the low-Ca regions region of chondmleformationis locatednearthe ice condensation
suggests a common originfor the fragmentsandrelicts. Examina- boundary,we have consideredthe possibility that chondruleswere
tionof the pyroxenefragmentsunderatransmissionelectronmicro- formedby lightningdischarges duringrepeatedprecipitationcycles
scope shows forevidenceforshock deformationtextures,which are (storms).
essentially the sameas those inthe relictpyroxene.Therefore, these We have developeda one-dimensionalnebular lightningmodel
fragmentsprobablyoriginatedfromprecursorscommontotherelict that utilizes a spectrumof particlesizes. This model has also been
of chondrules, although some other enstatite fragments certainly applied to the Earthas a testof its predictiveability.Particlesgrow
come from the fragmentedchondrulesas previously reported [1]. to aninitialsizedistribution,thenundergoelastic charge-separating
Since thechemical trendsof thepyroxenefragmentsfromCa-Fe- collisions. Chargeseparationis opposedby the mobile freecharge
poorto Ca-Fe-richpyroxenesarecontinuousandsmooth, they have in the nebula, which can either accumulateon and neutralizethe
been interpretedas formingbycrystallization.Crystallizationtrends chargedice particlesormove to cancel the large-scaleelectric field.
similar to the present case have not been reportedin condensation Since the freecharge densitydependson the grainsize distribution,
experiments and pigeonite is likely to be unstableat condensation it isdeterminedself-consistentlyasthe particledistributionchanges.
temperaturesfromgas phase. It is therefore suggestedthatcrystal- Particlechargingis assumedto be due to either an inductiveor
lizationdid nottakeplacefroma gas phasebutfroma liquidphase, a noninductiveprocess.The inductiveprocessgives achargetrans-
This is supportedby the observationthatthe trendsare similar to fer that is proportionalto the electric field
those formedby crystallizationfromliquidssuchas inslowlycooled
chondrules[2] and in lunarbasalts.Furthermore,a chemical trend _2
consistingof pyroxenein igneousfragmentsandrelictpyroxenein dQi ='_-r_ cos0E(l -e-_ltr) (1)
the Yamato790448 issimilarto thetrendsof the finefragments[3].
The above observations suggest thatthe precursorof the fine where r, is the radiusof the smallerparticle,0 is the angle between
fragmentsandthe relictpyroxenewas formedby an igneousprocess the line of centersof the two particles,tc is the timetheparticlesare
inagrandparentbodyof thechondrite.Furthermore,thefactthatthe in contact,andtr is the electric relaxationtime of ice. In this work,
precursorsappearas fragmentsin thematrixaswell as relictsinthe the physics of ice-ice collisions (durationand areaof contact) are
chondrulesuggests a shock originfor the chondriteby collision of determinedfromaquantitativecollisionmodel.Noninductivecharge
two or more bodies, which had already to some extent undergone transfercan be modeledby a semiempirical formula [10]
igneous differentiation.
_ _..i.3.,.7 (2)References: [1] Alexanderet al. (1989) EPSL, 95, 187-207. dQ| - .. I "*
[2] WatanabeS. et al. (1985) EPSL, 72, 87-98. [3] FujitaT. and
KitamuraM. (1994) in 19th NIPR Syrup.Antarct. Meteorites, 33- where F is an experimentallydetermined constant.
35. The charge on a particlechanges with time accordingto
dQi - dQj
• _- _ (3)
ON THE POSSIBILITY OF PRECIPITATION-INDUCED dt -/'j "_j +YkqknkVkOk
VERTICAL LIGHTNING IN THE PROTOPLANETARY wherethesumjisoverpaniclesinotherbins,xiscollisiontime, and
NEBULA. S.G. GibbardandE. H.Levy, University of Arizona, the sumk is overfree ions.
TucsonAZ 85721, USA. The numberdensityof each ion, nk,is determinedby a balance
betweenproduction(assumed to bedue tothe decayof4°K)andloss
Many primitivemeteoritescontainhighconcentrationsof chon- to grainsurfaces,which givesdrules_millimeter-sized beads of glassy silicate--in a matrixof
essentially unprocessed material. These chondruleswere appar- 2.98 x l0 "8
• ° ently melted by some transienthigh-energy event, then cooled nk= (4)
rapidlyon timescalesof minutes to hours. Among the phenomena Vkr'ngninOgr_n
that have been suggested as drivingmechanisms for the heating
. event are high-velocity impacts [1], magnetic flares [2], aerody- wherevkis the ion velocity and o is the graincross sectionfor the
namicdragheating[3], or lightning[4,5]. Although nebularlight- ion k, which dependson the graincharge.
ninghas beenmentionedas a possibilityby severalauthors[4,6,7], Applied to Earth'satmosphere, these model calculations con-
andcalculationshave been madeof the efficiency of such lightning firmthatinductivecharging(equation(1)) in ice-ice collisionsdoes
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notleadtochargetransfersufficientlyeffective toproducelightning in the fractionationof volatile elemems. Clearly, the question of
storms.This isa resultof thecombinedshortdurationof contactand whether chondrules formed before or afterchemical components
much longerelectricrelaxationtime (owingto the low electrical became separatedis of fundamental importancetoour understand-
conductivityofthematerial).Anequilibriuminductivemodel(whereingof t e earlysolar system, as the answerconstrainshow,when,
it isassumedthatparticlesremainincontactlongenoughforcharge where,and from whatchondrulesformed,and tells us abouthow
to flow to a state electricalequilibriumbetween the two particles) materialswere processed in the nebula.Butafterthreedecadesof ~
providesenoughchargetransfertoreachthe breakdownfield(about research,and despiterenewed enthusiasm in the last few years, the
3-500,000 V/m for Earth's atmosphere)in about half an hour, case forthe involvementofchondrulesin anychemical fractionation
comparableto the observedtime for an electricalstorm todevelop, processinvolvingbulkmeteoritesisstill extremelyweakandmostly .,
A model incorporatingnoninductivecharging also producesthat circumstantial.
result with a valueof F (seeequation(2))of about -2000. Chondruleswere once thoughttobe poorinmoderatelytohighly
Intbeprotoplanetarynebula,thebreakdownfieldisonly 100V/m. volatileelements,resultingin the famous"two-componentmodel"
However, our calculations indicate that the conductivity is high for chondrites [1], in which simple mixing of volatile-poorchon-
enoughto shortoutany developingelectricfieldforany reasonable drulesand unfractlonated(CI-like)matrix explains the elemental
inductive(physicalorassumedequilibrium)ornoninductivecharg- abundancepatternsof refractoryto moderatelyvolatileelements in
ingmechanism. It thus seems unlikelythatlarge-scalev rtical chondrites.Laterworkshowedchondrulestohave far highervola-
lightningoccurred in the protoplanetarynebula. On the otherhand, tile contents than could be compatiblewith such a model [2-4].
increasingthe dustdensity(butnot the gas density)mightprovide Recently,however,the Searsgroup,in rediscoveringa long-recog-
a betterclimatefor lightningproduction.We are currentlyinvesti- nixed group of volatile-poorchondrules(their"groupA" chow
gating the possibilityof smaller-scaleradial lightning in a dusty drules), have attemptedto resuscitate a varietyof the old two-
subdiskor nearmeteoriteparentbodies, component model andtobeginbuildinga case for a prominentrole
References: [1] KiefferS. W. (1976) Science, 189, 333-339. of chondrulesin other nebular fractionations as well [5-8]. They
[2]LevyE.H.andArakiS.(1989)Icarus,81,74-91.[3]WoodJ. A. imply that the abundanceof such chondruleshas been grossly
(1984)EPSL, 70, 11-26. [4]WhippleF. L.(1966)Science, 153, 54- underestimated(in biasedstudiesof separatedchondrules),andthat
56. [5] CameronA. G.W.(1966)EPSL, 1, 93-96. [6] FujiiN. and theremay be enoughof them to seriouslyaffect themass balance of
MiyamotoN. (1983) in Chondrulesand Their Origins (E. A. King, chondrites.However,giventhe fact thatgroupA chondrulestendto
ed.),53-60,LPI.[7]LevyE. H. (1988) inMeteorites and theEarly be tiny in ordinarychondrites [9], their numerical abundanceof
Solar System (J. F. Kerridgeand M. S. Matthews,eds.), 697-711, -35% [7] is misleading:Only -5% of the mass of chondrnles is
Univ. of Arizona,Tucson.[8] Mor-fillG.etal. (1993)inProtostars composed of volatile-poorindividuals. So, at least in the case of
and Planets///(E. H.Levyand J. I.Lunine,eds.),939-978,Univ. ordinarychondrites,the argumentssummarizedin [2-4]againsthe
ofArizona,Tucson.[9]Saunders C. P. R. (1993) ./. Ap. Met., 32, role of chondrnles in the fractionatlonof volatiles remain intact.
642-655. [10]BeardK. V. K. andOchs H.T. (1986) inTheEarth's There is otherevidenceagainst the suppositionthatvolatile loss
Electrical Environment, Studies in Geophysics, 114-130, National was a widespreadphenomenonamong chondrules,despite the re-
Academy. centlypopularspeculationthat recondonsationmay have replaced
lost volatiles in the chondrulepopulation [6,10-12].
l. It seems inescapable that the fine-graineddust that forms
rims aroundchondruleswould be the perfectsubswate on which
THE ROLE OF CHONDRULES IN NEBULAR FRACTION- volatileswould recondense,yet volatileenrichmentson chondrule
ATIONS OF VOLATILES AND OTHER ELEMENTS. rims and surfacesaresmall at best [4].
J. N. Grossman, Mail Stop 923, U.S. Geological Survey, Reston 2. Virtuallyno chondruleshave the peralkaline compositions
VA 22092, USA. expectedif recondensationwere allowedto introducevolatilesback
into chondrules,especially low-Al chondrules.
Forat least30 years,cosmochemists havebeen grapplingwith 3. Potassium/sodiumratios aremodestly fractionatedin Semar-
the questionof how andwhygroupsof geochemicallyandvolatility konachondrules,butnot in a way thatis consistentwith evapora-
relatedelementsbecame fractionatedinthe majorchondritegroups, tion/recondensatlonfroma single populationof chondrules:Chow
At least five relatively independentfractionations are known:re- drules thatare low in alkalisrarelyhave the high K/Na ratiosthat
fractorylithophiles from Si, moderatelyvolatilelithophiles fromSi, would be scavenged from the alkali-rich vapor liberated during
highly volatileelements from all otherelements, siderophilesfrom evaporation. For this to be true, it follows that chondrules that
lithophiles, and refractory siderophiles from nonrefractory experiencedvolatlleloss musthave beenquicklyremoved from the
siderophiles. It has always been obvious that there were gross region of heating,and multipleheatingevents would not occur. In
petrographicdifferences between these same chondrite groups, lightof abundantevidencefavoringrecyclingofchondrulesthrough
with high-temperaturecomponents (chondrules,CAIs), low-tern- severalepisodesof melting, it is muchmore likely that most chon-
perature components (especially matrix),and metal-, sulfide-rich drulesformed from material thathad alreadyexperienced volatile- -,
componentsvaryingwidely inabundance,texture,andcomposition, elementfractionation in the nebula.
Virtually everyone who has thought about these facts has been Grossman and Wasson [13]concluded that chondrulesformed
temptedto attributeatleast some of the fractlonationsto thephysi- from the same componentsthat were involved in the nebulawide
cal separationormixing of the visible components.By far the most fractionation of refractory lithophiles, but after that fractionation
abundantof these componentsin meteorites is chondrules,and was alreadyaccomplished.Recent work[7,12]reopens the question
indeedchondruleshave longbeensuspectedofplayingadirect role of whethermixingdifferenttypesof chondrulesindifferentpropor-
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tions might be the actual cause of such fractionations. This seems the resultsare probablyuncertainwithin by factorof at least 5 for
most unlikely.Type I (basically thesame as groupA) chondrules thisreason.Disk sizes aretypicallyestimatedto be about 100AU.
have high refractory-lithophile/Siand Mg/Si ratios and very low All these results are subject to the additionaluncertaintyof the
FeO/Si and Na/Si ratios relative to CI chondrites, while other effects of infallingdustyenvelopes,whichproducethe disks in the
chondrules tend to be much less fractionated. It is clearly not fast place. It now appearsthat many of the largedusty structures
"" possible to produce the uncorrelatedrefractory-lithophile/Siand originallyinterpretedasdisksareactuallyflattenedenvelopes falling
Na/Si ratiosindifferentchondritegroupsbyvaryingthe amountsof intoa much smaller(unresolved)disk. The interaction of the infall
thesetwotypes of chondrules,as this would result in a strong withthediskisacurrenttopicofactiveresearch.Thecollapseofthe
"- anticorrelationof the ratios.There arealso far toofew typeI chon- protostellarcloudwith even modestamountsof angularmomentum
drules in CM chondritesto accountfor their refractory element is thought to result in initially massive disks, and gravitational
enrichments,andtoo manytype Ichondrnles in"CR" chondritesto instabilitiesrapidly drive material from the disk into the central
be consistentwith theirlackof refractoryenrichment, core. Duringthisperiod thedisk,being fed at infall rates of l0-6-
The metal-silicatefractionationexperiencedby chondritesalso 10-SM®yr-I, may dump its material into the central star in FU
probablypredatedchondruleformation.Sulfurwas notfractionated Orionlsoutbursts,withdiskaccretion rates reaching !0_M® yr-1.
along with siderophiles,so the separationof metaland silicatemust This instabilitymaybe limitedto the innerdisk (inside 1 AU);the
haveoccurredathightemperature[14].Becausechondrulescontain observationalevidence is notclear yet. As infall to the diskceases,
abundantprimaryFeS, they musthave formedafterthe fraction- diskaccretionslowsdown,with typical ratesof 10-TM®yr-I during
ationwas alreadyaccomplished.Thus,theseparationof chondrules theT Tauristarphase,whichlasts fora few millionyears.There is
from othercomponents, and of differenttypesof chondrulesfrom not muchinformationon laterstages of disk evolution.
each other,seem to be poorways of explainingthemajornebular
chemical fractionations.Althoughasmallpercentageof chondrules
did experience fractionationduringmelting, their effect on bulk
compositionsmayhavebeenminor.Chondrulesprohablyreflectthe EXPERIMENTAL CONSTRAINTS ON MODELS FOR
host meteorite (i.e., local nebular)composition, rather than vice ORIGINS OF CHONDRULES: PEAK TEMPERATURES.
versa. R.H. Hewins and H. C. ConnollyJr., Departmentof Geological
References: [l] Larimerand Anders0967) GCA, 31, 1215. Sciences,RutgersUniversity,P.O.Box 1179,PiscatawayNJ08855-
[2] Grossmanetal. 0979) GRL, 6, 597. [3] GrossmanandWasson 1179, USA.
(1982) GCA, 46, 1081. [4] GrossmanandWasson (1987) GCA, 51,
3003. [5] Huang etal. (1994)Meteoritics, 29, 475. [6] Sears0993) Introduction: The peak temperaturesexperienced by chon-
Meteoritics, 28, 607. [7] Searset al. (1992) Nature, 357, 207. drulesprovide a parameterthat may allow discriminationbetween
[8] DeHartet al. (1992) GCA,56, 379I. [9] Huang etal. (1993)LPS alternativeheatingmechanisms:Successful mechanismsmustpro-
XX/V, 681. [10]Matsunamietal. (1993)GCA, .57,2102. [ l l] Lewis videjust enough energyto reach such temperaturesand not over-
et al. (1993) Meteoritics, 28, 622. [12] Scott and Haack (1994) shoot them. Inprinciple,determinationof peak temperaturesfrom
Meteorltic$,28, 434. [13] Grossmanand Wasson (1983) GCA, 47, chondrnle textu_s and experiments thatduplicatethem shouldbe
759. [14] Larimerand Anders(1970) GCA, 31, 1229. very easy [l ]. However,thisapproachiscomplicatedby thefact that
there areseveraldifferentexperimentalpathsthatreproducechon-
druleproperties:The key propertytexture dependsnot only on the
..... peaktemperaturebutalso on the heating time [2,3] and, in the case
of totally molten droplets,on interactionswith other particles [4].
ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS OF PHENOMENA IN Near.Liquidus Melting: Many experimental studies have
DISKS. L Hartmann,MailStop 15,Harvard-SmithsonianCenter demonstrated that chondrule textures depend on the number of
for Astrophysics,60 GardenStreet,CambridgeMA02138, USA. nucleipresentwhencooling began, i.e., the degreeof melting [e.g.,
5,6]. The increasingnucleationdensities in the chondmle textural
Astronomicalconstraintson disks aroundyoung stellar objects sequenceglass barred/radialporphyriticgranularcanthen be inter-
arereviewed.Sincedisksaroundtheyoungeststarscannotgenerally preted as superliquidus, near-liquidus, subliquidus, and very
be resolved spatially, most results are based on analyses of the subliquidusrespectively. Based on this logic the distributionof
infraredandradio emissionfromcircumstellardustandgas.At least chondrnle texturaltypesandcalculated liquidnstemperaturesyield
half of all young starsseem to have substantialcircumstellardisks the range1400°--1750°Cformostchondrnles. However,theexperi-
at an age of-106 yr. The young objects withoutdisks tendto be mentalbasis forthis involved longheating times(>..30rain), whereas
binary stellar systems, though not exclusively, and some close chondruleheatingwas probablymuchmore rapid.The appropriate
binariesmayhaveouterdisksthatarenottidallydisrupted.Probably referencetemperaturesthenarethe olivine disappearancetempera-
most, if not all, starsformed originallywith circumstellardisks,but turesthataresomeunknownamountabove the equilibriumliquidus
• " evolutionarytimescales may differ dramatically.The best current temperatures.
estimates suggest that disks with substantialamounts of gas and Flash Melting: Heat transferto raise temperature and then
diso'ibutedsmall dustparticlesgenerally"disappear"on atimescale melt a chondruletakestime and involves an initial steep tempera-
,. of<107yr.Themassesofcircumstellardisks aroundyoung starsare ture gradientacross the particle.The ambient furnacetemperature
thought to range from values close to the minimum mass solar requiredtoproduce atotalmelt increasesash eatingtime is reduced.
nebula~I0-2M® upto appreciablefractionsof a solar mass. These This temperaturecan be as much as 100°C above the liquidusfor
estimatesaresensitivetothe adoptedlong-wavelengthdustopacities; 5-rainheating timeswith relativelycoarse-grainedstartingmaterial
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(I2.5-250pro)orlesswithfinerprecursors.Dynamicrystallization afh-mestimateof 1600°- 1800°CfortypeIchondruleinteriors,and
of meltsheatedat suchtemperaturesfor-1 rain[2] showsthat it is unlikelythatBO chondruleswere muchsuperheatedbeyond
nucleationof barredolivinecanoccurwithpeaktemperaturesas thisrange.
muchas 400°Cabovetheliquidus(forthecoarsest-grainedprecur- Conclusions: TypeIchondrules,thoughnodoubtbrieflysu-
sors).Definitionofthepeaktemperaturesi thereforeverydifficult, perheatedsurficially,reachedinternaltemperaturesof 1600°-
especiallyas the surfacelayersof chondrulesmightbe strongly 1800°C.Thesituationis less clearfortypeII chondrules,which
superheatedforaverybriefperiod.However,as mosttypeIchon- wereheatedto similartemperaturesandthendustseededorwere
druleswereincompletelymelted,we candefinetherangeinwhich heatedin a differentenvironmentresponsiblefor theirmoreoxi-
these particlesreachedinternalthermalequilibriumas 1600°- dizednature,whichsomehowattenuatedthe heatingprocess. _
1800°Corlowerforthe lessmeltedobjects,includingdark-zoned References: [1] HewinsR. H. andRadomskyP. M. (1990)
chondrules. Meteorities,25, 309-318. [2] ConnollyH. C. Jr. et al. (1991)
DnstSeedlng: IftypeIAchondrulesreached1600°-1800°C Meteoritics,26,329.[3]ConnollyH.C.Jr.etal.(1993)LPSXXIV,
in theirinteriors,accompanyingchondruleswith less refractory 329-330.[4]ConnollyH.C.Jr.andHewinsR. H. (1990)Meteor-
compositions(e.g.,typeIIandtypeIII/IB)mighthavebeentotally itics,2:5,354-355. [5]LofgrenG. (1982)in Conferenceon Chon.
melted,i.e., glassy.Totallyglassychondrulesarerarerelativeto drulesand TheirOrigins,41, LPIContrib.No. 493. [6] Hewins
typeIll chondruleswithexcentroradialpyroxenenucleatedonthe R.H.(1988)ir_eteoritesandtheEarlySolarSystem(LF.Kerridge
spherulesurfaceandto type rl porphyritichondrules.Totally andM. S. Matthews,eds.),73-101, Univ. of Arizona,Tucson.
melteddropletscanbe inducedto nucleatechondruletexturesif [7] GrossmanL N. (1988)inMeteoritesandtheEarlySolarSystem
theyareseededbycollisionswithdustgrains[4].Thusitis possible (L F. Kerridgeand M. S. Matthews,eds.), 680-696, Univ. of
thatypeIIporphyriesaswellastheobviouscaseofexcentroradial Arizona,Tucson.[8] HewinsR. H. (1991) GCA, :55,935-942.
pyroxenechondrulesweretotallymeltedprovidedthatdustgrains [9]ZandaB. et al. (1994)GCA,submitted.[I0] YuY. etal., this
couldsurvivein theheatedvolumeorberapidlyreintroduced.The volume.[11]HewinsR.H. etal. (1989)Planet.Scl.XX, 412-413.
timeof superheatingwouldhaveto be extremelybriefastypeII
chondmlesmaintainhighlevelsof moderatelyvolatileelements
suchas Na andS [7-9]. The requirementfor totalmeltingand
seedingcouldbe dispensedwithif typeIIchondruleswereformed MODELS FOR MULTIPLEHEATINGMECHANISMS.
separatelyfromtypeI;e.g., if theirmoreoxidizednaturerequired L.L.HoodandD.Kring,LnnarandPlanetaryLaboratory,University
an environment(e.g.,withhigherambientpressure)thatsomehow of Arizona,TucsonAZ85721,USA.
dampedtheheatingprocess,leadingtochondruleinternaltempera-
tureslowerbyatleast 100°C. MeteoriticConstraints: Fromthe bulkcompositionsof nn-
Volatile ElementConstraints: At peak temperaturesand differentiated(chondritic)meteorites,it has beeninferredthat
canonicalnebularpressureschondrulemeltsareunstablerelativeto temperaturesof 1200-1400K existedin the innersolar system,
vapor.There are,however,surprisinglyhighconcentrationsof includingtheasteroidbelt,fortimeperiodsof atleasttensof years,
moderatelyvolatileelementsin somechondrales;e.g.,Nais essen- andthatsomeCa,Al-richinclusions(CAIs)incarbonaceouschon-
tiallytotallyretainedintypeIIchnndrules[7,8]andsomeSsurvives dritesrequireformationtemperaturesas highas 1600K[1].After
meltingintheleastmeltedtypeIchondrules[9].Conditionsforloss temperatureshaddecreasedto <650 K, the nebularenvironment
vs.retentionofsuchelementsthereforepotentiallyprovideinforma- was apparentlypunctuatedwith relativelybrief andrepetitious
tiononpeak temperatures,butvolatilelosscontinuesduringcool- heatingeventsthatweresufficientlyenergeticto meltchondrules
ing.As volatileloss ratesareextremelysensitiveto coolingrates, andformrimsequenceson CAIs.Inthe caseof chondrules,this
especiallyinitialcoolingrates[9,10],peaktemperaturescannotbe requirestemperaturesthatpeakabove1873Kandremaininexcess
constrainedfromchondrulevolatileconcentrationsunlesscooling of-1423 Kforaperiodof-I hr[2].Inthecaseof CAIrims,this
pathsareverywellknown,especiallyforthe highesttemperature requirestemperatures.ofatleast1825Kforanevenshorterinterval
range, of time(.-seconds)[1,3].Forseveralreasons,itcanbe inferredthat
BarredOfivineChondrules(BO): Thehistoryof estimates these transientheatingeventsoccurredwell withinthe nebula,
ofBOpeaktemperatureswellillustratestheproblemsinestimating probablynearthemidplane.Fh"st,the highcontentsof alkaliele-
the heatingconditionsof chondrules.The verylow nucleation mentsinAllendechnndrules[1]andinterelementcorrelations[e.g.,
densityof BOwouldrequirethatthey weremeltedessentiallyat 4] indicatethattheprecursorsof mostchondruleswereprobably
their liquidustemperatures(1400°-1750°C)if the meltingtimes condensedsolidsin thenebularatherthaninterstellargrains.Con-
were long[1].However,a rangeof 100°Cabovethe liquidusfor densedsolids were probablymostnumerousnear the midplane.
eachcompositionispossibleconsideringtheeffectofvaryingsample Second,evidenceexists that chondruleshavebeenprocessedre-
size precursorgrain size and heatingtime[11]. Using the flash peatedlyand thuscontainrecycledfragmentsof previousgenera-
heatingapproach[3]producedBOwith initialtemperaturesupto tionsofchondrules[e.g.,5].Amongthisevidencearethe textures
400°Cabovethe liquidus.In seedingexperiments[4]meltscanbe andchemicalcompositionsof relicgrains[6]andthejuxtaposition •,
superheatedanyamount(subjecto limitsbyvolatileloss)andthen ofhigh-temperatureimsaroundchondrulecores[7].Thus,atleast
be causedto nucleateBO texturesby collisionwith dustgrains in the Caseof chondrules,multipletransientheatingeventsoccur-
duringcooling.Temperaturestimationis notas hopelessastheBO ringwithinthenebulaaftersolidmaterialhadcondensedarestrongly . -_
casesuggests;however,themicroporphyriticandgranulartextures suggested.
oftypeI chondrules(withhighnucleationdensities)canbe repro- AstrophysicalConsiderations: There is abundantevidence
ducedbypartialmeltingbutnotbydustseeding.Thereforewehave thatprotostellaraccretiondisks(and,byinference,ourprotoplanetary
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nebula) are not (was not) quiescent [7]. Inferreddisk properties system. For example, small-scalebow shocks upstreamof plan-
suggestdeviationsfrom axialsymmetryand/ortime-dependenceof etesimals in eccentricorbits representsone possible sourcefor the
disk accretionraterather than a classical stablenebula[8]. Direct brief high-temperatureventsthatproducedCAIrimsand shouldbe
observationsindicateepisodicbipolarmass ejections [9] andrela- quantitativelyexamined in the same way that aerodynamicheating
tively short-term irregularbrightness variations attributedto in parentbody atmosphereshas recentlybeen studied [15].
obscurationby circumstellarcloudclumps[10]. Thesourceof this Finally, included among alternate possible multiple transient
variabilityappearsto be changes in mass accretion rate perhaps heat sourcesareelectromagneticeventssuchas lightningand mag-
resultingfrom inhomogeneitiesinthe surroundingmolecularcloud neticreconnectionflares;these possible heatsourceswill be exam-
_ core. The most intense variationoccurs during FU Orionis out- ined in separatepapers at this conference. As mentioned above,
bursts,whenthe rateof diskaccretioncan increaseby severalorders aerodynamicheatingof CAI rims in transientprotoplanetatmos-
of magnitude within a year, leading to high disk temperatures phereshas been quantitativelystudied [15] butdoes not represent
persisting for decadesor more [7]. Statistics lead to the inference a plausiblemechanism for repetitive meltingof chondrules.
thatmostprotostarsprobablyexperience multiple(~10) FU Orionis Conclusion: Currentmeteoritic and astrophysical evidence
outbursts.The repetitiontimescale is of the orderof 104-105 yr, (especially FU OHonisevents) suggests that large-scale gas-dy-
perhapsincreasingwith timeduring the evolutionof a young star. namicshockspenetratingtothe nebularmidplanerepresentaprom-
Multiple Heating Mechanisms: For the midterm (tens of ising class of multipleheating mechanisms for the formationof
years) nebular heating events indicated by meteoritic data, FU chondrules.Initialnumericalmodels [11,12]haveshownthat shock
Orionisepisodesrepresenta likelycandidatemechanism.Although heating of chondruleprecursorgrainsin optically thick clouds of
these episodes may be too large in spatialand temporal scale to be grains is especiallyefficient.Shocksgeneratedby infallingmolecu-
appropriateforchondruleformation,theiroccurrencesuggeststhat lar cloud clumpsand shocksseparatingdifferentmass elements in
smaller inhomogeneitiesindisk accretion ratecouldhaveproduced a time dependentlyand axially asymmetricallyevolving disk are
smaller-scaletransientheatingevents. Inparticular,the boundaries possibilities deservingfurtherattention.
betweenaccrefingmass elements wouldhavebeenmarkedby gas- References: [l] Palme H. and Boynton W. (1993) in Pro-
dynamicshockwaves. The latterhavepreviouslybeen shown tobe tostars and Planets Ill (E.H.Levyand J.I. Lunine,eds.),979-1004,
quantitativelyplausiblechondruleheat ,sources[11,12]. Univ. of Arizona,Tucson.[2] Hewins R. H. andRadomsky P. M.
Themost well-knownexample of a shockwaveproducedindisk (1990) Meteoritics, 25,309-313; JurewiczA. J.G. etal. (199l) LPS
formationis the"accretion shock" formed when infalling gas col- XX/I, 669-670. [3] Boynton W. V. (1988) Meteorities, 23, 2.59.
lides supersonicallywith preexistingnebulargas. Heatingof inter- [4] Grossman J. and Wasson J. (1983) in Chondrules and Their
stellargrainsat the accretionshock was originally considered by Origins (E. A. King,ed.), 88-121, LPI. [5] AlexanderC. (1994) in
Wood [13], who providedan importantinitial exploration of the LPSCXXV, 7. [6] KringD. A. (1988) Ph.D.thesis, HarvardUniver-
physicsof gas-graininteractionsrelevantto chondruleformation.A sity, Cambridge, 346. [7] KringD. A. (1991) EPSL, 10, 65---80.
recentstudyhas shownthat postshockcooling enhancesgas densi- [7] HartmannL et al. (1993) in Protostars andPlanets Ill (L I.
ties, leadingto moreefficientheatingof infallinginterstellargrains Lunineand E. H. Levy, eds.), 497-520, Univ. of Arizona, Tucson.
at the accretionshock[14]. However,becausechondrulesseem to [8] Mo_llG.etal.(1993)inProtostarsandPlanetslll(J.I.Lunine
representmelted nebular material and have been reprocessedby and E. H. Levy, eds.), 939-978, Univ. of Arizona, Tucson.
multiple thermal events,this one-time-onlymechanism thatmelts [9] EdwardsS. et al. (1993) in Protostars and Planets III (J. I.
interstellar material seems inadequate. Lunineand E. H.Levy, eds.), 567-602, Univ. of Arizona, Tucson.
Shock waves in thenebular midplaneappearto be bettercandi- [10]Boss A. andGrahamJ.(1993)Icarus, 106,168-178. [ l 1]Hood
dates for supplying chondrule heating events. Mechanisms for L. and HoranyiM. (1991) Icarus, 93, 259-269. [12] Hood L and
producing shocks in the nebular midplane fall into at least two HoranyiM. (1993) Icarus, 106, 179-189. [13] Wood J. 0984)
categories. The first involves accretionof the nebular disk from EPSL, 70, I 1-26. [l 4] RuzmaildnaT. and Ip W. (1994) Icarus, in
interstellarmaterialand the transportof thatmaterialto a growing press. [15] PodolakM. et al. (1993) Icarus, 104, 97-109.
protostar.For example, propagatinglarge-scale shocks that pen-
etrate the nebulamay have been producedby multiple infalling
molecular cloud core clumps [10]. Alternatively, larger
inhomogeneitiesin the molecularcloud core could haveproduced CHONDRULE FORMATION IN LIGHTNING DIS-
time-dependentand axiallyasymmetricphenomenain theevolving CHARGES. M. Horanyi,LaboratoryforAtmosphericand Space
disk as suggestedby theFUOrionisphenomenon.Initialmodels of Physics, Universityof Colorado,BoulderCO 80309, USA.
shockwaves in the nebularenvironment[11,12] indicatethat these
typesof phenomenacan producetemperaturesoverperiods of time Chondrulesrepresent a significant mass fraction of primitive
appropriatefor chondruleformation. However,these model calcu- meteorites.These millimeter-sizedglassy dropletsappearto be the
iations need tobe expandedto accountfora more realistic distribu- productsof intensive transientheating events. Their size distribu-
, " tionof grainsizes and thenegativefeedbackproducedby the partial tion, chemicaland mineral composition, texture,and isotopecorn-
vaporizationof these grainsduringthehigh-temperatureev nt.In positionsuggest that chondrules were producedas a result of
addition,specific tests of these possible multipleheatingmecha- short-durationmeltingfollowed by rapidcooling of solid precursor
nisms still need to be made by integratingthem with numerical particles.Gas-dynamic heating,magneticreconnection,and elec-
models of diskaccretion, trostaticdischarges are thought to be the leading candidates to
The secondcategoryof multipleshockprocesses in the nebular explainchondruleformation.In thispaperwe summarizeourrecent
midplaneinvolves the accretionof nebularmaterialintoa planetary theoretical progresson the effects of"lightning" in the early solar
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system[1]andalsoreportonpreliminaryesultsfromourlaboratoryaddressestheefficiencyquestion,andbothmechanismswould












heating.Weshowthat,withintherangeofexpectedinitialplasma bipolaroutflowsof moleculargas thathas beensweptup and
conditions,lightningis a viablemechanismforchondruleforma- acceleratedtotensofkms-l bya high-velocitystellarwind(hun-
tion.Wehavealsomodifiedanexistingresearchfacilitytoallowus dredsofkms-I)[8].Thehigh-velocitywindismoreeasilyobserved
to introducechondruleprecursorsolidgrainsintoa plasmadis- inthelaterT Tauristagewhentheenvelopingashasdispersed.
charge.Thesefirstexperimentsweredesignedonlytotestourdust Thewindintensityandluminosityofayoungstellarobjectcorrelate
dropper,thetimingdevice,andultimatelythepresenceofdustinthe withtherateofaccretionontothestarandcanbehighlyvariable
plasma.WehaveobservedintenseUVlighthatis producedfrom [7,8].SeveralT Tauristarshavebeenobservedto brightenby
theevaporatedandsputteredatomsandmoleculesandalsoother factorsofupto~200inlessthanayearduringFUOrioniseruptions
impuritiesinthe plasma.Thepresenceof dustin theplasmais [7].Theseluminosityincreasesarebelievedtobe poweredbya
clearlyverifiedbythegreatlyenhancedlightemission.Wearenow rapidincreaseintheaccretionrateontothestarandareaccompa-
replacingthebroadbandUVdetectorwithanexistingspectrometerniedby verypowerfulwinds.The numberof observedFUOR
inthenearUVtomonitorspecificlines.Wewillreportonthestatus eruptionsindicatesthata pre-maln-sequencestarundergoes>10
oftheseexperimentsandalsodiscussourfuturexperimentalplans, suchoutburstsandspends-5%ofitstimeineruption[9].Thereis
Wewillconcludethatlightningremainsa leadingcandidateto enoughenergyinthe eruptiveFUORwindstoheatmicrometer-
explainchondmleformationworthyofmorecomplextheoretical sizeddusto600-1600Kandtheradiantenergycouldheatsolids
andalsolaboratoryinvestigations, to 1000-2800Kat2.5AU[10].




THEEARLYSUNANDTHEFORMATIONOF CHON- intenseradiation.Thediskis erodedashotgasmovesvertically,
DRULES.G.R.Huss,LunaticAsylum,DivisionofGeologyand downthepressuregradient,andeitherleavesthediskasawindor




laboratoryexperimentsarejusttwoofmanyfactorstoconsiderin / /. /
a modelofchondruleformation.Chondrulesmakeup50--85%of / J/.
chondrites,whichin turnconstitute>95%of allmeteorites.Thus • ._,/_/" / _/
chondruleformationwasbothwidespreadandefficient.Chon- /_.... /_c _,f
druleswithinchondrulesandcoarse-grainedrimsindicatethat _/ i" ..// _*
somewereprocessedmorethanonce.Differencesincompositions _....! / I- / ff _
betweenUOC,E,andCVchondrules[1,2]indicatethatchemical _ -/_" _'I" /// / ACC,E¢_OISI'
fractionationsrecordedin chondritestookplacebeforechondrule __ _ _ !.i.:_:i,!_.:,_:..._.!_i_:....-i.:formation.Thenarrowsizerangewithinameteoritesuggeststhat } _,c I___--_o-'_l_ _i_i;i'.-:_}.__,_' :_-::_:_! ?;}:
chondruleshavebeensizesorted[3].Asystematicdecreaseinmean _'_ 1 _!_if_'_\i:::.:i.::.' ..i':i_:.._:.DENSI RING ' : • ' . " , : ", " • .'"
chondrulesizecorrelateswithinereasingFe,metal,andi_OinLL, _ _ _. \.\_ ":. . ."
L,ILandElichondrites,suggestingthatchondruleformationa d _ _ _ _. \\ _" : : .'.'.'
chemicalfractionationsarerelated[4].Accretionmusthavebeen _'\_" _. _...xN NNN_-
rapidtopreservethdifferencesbetweenchondriteclasses[5]. .,
Mechanismsofchondruleformationshouldeitheraddressthe
• aboveobservationsorfitwithina broadertheorythatdoes.Two FromHuss(1988) N _ -. NN































Arizona,Tucson.[8]EdwardsS.et al. (1993)in Protostarsand orREEsignaturesoccurinOCs.Anunequivocalexampleisa2-mm
PlanetsM (E.H.LevyandJ.I.Lunine,eds.),567-602,Univ.of microgabbroinParnallee(LL3)[4],whichaszonedpyroxenesand
Arizona,Tucson.[9]KenyonS.J.ct al. (1993)Astron.J., 105, REEabundsnceslikelunarmarebasalt,buthashigherNaandMn.







Chondrule rims and interchondrulematrix. Transmissionelec-
A theory for the originof the ordinarychondrites(OCs) must tron microscopy indicates that rims and matrix are the debris of
accountfortheorigin(s)of their constituents.Ifthe OCs aceretedin chondrulesand clasts; a nebular fraction is <3 vol% [18]. A high
a protoplanetarydisk, their componentsrepresent the varietyof D/H ratio in Semarkonaand other isotopicevidence indicate thata
materialsthat coexisted in it, which constrainstheirpossible off- presolar component is present [5].
gins. The following discussionexcludes gas-rich meteoritesthat Ages ofchondrites and inclusions. The ages of U-Pbclosure in
formed afterany diskhad dissipated, phosphates[19] areabout 10m.y. older in H4-5 chondritesthanin
Chondrulesdominatethe OCsand aresolidifiedmeltsthatrange L5-6. This is consistentwith the formation,melting, and break-up
fromsilicatethroughsilicateplusmetaland/orsulfideto raremetal of an H-groupbodybefore the endof accretionand metamorphism
and/orsulfide endmembers [I]. Some arequenchedmolten drop- of Barwell, L6, which is demandedby the presence of a partly
lets, mostareabradedsubsphericalfragments (clastchondrules)of digestedolivinecumulateH-groupxenolith in this unshockedchon-
porphyriticor poikiliticrocksof unknownsize [2]. Rockfragments drite [17].
withigneoustexturesandfractionatedrareearthelements(REE) Conclusion:TheformationoftheOCsandOCchondrulesin
arerare[3,4].In addition,someOCshavefine-grainedopaque a protoplanetarydiskrequirestheOCregiontohave(1)presolar
matrixandHmsaroundchondrulesandclasts,whichmaybeaccom- grains(in a pristinecarrier?);(2) differingO isotopic ratios (on a
partiedbypresolarmaterial[5,6]thatwasintroducedasdustorin smallscale?);(3)rocks>5cmindiameter,(4)coexistingfraction-
a carrier, atedchondruleprecursors;(5)rockswithigneoustexturesandREE




centimeter-sized,chondrule-texturedobjectsinallthreechemical 1000°C.Cantheserequirementsbe full'diedbya protoplanetary
groupsinmostpetrographictypes, diskwithoutplanets?
I6 Chondrulesand the Protoplanetary Disk
References: [1] HutehisonR. and Bevan A. W. R. (1983) in olivine; Fs= ferrosilite,Fe-richpyroxene)[7,9]. However,detailed
Chondrules and Their Origins (E. A. King, ed.), 162-179, LPL studiesandestimatesoftherangeofprecursorcompositionsarenot
[2] DoddR. T. (1969) Mineral. Mag., 37, 230-237. [3] Hutchison generallyavailableat present.In ordinarychondrites,the origin of
R.(1992)J.VolcanoLGeotherm.Res.,50,7-16.[4]KennedyA.K. precursorgrainswith such highFeO contentsis problematical:The
etal.(1992)EPSL, l13,191-205.[5]AlexanderC. M.O'D. etal. mostFe-richchondruleolivine in unequilibratedchondritesis about
(1990)EPSL,99,220-229.[6]HussG.R.(1990)Nature,347,159- Fa_ [10].Nochondmlecandidatesfortheprecursorsof thesegrains "_
162. [7] WassonJ. T. (1993) Meteoritlcs, 28, 14--28.[8] Weisberg areevidentwithin the samechondrite.However,in unequilibrated
M. K.etal. (1988)Meteoritics, 23, 309-310. [9] HutchisonR. etal. CO carbonaceouschondrites,olivine in FeO-rich (type II) chon-
(1987) GCA, 51, 1875-1882. [10] Holmen B. A. and Wood J.A. drales has compositionsaroundFa3o[11,12], and this is a likely
(1986)Meteoriacs, 21,399. [11]HutchisonR. et ai. (1979)Nature, potentialprecursorforthemostmetal-richdustyolivine.Forenstatite
280, l16-119.[12]HewinsR.H.(1988)inMeteoritesandtheEarly chondrites, most of the FeO-rich chondrules that have been de-
Solar System (J. F. Kerridgeand M. S. Matthews,eds.), 660-679, scribedare also reduced, butprovidea potential source for dusty
Univ. of Arizona,Tucson. [13] Bevan A. W. R. and Axon H.J. relic grainsin low-FeOchondrules[8].
(1980) EPSL, 47, 353--360. [14] Hutcheon I. D. and Hutchison Forsteriterelics in FeO-richchondrulesoccuras cores of core-
R. (1989)Nature, 337, 238-241. [15] Dodd R. T. (1981) Meteor- positionFao.5_s within FeO-rich(Fals_2o)olivine grains[3-6]. The
ires: A Chemlcal-Petrologic Synthesis, 121-132, Cambridge. FeO-richolivine is an overgrowththat grew duringchondrulefor-
[16]HutchisonR. et al. (1988) Phil Trans. R. SOc.Lond., A325, marion.Texturesof relict forsteritesshow that they were partially
445-458. [17] HutchisonR. et al. (1988) EPSL, 90, 105--118. resorbedinto the chondrulemeltduring the melting episode. The
[18] Alexander C. M. O'D. et al. (1989) EPSL, 95, 187-207. FeO and minorelement contentsof the forsteritesare consistent
[19]G6pel C. et al. (1994) EPSL, 121, 153-171. withtheirderivationfromFeO-poor,typeI chondrules.This typeof
relic is rare in ordinary chondrites,and more common in CO3
chondrites.Inone ordinarychondrite(semarkona),foursmall relict
forsterites,<40 pm across,were observedin threechondrulesout of
RELICT GRAINS IN CHONDRULES: EVIDENCE FOR 11studied[5]. InCO3chondrites,largerrelics, upto 100IJmacross,
CHONDRULE RECYCLING. R.H. Jones,Instituteof Meteor- arepresentin 3 outof 4 chondrules[6]. Olivinedissolutionexperi-
itics, Departmentof Earthand PlanetarySciences, University of ments indicatethat a 40-pm forsteritegrain,typicalof type I chon-
New Mexico, AlbuquerqueNM 87131, USA. drulesinordinarychondrites,will dissolve in a moltenchondrulein
a matterof minutes [13]. This suggests that the survival rate of
The presence of relict grainsin chondrulesoffers some insight forsteriterelics is low, andthatforsteritegrainswere probablymore
into the degree to which chondrulematerialwas recycled in the common in chondruleprecursors than the observed proportionof
chondrule-forming region. Relics are grains that clearly did relics indicates.
not crystallize in sltu in the hostchondrule.They representcoarse- In type 3 ordinarychondrites,approximately10%of all chon-
grainedprecursormaterial that did not meltduringchondrulefor- drules contain dusty relic grains, and approximately 5% of all
marion,andprovidetheonlytangibler cord ofchondruleprecursor chondrulescontainrelic forsterite.These grainsunderwenta least
grains. Several different kindsof relics have been identified,and two episodesof chondruleformation.This evidence has important
differentsourcesfor thesegrainshavebeensuggested.Thecompo- implicationsfor chondruleformationmodels. Both these types of
sitionsof certainrelicsareverysimilarto comparablegrainsin relicsrepresentmajordifferencesin redoxconditionsbetween
chondrules.These grainsprovide evidence for recycling of chon- relics and host chondrules,and show thatthere was intimatemixing
drule material, which places importantconstraintson chondrule between different chondruletypes. Two scenariosaccountingfor
formationmodels, thisarepossible:(1) The Ofugacityof eachchondrale is definedby
Relics are commonly identifiedby a large difference in size, the intrinsic O fugacity of the precursordustball,and chondrules
texturaldifferences, and/or significant compositional differences with a rangeof O fugacitiesmay form in one region; or (2) chon-
comparedwith normalgrainsin thehost chondrule.Two important druleswith different O fugacitiesformed in different regions, but
typesof relics are (1) "dusty," metal-bearinggrainsof olivine and close enoughin timeandspacethat therewas mixingbetween these
pyroxene[1,2];and(2) forsterite (Mg-richolivine) grainspresentin regions.The secondmodel is probablymorerealistic. The presence
FeO-richchondrules[3-6]. of relics derived from chondrulesalso indicates that there were
"Dusty"olivine andpyroxenegrainsare common in all typesof numerousdisruptivecollisions among chondrulesbetween chon-
chondrites [I-3,7,8]. The dusty appearancein transmittedlight drule-formingevents, and thisplaces constraintson the density of
results from the presence of numerous small (micrometer-sized) material in the chondrule-formingregion [14]. The frequency of
blebs of low-Ni, Fe metal distributedthroughoutthe grain. This recyclingestimatedfrom relict grainsis consistentwith estimates
textureis the result of solid-state reduction of a more FeO-rich made from studies of compoundchondrules and coarse-grained
olivine or pyroxene grain. Dusty grains are observed in reduced, chondrulerims [15].
low-FeO(typeI) chondrulesandcommonlyhave aclear, metal-free References: [1] NagaharaH. (1981) Nature, 292, 135--136. t
overgrowthof FeO-poorolivine that probablygrew duringchon- [2] RambaldiE. R. (1981) Nature, 293, 558-561. [3] KracherA.
druleformation.Reductionof the relic may have takenplaceeither et al. (1984) Proc. LPSC 14th, inJGR, 89, B559-B566. [4] Steele
before or duringchondrule formation. Rare, FeO-rich grains in I.M.(1989)GCA,53,2069-2079.[5]JonesR.H.(1990)GCA,54,
reducedchondruleshave not undergonereduction[3]. For some 1785-1802. [6] Jones R. H. (1992)GCA,56, 467-482. [7] Jones R.
dusty grains,the high densityof metalsuggests that original corn- H.(1994)GCA,inpress. [8] LusbyD.etal. (1987)Proc.LPSC17th,
positions were above 30 tool% Fa or Fs (Fa = fayalite, Fe-rich inJGR, 92, E679-E695. [9] GrossmanJ. N. et al. 0988) in Mete-
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oritesandtheEarlySolarSystera(J.F.KerridgeandM.S.Matthews, consideredto act as pores in shock deformation.Accordingto the
eds.), 619-659, Univ. of Arizona,Tucson. [10] Scott E.R. D. and present model, minerals in the matrixmust be fragments of the
TaylorG. J. (1983) Prec. LPSC 14th, in JGR, 88, B275-B286. precursors and condensates from vapor generated by the shock
[l l] McSween H. Y. Jr. 0977) GCA, 41, 411-418. [12] Scott event. Redox conditionsduring the shock events are controlled
E. R. D. andJonesR.H. (1990)GeA, 54, 248.5-2.502.[13]Thornber mainly by thevolatilizationof ice and will be discussedin another
C.R. and HuebnerJ. S. (1985) Am. Mineral., 70, 934-945. paper[7].
[14] WassonJ. T. (1993) Meteoritics, 28, 14-28. [15] RubinA.E. A modelcalculationbased on a mechanismof chondruleforma-
andKrot A. N., this volume, tion throughcondensation of vapor resulting from collisions of
•. planetesimais [8] suggests that grainsformed by such a collision
will not escape but accrete onto the planetesimal, providcd the
targetplanetesimalmass is largerthan 1024g. OurproposedcolIi-
COLLISION OF COMEFLIKE AND SLIGHTLY DIFFER- sion model is alsocompatiblewith the conclusionsof this calcula-
ENTIATED BODIES AS AN ORIGIN FOR ORDINARY tion. Furthermore,the undepletednature of moderately volatile
CHONDRITES. M.Kitamurat andA.Tsuchiyama2,1Department elements in chondrules,such as Na can be explainedif the evapo-
ofGeologyandMineralogy,KyotoUniversity,Kyoto606-01, Japan, rationof theseelementsoccurredinanearlyclosedsystemofa cloud
2Deparunento_andSpaceScience,OsakaUniversity,Toyonaka consistingof hot vapor,meltdroplets,anddustparticles.The latent
560, Japan. heat productionby recondensationof solid dust is also likely to
affect stronglythe cooling ratesof the vapor-melt-dustcloud.
The originof ordinarychondriteshas been extensively studied. References: [1] WatanabeS. et al. (1984) Mem. Natl. Inst.
Oneofthe keystounderstandingthe originof chondritesis givenby PolarRes. Spec.Issue,335,200-209. [2]KitamuraM.andWatanabe
the characteristicsof relict minerals in chondrules that survived S. (1989) 14th Syrup.Antarc. Meteorites, 73-74. [3] KitamuraM.
chondruleformation.Someof therelict mineralsshow shockdefer- et ai. (1992) in High-Pressure Research: Application to Earth and
marion textures,such as high dislocationdensities in relict olivine Planetary Sciences (Y. Syono and M. H. Manghnani,eds.), 333-
[l] andstackingfaultsin relictpyroxene[2]. These texturessuggest 340, Terrapub. [4] Fujita T. and Kitamura M., this volume.
thatshock deformationwas thecauseof meltingof the chondrules. [5] KitamuraM. (1990)Prec. 23rd ISASLunar Planet. Syrup., 135-
Shock recovery experiments on chondrite and porous chondriric 14_, KitamuraM. andTsuchiyamaA. (1991)LPSXXII, 72.3-724.
materials [3] showed that the porosityis essential to the formation [6] HutchisonR. and Bevan A. W. R. (1983) in Chondrules and
of large amountsof shock melt.These experimentsshoweda close Their Origins (E. A. King,ed.), 162-179, LPL [7]TsuchiyamaA.
resemblance between the bulk compositionof the shock melt and andKitamuraM., this volume.[8] YamamotoT. etai. (1989)Prec.
the naturalchondrulesandalso strongsimilaritiesin the texturesof 22nd ISASLunar Planet. Syrup., 135-140;,(1990) Prec. 23rd ISAS
experimentallyshocked aggregatesof fine fragmentsand natural Lunar Planet. Symp., 219-222.
fine-grainedaggregates.Theseresults suggesta shock-meltingori-
gin for chondrules.
Someof theolivine andpyroxenefragmentsin the matrixof the
chondrites have been shown to have a composition closer to the MICROCHONDRULES IN ORDINARY CHONDRITES:
relict minerals than minerals crystallized during the chondrule IMPLICATIONS FOR CHONDRULE FORMATION. A.N.
formation[4]. Thissuggests thatsome of thefragments originated Krot!-2and A. E. Rubint, tInstitute of Geophysics and Planetary
fromtheprecursormaterialsof the chondrules.Thechemical trends Physics, University of California,Los Angeles CA 90024, USA,
of thepyroxenefragments,which includethatof the relictpyroxene, _PlanetaryGeosciences, Departmentof Geology and Geophysics,
can be interpretedto have been formedby crystallizationnot from School of Ocean andEarthScience and Technology, Universityof
a gasbutfroma liquid,suggestinganigneousoriginforsome of the Hawaii atManoa, HonoluluHI 96822, USA.
precursormaterials.The relictmineralscommonlyhave inclusions
precipitatedduring the chondruleformation, suggesting different The occurrenceof numerousmicrochondrulesinseveralmatrix-
redox conditions during the formation of the precursorand the rich clasts and chondrulerims as describedbelow has important
chondrule/matrix, implicationsforthe originofchondrules.Itimpliesthatfine-grained
Anyproposedoriginforchondrites,therefore,has to accountfor material existed in the immediatevicinity of the microchondrules
the following observations and conclusions: (1) Relict minerals when they formed and that the chondrule-formarionmechanism
showshockdeformationtextures,(2) some of therelict mineralsare musthave been highly localized.
formedby an igneous process, (3) porous material is requiredto Chondrulesin different chondritegroupshave distinctaverage
form significant amountsof shock melt, and (4) different redox diameters rangingfrom-200 to 1000 gm [1]; in additionto these
conditions existed between the precursor and chondrule.!matrix "normal-sized"chondrulestherearemacrochondrulesrangingupto
formationprocesses.Inorderto explainthese features,we proposed 5 cm in diameter [2] and microchondrules(arbitrarilydef'medas
• the collisionof a"comeriike" body[5] with a secondbody that was chondrules<40 lan in diameter) rangingdown to submicrometer
slightly differentiatedby igneous processes as the mechanism of sizes [3]. Aerodynamicsorting in the nebulahas been invoked to
chondrite formation.This suggestiondiffers from previous shock accountforthe size variationsofchondrules in differentgroups[4-
originmodels [6]inthatoneof thebodiesiscometlike.Thecometlike 6].Reportedsize-frequencydistributionsof ordinarychondrite(OC)
body is assumedto consist of silicates, metal, metal sulfides, and chondrulesinclude very few chondruleswith diameters <100 ln'n
grainsof highly volatile elements (ice). The ice can provide large [7-10];suchchondrulesconstitute<0.03vol%ofHand<0.006 vol%
amounts of volatiles,whichcanchangeredoxconditions,and can be of Land LLchondrites[3].
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Microchondmlesin 0(2 have beenreportedin twoprincipal materialthatnowcomposesthematrixlikeclastsandrimswasinthe
settings:(1)asrareindividualsinthefine-grainedmatricesof many immediatevicinityofthemicrochondruleswhentheyformed.This
type-3chondrites[3,11]andintheclasticmatrixoftheDimmittH same materialmay even have beenthe immediateprecursor
regolithbreccia[3];and(2) as thepredominantorexclusivechon- of the microchondrules.If the matrix-richclumpsin which the
drulesizeinafewunequilibratedclastsinLL3.4Piancaldoli[3],the microchondrulesareentrainedwerethesameprecursorsfromwhich
RioNegroL regolithbreccia[3], L3.7Mez6-Madaras[12],and theyformed,thepresentferroancompositionsof theclumps(e.g., ~
LL3.1Krymka[13]. 34wt%FeOinthematrixof thePiancaldoliclast[3])relativetothe
The 150× 200-proKrymkaclastcontains-30 olivinemicro- microchondrules(e.g., 2.7 wt%FeOin Piancaldoli)impliesthat
chondrules(Fa22_,_),3-31 Ilmin apparentdiameter,embeddedin matrixmaterialbecameincreasinglyoxidizedwithtime. .,
t-me-grainedmatrixmaterial.The 5-ramRio-Negroclastcontains 2. Thesurvivalofdustymaterialduringchondruleformation,as
about30 radialpyroxene(RP)'chondrules5-74 Innin apparent indicatedby the coexistenceof microchondrulesandfine-grained
diameteras wellas a fewnormal-sizedchondrulesandchondrule matrixmaterial,suggeststhatchondmleformationingeneraloccurs
fragmentsembeddedin fine-grainedsilicatematrix.The l-mm in small(centimeter-sized)regions.Highlylocalizedheatsources
Piancaldoliclast contains-I00 RP chondrules(0.2.5-64IJmin suchas lightningseemparticularlysuitablemeltingmechanisms.
apparentdiameter)embeddedin fine-grainedsilicatematrix;-15% The verysmallweightfractionofmicrochondrulesinOCcould
ofthechondrulesarecompound.Themeancompositionofthelow- have resultedfrom a formationalprocess,whichpreferentially
Capyroxenegrainsis Fs4.oWol.3.The6× 8-ramdarkclastinMez6- destroyedmicrochondralesbyefficientrecyclingintolargerchon-
Madarascontains>140chondmles(2-1501_minapparentdiameter), drulesorbynebularsize-sortingsubsequenttochondruleformation
lithicfragments,andmineralgrainsembeddedinfine-grainedsill- [15].Collisonallyinducedcollapseof themicrochondrule-bearing




thatshedsnewlightontheiroriginandhas importantimplications 619-660, Univ.of Arizona,Tucson.[2] Weisberget al. (1988)
forthegeneralproblemofchondruleformation.WehavefoundthatMeteoritics,23, 309-310. [3] RuhinA. E.et al. (1982)GCA,46,
severalfine-grainedrimsof matrixlikematerialaroundnormal- 1763-1776.[4] RubinA. E. andKeilK. (1984)Meteoritics,19,
sizedporphyriticchondrulescontainnumerousmicrochondrules 135-143.[5]ScottE.R. D. andHaackH.(1993)Meteoritlcs,28,
withapparentdiametersof <20 Inn. 434.[6]SkinnerW.R.andLeenhoutsJ.M.(1993)Meteoritics,28,
Adumbbell-shaped850× 1500-1_ntypeIPOchondruleinL3.4 439. [7]MartinP. M.andMillsA. A. (1976)EPSL,33, 239-248.
EET90161is surroundedby a 50-80-1ma-thickfine-grainedrim [8]HughesD. W.(1978)EPSL,51,26-28. [9]KingT.V. V. and
containinga high abundance(>100) of microchondrules.The KingE.A. (1979)Meteoritic$,14, 91-96. [10]GoodingJ.L. and
microchondrulesarehomogeneouslydistributedintherimandvary KeilK.(1981) Meteoritics,16, 17-43. [11] NagaharaH. (1984)
indiameterfrom2-20 pm;theyhavesimilartexturesandcompo- GCA, 48, 2581-2595. [12] ChristopheMichel-LevyM. (1988)
sitions. Meteoritics,23, 45-48. [13] RubinA. E. (1989) Meteoritics,24,
A 500-1_n-diameterporphyriticolivine-pyroxene(POP)chon- 191-192. [14] WassonJ. T. et al. (1993) Meteoritics,28, 456.
druleinL3.4EZI'90261is surroundedbya50-70-lun-thickfine- [15]WassonJ. T. (1993)Meteoritlcs,28, 14-28.
grainedrim containing-30-50 microchondrules,2-10 IJmin
apparentdiameter.Themicrochondruleshavesimilartexturesand
compositions.
A1250×1850-pmchondruleinLL3.1BishunpurisacompoundTHE JET MODEL OF CHONDRULE FORMATION.
objectconsistingof a POprimaryand twoPOPsecondaryadhe- K.Liffman1.2,ICSIRO/DBCE,P.O.Box56,Highett,Victoria3190,
sions. The whole compoundchondruleis surroundedby a Australia,2AstrophysicsGroup,Schoolof Physics,Universityof
100-150-pro-thickfine-grainedrimcontainingahighabundance Melbourne,Parkville,Victoria3052,Australia.
(>100) of homogeneouslydistributedmicrochondrules.The
microchon-dmlesvaryinapparentdiameterfrom2Innto50Innand We estimatethe sizerangeof particlesthatareejectedfroma
havesimilartexturesandcompositions, protostellaraccretiondiskby aprotostellarjet. Ann-bodycodeis
Theoccurrenceofdiscreteclastsandchondrulerimsconsisting usedto determinethe subsequentmotionof the ejectedparticles,
of abundantmicrochondrulesof simUartexturesandcompositions where the particlesaresubjectto two forces:the gravitational
within fine-grainedmatrixmaterialindicatesthat each set of attractionfromtheprotostar,andthegasdragfromthehalogasof
microchondrulesformedas a "cloud"of microdropletsduringa the accretiondisk.
singlechondrule-formingevent;theyareanalogoustonormal-sized It is highly probablethata protosolarjet existedat the very
"sibling"compoundchondrules[14].Theoccurrenceofcompound beginningof the solarsystem.Sucha jet mayhaveinfluencedthe
microchondrulesalso indicatesthat theyformedathigh number chemicalstructureofthe solarnebulabyrecyclingheatedmaterial
densitiesas independentfree-floatingobjects.Themicrochondrulesbackintothenebula.Protostellarjetsejectaconsiderableamount
eitherformedbysimultanoousmeltingofdustconcentrationswithinof mass(10-3-10-1M®)overalonglifetime(106-107yr)[l,2]. A
alargednstballorbydisruptionofanormal-sizedchondruledroplet,rotosolarjet, if it existed,couldhaveejected10--5-10-z M®of
Theseobservationsleadtotwo principalconclusions: "rocky"material(i.e.,allelementsexcludingH andHe) fromthe
1. Becauseamicrochondrule"cloud"woulddissipaiequickly solarnebula.Ifonly 10%of this materialwere tofall backtothe
dueto randommotions,itseemsinescapablethatthe fine-grained solarnebulathenwewouldhave 10"6-10-4M®ofrocky(possibly
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" preservedsamples of the solar nebula:the chondriticmeteorites.
Protostellarjetsappear to be formedfrom the innermostregions EXPERIMENTAL CONSTRAINTS ON MODELS FOR THE
(<0.1 AU)ofprotostellaraccretiondisks.At suchcloseproximityto ORIGIN OF CHONDRULES: COOLING RATES. G.E.
: theprotostar,one wouldexpect any nongaseousdiskmaterialto be Lofgren,NASA JohnsonSpace Center,HoustonTX 77058, USA.
in a molten or semimolten state.We have undertakenan analytic
analysis of the expected dropletsize that can be ejected by the jet Therehas longbeena fascinationwithchondrules,and oneof the
flow andfindthatthe dropletradius is <l cm. Thegas densitiesand f'urstquestions is how fast do they cool, or how long was the
speedsrequiredto ejectsuch large objectsfrom the close environs chondrule-formingevent?Stefan-Boltzmancalculationsfor 2-ram
of a protostarhave been shown (in previous studies) to be well moltendropletchondrulessuggesttheywouldcool ina few seconds
withintheoretically expectedand observationallyconfirmedranges [1]. But mostchondrulesareporphyriticand such texturesrequire
[1-3]. The subsequent motion of these objects, once they are longerto crystallize.Porphyritictexturesin factsuggestslow rates,
decoupledfrom the jet flow, is shown to be a linearpath acrossthe buthow slow?
face of the accretiondisk. Inone of theearliestsystematic,dynamiccrystallizationstudies
If these ejectedparticlespass througha sufficientlylargesection of coolingrate, Tsuchiyamaetal.[1] reproducedporphyritic,barred,
of the accretion disk's upper atmosphere, then their speed will andradial olivine textures fromthreedifferentmelt compositions.
become smallerthantheescapevelocity, andtheparticleswill settle They foundthe cooling rates to be in the range3000°--"/200°C/hr,
backtothe accretiondisk (see Fig. l). Itis shownthatthe denserand althoughthebestolivineporphyritictexturesdevelopedat 1200°C/hr.
larger a particleis, the furtherit can travelthroughthe gas halo of They attributedthe varyingtexturesto compositional differences,
an accretiondisk,thereby producingdensity-dependentsize sorting with the texturesbecomingfinergrainedas silica contentincreases.
of particles.Since chondruleshavesizes (<l cm) that areinversely Hewinsetal.[2] studiedapyroxene-richchondrulecompositionand
proportionalto their density, it is suggested that chondrulesare found that cooling from a total melt produced radial pyroxene
ablationdropletsproducedby a protostellarjet. texturesat cooling rates of 50°--3000°C/hr.Planner and Keil [3]
producedmicroporphyriticchondruleswith cooling llistoriesthat
containeda temperatureplateau,which they foundnecessaryto getParticle Trajectories with Gas Drag
R = 0.04 A.U., Vkep = 149 km s-1 the more Fa-richolivinecompositionsobservedinporphyritichon-
• , .., drules. Lofgren and Russell [4] applied knowledge gained in the
16_" ." studyof the nucleationcharacteristicsof terrestrialbasalts[5] to a
174 .-" ," dynamiccrystallization studyof pyroxene-rich(andlater olivine-
,," rich)chondrulemelts [6]. While it was clearthatporphyriticchon-
-" drule textures could be produced at very slow cooling rates
--_ ,,,. -• 164 (< 5°C/hr),it wouldbe morecompatiblewithcurrentmodels if they
.'" couldbeproducedatfasterrates.These latterstudiescombinedwith
• "" [7,8] systematically showed that with nuclei present in the melt,
..-"
;i;iiiii"" .......
. .... cooling rates upto 1000°C/hrandeven higher would still produce
• ..""
.... porphyritictextures. Barredolivine and pyroxene and radial rex-
- .." .. " turescouldbeproducedfromanevenlargerrangeof coolingrates,
N '" "" • ""
• , 5o_3000oC/hr.
.•- .•" •
......•" - TheLofgrenstudies[4-7] helptoexplaintheobservationof [1]
.. •e • ..
'"," "" ." thattheprimaryvariablein producingtexturewasthecomposition
..-." / ,."
..i_i_"_........... Vz(0) = 159 kms-1 of the melt. In fact, the primaryvariableis heterogeneousnucle-
6 ;_, . • _ ation.Tsuchiyamaet al. [1] usedthreecompositionswith increasing
>" • _ silica contentrangingfromolivine-rich to pyroxene-richchondrule
/'i_"_.-'"" ; -1 _ melts.With increasingsilica,the liquidus temperaturedecreases.,_'" i 154 km s
,_, i..-_ AccretionDisk They useda constantmeltingtemperatureof 1600°C.Their most
o _ ' • , , .... olivinerichwasnottotallymeltedsothatnucleiremainedin the
0 i 2 3 melt at thattemperatureand uponcoolinga porphyritictexture
r (Au) resulted.The othertwocompositionsweretotallymeltedat 1600°C
and nucleation did not occur until significantsupercoolinghad
developedandbarredandradialtexturesresulted.Thepyroxene-
Fig.I. Asolar-massprotostarislocatedatr=0,z=0.Surroundingthe richcompositionwassuperheatedsomuchat 1600°Cthatonlypmtostarisanaccretiondisk,thescaleheightofwhichisshowni profile.
." ParticlesareinitiallyinacircularKeplerianorbitofradiusR=0.04AU.The olivine,notpyroxene,nucleateduponcooling, resultingintheradial
parficlesarethengivenavertical"boost"velocity,themagnitudeofwhich(in olivinetexture.Hewinsetal. [2]wereabletogetradialpyroxene
unitsof lans-m)isshown extotheparticles'trajectories.Particlesthatare fromameltof similarcompositionbecausetheymeltedtheir start-
sobjectedtosutficienflyhighgasdragarelaterrecapturedbytheaccretiondisk,i g material just above the liquidus and pyroxene was able to
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nucleateupon cooling. We now understandthatthe full rangeof IMPLICATIONS OF A PHASE-TRANSITION THERMO-
porphyriticto radial texturescan be producedin all compositions STAT FOR CHONDRULE MELTING. S.G. Love, Hawaii
primarilyas a functionof the nucleationcondition,whichis con- Instituteof Geophysicsand Planetology,School of Oceanand Earth
trolledprimarilyby the meltingtemperature.The relationshipbe- Science and Technology, University of Hawaii at Manoa, 2525
tween texture and melt composition, melting temperature, and CorreaRoad, Honolulu[] 96822, USA.
presenceofnucleiremainsanimportantoneassummarizedby[9]. ~
Wealsoknowthatifnucleiarepresentattheinitiationofcooling, It is widelyacceptedthatchondruleswereformedin brief,
porphyritictexturecanboproducedatmuchfastercoolingrates,and localizednebularheatingepisodes.Giventheapparent(atleast
thatinsomecompositionscanoniybeproducedifnucleiarepresent, local)highefficiencyofchondmleformation[1,2],thesethermal _.




canbeproducedatanevenlargerangeofcoolingratesdependingspreadof heatingintensities.If thiswasso, it is puzzlingthat
primarilyonthedegreeof superheatorsubliquidusmelting, compositionalndtexturalevidencepointsto mostchondrules
Howwellcanthecoolingratebeconstrained7Notaswellaswe havingbeenheatedtoa verynarrowrangeof peaktemperatures:
wouldlike.Thefiner-grained,radialpyroxenet xturesarenotatall certainlywithin1400°-1750°C,andin most caseswithin
wellconstrainedandcanformfrom5° to 3000°C/hr.Thebarred 1500°-1550°C[2,3].
olivinetexturesarea littlemorerestrictedto 500°-2500°C/hr. Apossiblexplanationforthisrestrictedrangeofpeaktempera-
Porphyriticolivinetextureshavethemostconstrainedcoolingrates turesisthechondrules'ownheatoffusion(approximately400J/g),
becausebothcrystalshapeandzoningprofilescanbeused.Radomskywhichactsas aheatsinkatmeltingtemperatures.Inthispicture,













nonporphyritictextures,chemicalzoningis verylimitedin these gasissuggestedintwoways.First,chondrulecoolingtimesinferred
very-fine-grainedtexturesandisnotverydiagnosticof cooling rate. fromtheirtexturesincludevaluesmuchlongerthan the<l-s cooling
Fortheporphyriticolivinechondrulesthatgrowfrommeltswith timeof an isolatedchondrule[6,2];theselongtimescalesimply
nucleipresentthereisstillalargerangeofcoolingratesfromvery goodthermalcontactwiththelocalgas.Second,manyproposed
slowupto1000°C/hr.It isthechemicalzoningprofilesthatallow chondrule-heatingmechanisms(e peciallythoserelyingonconduc-
ustomoreaccuratelydeterminethecoolingrate.Thezoningprofile tiveorconvectiveheatransfer)operatewithcomparableeffective-
is a direct result of the growthrate of the crystal,which is in turn ness on both the solids and the gas. Hydrogen gas, the primary
controlledby the cooling rate. constituentof the nebula, has a heat capacity of ~14 J/g-K; the
References: [l] TsuchiyamaA. et al. (1980) EPSL, 48, 155- energy necessary to heat it from 400° to 1500°C is 15,000 J/g,
165. [2] Hewins R. H. et al. (1981) Pro€. LPS 12B, 1123-1133. overwhelmingcomparedto the 400-J/g-wide"window" that allows
[3]PlannerH.N.andKeilK.(1982)GCA,46,317-330.[4]Lofgren an equal mass of chondrulesto be partly melted. For chondrule
G. E. andRussell W. J. (1986) (3CA,50, 1715-1726. [5] Lofgren meltingtooperate effectivelyas athermostat forthe chondrulesand
(3.E.(1983).l.Petrol.,24,229-255.[6]LofgrenG..E.(1989)GCA, gas alikeundervariableheatingconditions,the mass of chondrules
53,461-470.[7]LofgrenG.E. and LanierA. B. (1990) GCA, 54, ina given volumeof the nebulamustbe at least~102×that of the H.
3537-3551.[8]RadomskyP.M.andHewinsR.H.(1990)(3CA,54, For a 300-K, 10-5 -armnebula, this correspondsto at least one
3475-3490. [9] Hewins R. It and RadomskyP. M. (1990)Meteor- millimeter-sizedchondruleper cubic meter.This limit is consistent
itics, 25, 309-318. [ !0] Hewins R. H. (1983) in Chondrules and with estimates of the space density of chondrulesbased on studies
Their Origins (E. A. King,ed.), 122-133, LPI.[11]JonesR. It and of collisional features[4,7], andrepresents a midplanesolid-to-gas
Lofgren(3. E. (1993)Meteoritics, 28, 213--22I. [12]Hewins R. I-L enhancementof at least l04 over the"solar" value.








Because a chondrule's"sky" would be filled with its hot siblings, documented [7] thunderstormelectrificationmechanism.Neglect-
it would haveto reject itsheat via slower,nonradiativeprocesses, ing the effect of different materials, we find a (highly uncertain)
which demanda temperaturedifference betweenthe particlesand preferentialtransferof ~l electronperchondrule/matrixgraincol-
gas. In these scenarios,the thermal behaviorof thechondrulesmay lision.
not be controlledbytheirsurroundings,andnothingcan be inferred We imagine a "gust front"of gas intrudinginto a well-mixed
" aboutthe ratioof chondrulesto H.To avoid invokingthe arguments regionof gasand particles.Thefrontquicklyaccumulatesagrowing
of the precedingparagraph,however,theheatingprocessmustnot numberof small grainswith one chargepolarity,leavingbehind a
efficiently depositenergyintothe gas in the t'_t place, volume filled withoppositelycharged largerparticles(Fig. 1).The
" In summary,it seems reasonabletoguess that the latentheat of potentialdifference betweenthe twochargesisequatedto the gas
fusionofchondrulesmayhaveplayedapartinrestrictingtheirpeak breakdownvoltage,whichdependson the chargeseparation(d,in
temperaturesto a narrow range.If therewas goodthermalcontact cm) and the gas pressure(p,intorr):V(volts)-25.6 pd+ 1860 [8].
between the chondrulesand the surroundingnebula,this idea im- Solving yieldsthe dischargegapand voltage (~2000 m and 40 kV
plies that the mass ratio of chondrulesto gas was at least 100:1, for the benchmarkconditions). At the low pressure of the solar
consistent with otherestimates [7]. This density limit may have nebula,thedischargewillprobablyresemblea diffuse aurorarather
furtherimplicationsforthe nebularsolid fraction'svelocity disper- than lightning[9], posing a seriousproblem for chondruleforma-
sion, scale height, and prospects for collisional and gravitational tion.
coagulation.If,on the otherhand,the chondruleformation mecha- The breakdownfunnelschargefrom a regionof the gustfront
nism operatedonlyonthe chondrulesthemselves,thephase-transi-with a radius comparableto the dischargegap. The energy released
tion thermostat idea permits no inferencesabout the solid-to-gas is~100 J in thebenchmarkcase.We cautiouslyassume a discharge
ratio. Nonetheless, requiringthermal isolationbetween the solids channelradiusof one molecularcollision meanfreepath. Itcannot
and the gas places constraintson the characterof the chondrule be less than this distance, and is very likely to be greater (with a
heating mechanism, correspondingdecreaseof heat flux onto particlestherein). Under
References: [1] LevyE.H. (1988) inMeteoritesand the Early thebenchmark conditions, a l-mm particle(with its ion collision
Solar System (L F. Kerridgeand M. S. Matthews,eds.), 697-71 l, crosssection increasedby charging[3]) in thechannelcan intercept
Univ. of Arizona,Tucson.[2] Grossman J. N. (1988)inMeteorites at most ~1 J, barely sufficient for melting. Results for different
and the Early Solar System (L F. Kerridgeand M. S. Matthews, conditionsareillustratedin Fig. 2. A l-Inn matrixgrainin the bolt
eds.), 680-696, Univ. of Arizona,Tucson. [3] Hewins R. H. and can be vaporized,possibly explaining the suggested enhanced O
RadomskyP. M. (1990)Meteoritics, 25, 309-318. [4] Wasson L T. fugacity at chondrule formation[10,11], as well as the rarityof
(1993) Meteoritics, 28, 14-28. [5] WassonJ. T. (1974)Meteorites. micrometer-sizedchondrules. Unfortunately,the dust:gas ratios
[6] Hewins R. H. (1988) in Meteorites and the Early Solar System requiredto significantly increasetheOfugacityproducedischarges
(L F. Kerridgeand M. S. Matthews, eds.), 660-679, Univ. of tooweakto meltchondrules.Also, this argumentpredictsa depen-
Arizona,Tucson. [7] GoodingL L and Keil K. (1981)Meteoritics dence of heating intensity on chondrulesize, which has not been
16, 17-43. : found [12].
Two importantdifficulties arise with the 10-100-s discharge
duration for the benchmark nebula [3]. Fh'st, a particle in the
FORMATION OF CIIONDRULES BY ELECTRICAL DIS-
CHARGE HEATING. S.G. Love, K. Keil, and E. R. D. Scott,
Hawaii Instituteof Geophysics and Planetology,School of Ocean
and EarthScienceand Technology,Universityof Hawaiiat Manoa,
252.5CorreaRoad, HonoluluHI 96822, USA.
A possiblemechanismfor makingchondrulesin thesolar nebula
is electricaldischarge("lightning'9heating[1-3], whichcan create
high-temperature(>1600 K), short-duration(~10 s) thermal events
as indicated by the chondriticrecord. Lightningoccurs in many
diverseterrestrialand planetarysettings[4], andmayhaveoccurred GustFront
in the solar nebula;it is thusworthwhileto investigateits implica- Direction
fions for chondruleformation, of Motion
The characterof anelectricaldischargedependson its environ-
ment.We treatnebulagaspressuresbetween10-7and10-3bar,with
I0-s bar as a "benchmark"value [5,6]. Gas temperatureis chosen
• as 300 K.Dust:gasmass ratios are0.01 (the "solar" value) to 10 (a • •
1000-foldmidplaneconcentration),with1.0asa benchmark.We GustFront SweptVolume
presume10m/sturbulentvelocities,andtwophasesof2g/cm3dust, (smallgrainsentrained) (largegrainsremain)
presentin equalmasses: l-mm chondruleprecursorparticles,and
l-inn prematrixgrains.Thesequantitiesyieldparticle-stopping
distancesand collisionalmean freepaths.Accumulationof opposite
chargeson different-sizedparticlesis assumed tooccur via a well- Fig.l. Assumedelectrificafiongeometry.
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CHRONOLOGY OF CHONDRULE AND CAI FORMA-
Dust:gas TION--Mg-A! ISOTOPIC EVIDENCE. G. L MacPhersonI
"_ / 0.01
o= z.oE+lo /j 0.03 and A. M. Davis2, SDepartmentof Mineral Sciences,National
"= ///0 1 Museum of NaturalHistory,SmithsonianInstitution,Washington
-- s.oE4o5Melt, 1 m s-1 ChicagoIL 60637. "
Details of the timing of chondrule and Ca-Al-rich inclusion
! .OE+O0 ........
/_..-'f Melt, 1 mm s-1 (CAI) formationduringthe earliesthistory of the solar system are _.i i _ imperfectlyknown.BecauseCAIsaremore"refractory" than ferro-magnesianchondrulesand havethe lowest reco dedinitial_Sr/_Sr
L0_-05 ratiosof any solar system materials, the expectation is that CAIs
formed earlierthan chondrules.But it is not known, forexample, if
" 1.0E-O7 1.0F,-_ 1.0E-O5 1.0E-O4 I.OE-O3
m Gas Pressure, bar CAIformationhadstoppedby the timechondruleformationbegan.
Conventional(absolute) age-datingtechniquescannot adequately
resolve small age differences (<106 yr) between objects of such
Fig.2. Maximumenergydeliveredtoa l-nunchondruleprecursorbyan antiquity.Oneapproachhas been to look at systematicdifferenceselectricaldischargeunderdifferentnebulaconditions.
in the daughterproductsof short-livodradionuclidessuch as 26A!
and 129I.
Unfortunately,neither system appearsto be "well-behaved."
One possible reason for this circumstanceis that latersecondary
events havepartiallyreset the isotopic systems, buta viable alter-
dischargemustnot reject the energyincidentupon it, or the losses nativecontinuesto be large-scale (nebular)heterogeneityin initial
(especially radiative)will hold its temperaturebelow melting.See- isotopic abundances,which would of course renderthe systems
ond, aparticlemustnotmove fasterthan~1 mm/s,or it will escape nearly useless as chronometers.In the pasttwo years the natureof
withoutmeltingbefore the discharge ends. Randomdriftspeeds in this problemhasbeen redefined somewhat.Examinationof the AI-
the nebulawere ~103x higher [2,6]. Relaxing the lower-limitesti- Mg isotopicdatabaseforall CAIs [1] suggeststhatthe vastmajority
mateof the boltdiameterworsens the problem.Only in the region of inclusionsoriginallyhad the same initial 26AI/ZTA!abundance
indicatedin the upper portionof Fig. 2 can a chondmleprecursor ratio, andthatthe ill-behavedisotopicsystematicsnowobservedare
moving at I m/s be melted, the results of laterpartialreequilibrationdueto thermal processing.
Terrestriallightningcompletely ionizes its path. We rind that, Isotopicheterogeneitiesdidexist inthe nebula,asdemonstratedby
undera widerangeof conditions,including the benchmarknebula, the existence of so-called FUN inclusions in CV3 chondritesand
a nebular discharge does not release enough energy to ionize its isotopically anomaloushibonite grains in CM2 chondrites,which
channel. This fact, coupled with the probablediffuse natureof hadlittle or no live 26A1at the timeof their formation.But, among
nebulardischarges,indicatesthatthey were notanalogousto ter_s- the populationof CV3 inclusionsatleast, FUN inclusionsappearto
trial lighming, have beena relativelyminornebularcomponent.
Insummary,we findthatnebulardischarges donot appearto be Evolution Lifetimes of CAIs: The idea that CAIs aresimple
a viablesourceof heatfor meltingchondruleprecursors,regardless aggregatesof pristinenebularcondensatesis now recognized to be
of the uncertaintyin the details of the model. Nonetheless, we incorrectformostoftheseobjeets.Manyhavebeenpartiallymelted
believe nebularlightningworthyof furtherinvestigation.Experi- from solid precursors[2]. Recent correlatedpetrologicand AI-Mg
ments analogousto those currentlyunderwayto investigateterres- isotopic studies of numerous individual inclusions indicate that
trial thunderstorm lightning could be fruitful in refining nebular many CAIs experienced protractednebular histories, including
lightningmodels, andwould be doublyinterestingin applicationto multiple melting events and possiblymultiplealteration events as
nonthunderstormand planetarylightnings, well, extendingoverperiodsas long as severalmillionyears [3-5].
References: [1] WhippleF. L. (1966) Science, 153, 54-56. Magnesium-aluminum isotopic data are also consistent with an
[2] WassonJ. T. (1993)Meteoritics, 28, 14-28. [3] MorrillG. etal. evolutionaryscheme [6] that leads from type A inclusions (very
(1993) in Protostars and Planets 111(E. H. Levy and J. LLunine, refractory; relatively little isotopic disturbance),throughtype B
eds.),939-978, Univ. of Arizona,Tucson. [4] Uman M. A. (1987) inclusions(abundantevidence forexcess 26Mg,butcommonlydis-
The lightning Discharge, Academic, 377 pp. [5] Wood J. A. and turbedandwithprotractedevolutionaryhistories),to typeC inclu-
MorrillG.E. (1988) inMeteorites and the Early Solar System (I. F. sions (little evidence for excess 26Mg).
Kerridgeand M. S. Matthews,eds.), 329-347, Univ. of Arizona, Relative Chronology of CAIs and Chondrules: In contrast
Tucson.[6] CuzziJ. N. etal. (1993)Icarus, 106, 102-134. [7] Keith to CAIs, very little evidence for extinct 26A!has been found in
W. D. and Saunders C. P. R. (1989) JGR, 94, 13013-13106. primaryplagioclase-bearingchondrules[7-11]. IfCAIs arerepre-
[8]TownsendJ. S. (1915)Electricity inGases. [9] Llewellyn-Jones sentative of most nebularAIat the time of solarsystemformation,
F. (1966) The Glow Discharge. [10]KerridgeJ. F. (1993) Icarus, thenplagioclase-richchondrulesbegan forming laterthan the CAIs
106, 135-150. [11] PalmeH. and Boynton W. V. (1993) in Pro- or else were muchmore thoroughly reprocessedat a latertime. If
tostars and Planets III (E. H. Levy and J. I. Lunine, eds.), 979- CAIsare not representative (i.e., the nebularwas isotopically het-
1004, Univ. of Arizona,Tucson. [12] GoodingJ. L. and Keil K. erogeneous), however, no such chronologic interpretationcan be
(1980) Meteoritics, 16, 17-43. made. Unfortunately, statistical arguments are difficult because
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therearefar fewer isotopic data from objects other than CAIs. Also, mineralogical and petrographic investigations, Allen et al. [2] sug-
much of the CAI data comes fromjust two meteorites, Allende and gested that rim structures in unequilibrated ordinary chondrites
Murchison, whereas data for Al-rich chondrules comes from a could have formed in the solar nebula by accretion of dust on the
variety of carbonaceous and ordinary chondrites. The real test is surfaces of chondrules. Since then, there is a growing acceptance
whether CAI and chondrules from the same meteorite show consis- that these structures may represent the result of chondrule/dust
tent differences. If, in every case for a variety of meteorites of interactions in the solar nebula [1,3-11]. Based on the results of the
different types, it can be shown that CAIs have different Mg-AI investigation of 14 CM chondrites, the fine-grained rims in CM
isotopic compositions than their physicallyassociated chondrules, chondrites have been assigned as "accretionary dust mantles" due
the chronologic interpretation for those differences becomes com- to thewealth of arguments for a solar nebula origin and against their
pelling. The alternative (heterogeneity) hypothesis would other- origin in a planetary regolith [1]. The main characteristics of CM
wise require that each chondrite systematically drew its chondrules dust mantles are (1) they are characterized by sedimentary textures,
and CAIs from different isotopic (nebular) sources, which seems frequentlyconsisting of two or more concentric dust layers ofdiffer-
unreasonable. At themomentthis testcan beapplied only toAllende, ent composition; (2) the grain size of the serpentine- andtochilinite-
becausecomparable datado notexist forany other meteorite,butthe rich groundmass is in the micrometer range, embedding mineral
AUendeisotopic data are in fact suggestive. Normal (melilite- and/ fragments up to 50IJm; (3) their outer shape isalways very smooth
or hibonite-rich) refractory inclusions in Allende showexcesses of and rounded, in contrast to the angular and irregular shape of the
26Mgconsistent with initial 26AI/27AI~ 5 x 10-5, whereas less mantled cores (Fig. 1); (4)the contacts between dustmantles and
refractory Allende materialsuch as plagioclase-bearing chondrules, mantled constituents are very sharp; (5) they occur around all types
forsterite-bearing inclusions, and type C("igneous textured") inclu- of coarse-grained chondritic components like chondrules, Ca,AI-
sions all show much lower or no 26Mgexcesses [8,12,13]. It seems rich inclusions, PCP-richobjects, mineral fragments, etc.; (6) there
very unlikely that primary nebular heterogeneity can explain this is nomineralogical and major-element correlation between the dust
pattern, because of therequirement that different types of materials mantles and their cores; (7) they are free of solar-wind-implanted
be selected exclusively from isotopicailydistinct and separate por- noble gases [12,13]; (8) they occur exclusively around components
tionsofthenebula, then transported to a common part of the nebula that were never exposed to solar particle irradiation [14]; and
where they were assembled into a single body, the Allende parent (9) there is a distinct positive correlation between the thickness of
body. It remains to be shown if this pattern holds true for other dust mantles and the diameters of the corresponding cores [1,15],
chondrites as well, including ordinary and enstatite chondrites, with an average thickness of dust mantles that reachesroughly 19%
Taken together, the available data are consistent with CAIs of the core diameters.
initially being formed at least 2-3 m.y. prior to the onset of chon- We foundthe CM chondrite Yamato 791198 to be a key sample
drule formation, but the latter may haveoverlapped in timewith the in the interpretation of dust mantle structures, since this meteorite
ongoing remelting and alterationof CAIs. Such implied long nebu- isunbrecciatedon acentimeter scale andconsists nearly exclusively
lar lifetimes may not be inconsistent with current astrophysical of dust-mantledconstituents with only negligible interstitial mate-
models [14]. rial [1]. It appears to be a "cosmic sediment" that has preserved its
References. [1] MacPherson G. J. et al. (1992) Meteoritics, accretionary texture. We interpret this meteorite as a mechanically
27, 253. [2] StolperE. andPaque J. (1986)GCA, 50, 1785.[3]Podo- unaltered sample of thefirst rock generationof the CM parent body,
sek F. A. et al. (1991) GCA, 55, 1083. [4] MacPherson G. J. and formedby theagglomerationofdust-mantled components. Relics of
Davis A. M. (1993) GCA, 57, 231. [5] CailletC. et al. (1993) GCA,
57, 4725. [6] Davis A. M. and MacPherson G. J., this volume.
[7] HintonR. W. and BischoffA. (1984)Nature,308, 169.[8] Sheng
Y. J. et al. (1991) GCA, 55, 581. [9] Zinner E. K. and G6pei C.
(1992) Meteoritics, 27, 311. [10] Kennedy A. and Hutcheon I. D.
(1992) Meteoritics, 27, 539. [11] Hutcheon I. D. et al. (1994) LPS
XXV, 587. [12] Hutcheon I. D. (1982) Meteoritics, 17, 230.
[13]MacPherson G. J. and DavisA. M. (1992)Meteoritics, 27, 252.
[14] Podosek F. A. and Cassen P. (1994) Meteoritics, 29, 6.
CONSTRAINTS ON CHONDRULE AGGLOMERATION
FROM FINE-GRAINED CHONDRULE RIMS. K. Metzler1
andA. Bischoff2,11nstitutfurMineralogieundPetrographie,Museum
for Naturkundeder Humboldt-Universit_lt,Invalidenstrasse 43,
10115 Berlin, Germany, 2Institut filr Planetologie, Universit_it
Milnster,Wilhelm-Klemm-Strasse10, 48149 Milnster,Germany.
Fine-grained rims around chondrules, Ca,Al-rich inclusions,
,. and other coarse-grained components occur in most types of Flg.l. RelicofaccretionaryrockinColdBol_keveld(CM).Thisrocktype,
unequilibratedchondrites, most prominently incarbonaceous chon- whichcanbe foundin manyotherCMchondrites,appearstobe a"cosmic
drites of the CM group [1]. Examples of these structures from the sediment"consistingnearly exclusivelyof dust-mantledchondrulesand
CM chondrite Cold Bokkeveld are shown in Fig. 1. Based on otherdust-mantledcoarse-grainedcompenents.
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this"primary accretionaryrock" [1] withtexturessimilar to thatof residue of primitive dustclumps [5,6].
Yamato791198 were found in most other investigated CM chon- Severalchondrulesin CchondriteshaveamodifiedgroupIIREE
drites (e.g., Fig. 1), although these meteorites are brecciated to pattem(CI-normalizedLa/Sm<l)withpositiveCeandEuanoma-
variousdegrees. Noble gasmeasurements [see 1]andnuclear track lies (Fig. 1), suggesting that their refractory precursors could have
studies [14] revealed that the accretionary rock does not contain formed by the condensation of residual gas after removal of the
solar-wind-implantednoblegases or preirradiatedgrains.This im- ultrarefractorycomponentat a relatively low temperature.Similar ",.
plies that this rock and its dust-mantledcomponentsformed in a REE patterns were reported on Murehison, Leoville, Vigarano,
nebular region that was shielded from solar and galactic particle Mokoia, andAllan Hills 85085 CAIs [8--12]. Two barred-olivine
radiation.It clearly points against a dust mantle formation in a chondrulesfromAllendeexhibitanenrichmentof HREErelativeto
parentbody regolith. LREEwith the depletionof both Euand Yb (Fig. 2), which has not
Conclusions: Dust mantles in CM chondrites seem to have been identifiedin Allende CAIs. This ultrarefractorypatternwith
formed by accretionofdust on the surfacesofchondrnles and other fractionated HREE (CI-normalizedGd/Lu - 2) may represent a
components during their passage throughdust-rich regions in the condensateof the most refractory elements at a very early, high-
solar nebula.In ourview, concentricmantleswith compositionally temperaturestage. These chemical featuressuggest thathigh-tern-
different layers prove the existence of variousdistinctdust reset- peratureprocessingmusthaveoccurredatleastoncebeforechondrnle
voirs in the vicinity of the accretingparentbody.Despite mineral- formationalmelting, and that the formationof some high-tempera-
ogical and chemical differences, fine-grainedrims from other tureobjects (i.e., CAIs)precededthat of chondrules.
chondritegroupsprincipallyshowstrikingsimilaritiestodustmantle IsotopicallyfractionatedMg [13]andTi isotope anomalies[14]
texturesin CM chondrite.This implies that the formationof dust were foundin refractory-element-richCchondrules.In addition,on
mantles was a cosmically significantevent like the chondrulefor- the three-isotope graph,chondrulesfromC chondritesfollow 160
mationitself. Asalreadypointedoutby[3], theformationof"fuzzy" mixing line similar to CAIs [15]. These observationssuggest that
ballsmay havehad the effectof promotingtheaccretionprocessby heterogeneitiesof isotopesweremorecommon in the precursordust
increasing the sticking probability between colliding chondrules clumps of C chondrules,and that carrierphases of these isotopic
anddustgrains. Dustmantlesseemto have formedchronologically signaturescouldbe primaryhigh-temperatureobjects (i.e., CAIs).
betweenchondrule-producingtransientheatingevents and the ag- Thedirectevidence of refractoryprecursorphaseshas beenfound
glomeration of chondriticparentbodies. Forthis reason the inves- in a ferromagnesianchondrulefrom Allende [16]. The chondrule
tigationof dustmantle structuresmay help to answerthe question preserves a relict fragmentof CAIscontainingspinel, fassaite,and
ofhowa dustysolar nebulawas transformedintoaplanetarysystem, refractoryI t-groupmetalnuggets.Althoughits isotopicsignatureis
References: [1] Metzleret al. (1992) GCA, 56, 2873-2897. unknown,the relictCAI is a possible candidateof a 160-richend
[2] Allen J. S. et al. (1980) GeA, 44, 1161-1175. [3] MacPherson member of the O-mixingtrend.
G.J. andGrossmanL.(1981)LPSXll,646-647.[4]KingT. V.V. Chondrules in unequilibratedordinary(O) and enstatite (E)
and King E. A. 0981) Icarus, 48, 460-472. [5] MacPhersonG. L chondritesrarelyexhibit fractionatedREE patterns[17,18]. Fur-
et al. (1985) GCA, 49, 2267-2279. [6] BunchT. E. and Chang S. thermore,OandEchondritescontainfarfewerCAIsandCa,Al-rich
0984) LPSXV, 100-101. [7] MetzlerK. and Bischoff A. (1987) chondrules,implying that high-temperature fractionationdid not
Meteorifics, 22, 458-459. [8] Brearley A. LandGeigerT.(1991) occureffectively in thenebularlocationswhere Oand E chondrites
Meteorltlcs,26,323.[9]BrearleyA.L(1993)GCA,57,1521-1550. wereformed,andthatprecursordustclumpsof O andE chondrules
[10] Tomeoka K. et al. (1991) Syrup. Antarc. Meteorites, 16th, containedlow mass fractionsof thehigh-temperaturecomponents.
37-39. [Ill NakamuraT. et al. (1991) Syrup.Antarc. Meteorites,
16th, 40-41. t12] MetzlerK. and Bischoff A. (1989) Meteoritics, Allende chondrules24, 303-304. [13] Nagao K. (1991) Report of the 1989-1990
Monbuxyu Scientific Research Program. [14] MetzlerK. (1993) l0
Meteoritics, 28, 398-399. [15] MetzlerK. and Bischoff A. (1989)
LPSXX, 689--69O. _ 8
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ORIGIN OF REFRACTORY PRECURSOR COMPO- "_ 6
NENTS OF CHONDRULES. K. Misawa and N. Nakamura,
Kobe University, Kobe 657, Japan.
A percentageofall chondrnlesfromcarbonaceous(C)chondrites 4
are intermediate in major-elementcomposition between the rare
Ca,Al-richchondrnles [1] and the more abundantferromagnesian _-j
chondrules[2]. Some of thempossess fractionatedREEand trace-
element patterns [3-7] similar to those in CAIs. The abundance
patterns are controlled primarilyby volatilities expected from a Nd Sm Gd Dy Er YbLu
solar composition. On the basis of refractorylithophile fraction- Ba Ce Eu ",
ations, it is suggested that one of the refractory precursors of C
chondrules is a condensate from the nebulargas oran evaporative Fig. 1.
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Allende & Felix chondrules in equilibrium,e.g., local evaporation, where generated gas moves
away from the residual solids, the fractionation path isquite differ-
20 ent from the opposite of condensationof the gas with the solar
systemelementalbundances.Thedegreeof elemental,panicu-
10 larly isotopic,fractionationisstronglydependentonthe evaporation
•' rateof the elementwhen evaporation takes place from solid mate-
rials. The phase relations and the rate of evaporation of chondrite-
,-_ 5 forming minerals give constraints on partial pressure of the dustO
, components,totalpressureof thenebulargas, andheating rate of the
materials.
Partial Pressure of the Dust Components in an Equilibrium
_ • Process: CbondrulesandprobablysomeCAIswereformedthrough
"_1_ complete to incomplete melting of preexisting materials. If the1 process took place in equilibriumwith the solar nebulagas,
oa temperature-pressureconditionswere in the stability field of liquid
r.,O ofthe bulkcompositionof eachchondruleorCA1.Thestability field
0.5 Sr Nd Sm Dy Er Yb Ltl of chondriticmelt has not yet been studied. The phase relation of
Ba Ce Eu the olivine systems has been studiedin detail [1], where the triplepoints of forsterite and fayaliteare located at 1890°C,5.2 x 10-s bar
Fig.2. and 1217°C,6.3 x 10"gbar, respectively. The minimum pressure
required forformationof intermediateolivine melt is between these
Chondrules could have formed by remelting of isotopicallyand two values. Since the olivine in chondmle precursors is thought to
chemically heterogeneous dustballsduringflash heating event(s) in be Fo > 50, the minimum pressure may be 1 x 10-.6bar. The triple
different redox nebular conditions. At least somerefractory preeur- point pressureof enstatite is about 5 x 10"sbar [2], and that of SiO2
sot materials may have been coarse-grained, since relict forsterite is betweenthose ofenstatite and forsterite. It isworth noting that the
grains, which have blue cathodoluminescence and contain refrac- triple points of forsterite, enstatite, SiO2, and fayalite are roughly
tory elements, are more than 100pm insize [19].It is not in conflict along a line. Although the triple point of plagioclase has not been
with the observation that the relict CAI mentioned above is also experimentally determined, we can roughly estimate it to be 1 x
coarse-grained (>300 Inn in size). 10-_bar for anorthite and I × 10-s bar for albite if the triple pointof
References: [1] Wark D. A. (1987) GCA, 51, 221-242. plagioclase is also along the line. Therefore, the triple points
of chondrule melts, which are mixtures of olivine, pyroxene, and[2]McSween H. Y. Jr. et al. (1983) inChondrulesand Their Origins
(E.A. King, ed.), 195-210, LPI. [3] Rubin A. E. and Wasson J.T. plagioclase (or rarelySiO2)components, areestimated to be around
(1987)GCA,51,1923-1937. [4]RubinA.E.andWassonJ.T.(1988) 10-6bar partial pressure of silicate components.
GCA, 52, 425.-.432.[5] Mi-sawa K. and Nakamura N. (1988) Na- The relative abundance of the dust components to H, which
ture,334,47-50.[6]MisawaK.andNakamuraN.(1988)GCA,52, roughly corresponds to the (Mg + Si)/H ratio of the solar system
1699-1710. [7] Inoue M. and Nakamura N. (1994) in preparation, elemental abundance, is 2 × 104 at the maximum. In order to
[8] Ireland T. R. et al. (1988) GCA, 52, 2841-2854. [9] Man X.-Y. achieve 10-_ bar of the dust component in the nebula requires
et al. (1990) GCA, .54,2121-2132. [10]Sylvester P. J. et al. (1992) enrichment of dust components by 4 orders of magnitude when the
GCA, 56, 1343-1363. [1I] Liu Y.-G. et al. (1987) LPS XVIII, total pressure is 104 bar.
562-563. [12] Kimura M. et al. (1993) GGA, 57, 2329-2359. Residence Time of Dusts in theNebular Gas: Nagaharaet
[13] Sheng Y. J. et al. (1991) GCA,55, 581-599. [14] Niemeyer S. al. [3,4] showed that the evaporation rate of silicates is strongly
(1988) GCA, 52, 309--318. [15] Clayton R. N. (1993) Annu. Rev. dependent on the H pressure. Nagahara and Ozawa [4] determined
Earth Planet. Sci., 21, 115-149. [16] Misawa K. and Fujita T. the vaporizationrate of forsterite in a wide range of Hpressure and
(1994) Nature, 368, 723-726. [17]Gooding et al. (1983)EPSL, 63, sh°wed that the dependence °f f°rsterite evaporati°n rate °n PH2is
209-224. [18] Grossman J. N. and Wasson J. T. (1983) GCA, 47, Jtotal=Jerk+ Jn_"t--8× 10-7+0"27Pn2"Aplausible rate'c°ntrolling
759--771. [19] Steele I. M. (1986) GCA, 50, 1379-1395. reaction is thought tobe breakdown of a forsterite molecule reacted
with a Hmoleculeon the surface of forsterite.The vaporizationrate
of forsteritein variousH pressuresis applied to estimate the limit
of residence timeof forsteritedust with radius of 0.1 pm-I cm in
CONSTRAINTS ON CHONDRULE AND CAI ORIGINS the solar nebula.Within the plausible range of H pressure of the
FROM VAPOR.LIQUID-SOLID EXPERIMENTS. H. Naga- solar nebula, forsteritevaporizesvery quickly. Even a grainwith
hara,Geological Institute,Universityof Tokyo,Hongo,Tokyo 113, l-nun radiuscompletely vaporizes in a few days at 17000C.If the
Japan. activation energy of the reaction is similar to that of forsterite
• evaporation in vacuum determined by Hashimoto [5], the grain
It hasbeen widely accepted that evaporationplayed an important completely vaporizes ina monthat 1600°C.Because the rate experi-
role in the formation of chondritic constituents and elemental and mentally obtained was for continuous evacuation, the estimated
isotopic fractionation in the solar nebula. Although many workers vaporization time gives the lower limitof the lifetime of dusts in the
consider that evaporation is just the opposite of condensation, it is solar nebula. In a more plausible model, partial pressure of the
trueonly when theprocess is in equilibrium.When theprocess isnot forsterite components would increase with the progress of evapora-
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tion,whichsuppressesevaporation,andotherO-bearinggasspecies within this group they are very similarto one another. Here we
would also suppressthe evaporation,resultingin a longerlifetime (1) review and contrastthecharacteristicsof thenonporphyriticand
of dusts, porphyritichondrules;(2) specify someof theproblemsassociated
Evaporation vs. Isotopic Fracfionafion: Nagaharaet al. [3] with theorigins of the texturaland compositional differences be-
showedthatO insolidSiO2was fractionatedby severalpermilatthe tween them; and (3) suggest a possible scenariofor theirorigin,
evaporationdegree of 80%in vacuumbut that it was not in H gas. which may have importantimplicationsfor the evolution of chon- _-
Absenceof Oisotopic fractionationin Hgas is due to rapid vapor- drules.
izationcomparedto that in vacuum. Some chondrulesshow little Nonporphyritic chondrules are an integral part of most
isotopic fractionation[6], whichis thought to be formedby evapo- unequilibratedchondrites.G chondrnlesaresometimescompletely
ration.Most chondrules,however,do not show significant isotopic glassy and sometimesexhibitdevitrification,havecrystallites,and
fractionation.On the contrary,some CAIs show large O isotopic gradeimperceptiblyinto C chondrules.Some have radiatingtex-
• fractionationandalso Mg and Si fractionation[6]. The degree of ruraldomainsdiscernibleundercross-polarizedlight, whereas oth-
isotopic fractionationcan be a good indicatorfor evaporation, ers exhibit irregulardomains.Many are"muddy" or"dirty brown"
Evaporationrateof forsteriteand diffusionrateof elementsare in color. C chondmles gradeinto RP, and some may be RP chon-
comparedassuming thatisotopic fractionationof a certainelement drulescutnormal to the radiatingneedles. The radiatingneedlesof
is effective only when diffusion of the element is rapidenough pyroxeneinRPchondruleshaveavariablegrainsize, fromvery fine
comparedto evaporationrate. Magnesiumisotopic fractionationis to coarse. Many are excentroradial,having nucleatedat only one
possiblefromsolidforsteritewithinmeltingtimeofchondrules, but spoton the peripheryof the chondrnle. Notable featuresinclude
O and Si arenot becanse of the much slowerdiffusionrateof those wavyextinction acrossfans and interfacingsetsof fans, depending
elements in solid silicates.Contraryto the solid state, Mg, Si, and onthegeometryof thethin-sectionslice. Somehavesharplybounded
O in silicate melthave much largerdiffusion rates, and all of them marginsthatarecompositionallydifferent(moreFe-rich)from the
can fractionate.Therefore, if chondrulesorCAIsshow Mg isotopic chondruleinterior.In brokenchondrnles, these marginsoccur only
fractionationwithoutaccompanyingOandSiisotopicfractionation, on the original curved chondrule surface and not on the broken
it means thatthe object has sufferedevaporationin H gas of low portions,indicatingthat Fe enrichmentoccurredpriorto breakage
pressurefor fairlyshorttime. If Mg andO (and Si) show isotopic and incorporationof the chondrnle into the host chondrite.
fractionation,they are partialevaporationresidue fromthe liquid Averagesizes of the G, C, and RPchondrulesin unequilibrated
state. Absence of isotopic fractionation in many chondrulesindi- ordinarychondritesrangefrom 0.45 to 0.93 ram.Hchondrites tend
cates that they were formed in Hgas at considerablyhigh pressure, tohave smalleronesthanthose in LandLLchondrites,as is the case
Above discussions arebasedon the evaporationrate at 1700°C, for porphyritic chondrules.G chondrulesare the smallest in each
which ishigher than the meltingtemperatureforchondruleandCAI group,with C chondrules intermediateandRP the largest.Chon-
formation. Furtherexperimentalstudy, particularlyactivationen- drulesize variationsare controlled by the density, viscosity, and
ergyof vaporizationin H gas, wouldgive constraintson chondrule surfacetensionof chondrule-formingmelts, and these factorsaxe in
andCAI formation, turndependenton the chemical composition, formationtempera-
References: [l]NagaharaH.etal.(1994)GCA,58,1951-1963. ture,and cooling rate of themelt. RP chondrulesformedat some-
[2] Mysen and Kushiro I. (1988) Am. Mineral., 73, 1-19. what slowercooling rates than C and G chondrules.
[3]NagaharaH.etal.(1993)Meteorltlc$,28,406-407.[4]Nagahara Themineralogyof nonporphyriticchondrulesis dominatedby
I-Land Ozawa K. (1994) Meteoritics, in press. [5] HashimotoA. pyroxeneand this contrastswith the porphyriticchondrules,which
(1990) Nature, 347, 53-55. [6] Clayton R. N. et al (1985) in oftenhave olivine-richcompositions. Bulkcompositionsreflectthe
Protostar$and Planets//(D. C. Blackand M. S. Matthews,eds.), pyroxene-richmineralogyof the G, C, and RPchondrules;they are
755-771, Univ. of Arizona,Tucson. similarto oneanother anddiffermarkedlyfrom the olivine-bearing
porphyritic chondrules. Nonporphyfiticchondrules have consis-
tentlyhigher SiO2and lower FeO and MgOthanporphyriticchon-
PORPHYRITIC VS. NONPORPHYRITIC CHONDRULES. drnles. There is a strikingnegativecorrelationof FeO and SiO2 for
C. E. Nehrn1.2,M. K. Weisberg2, and M. Prinz2, IDepartmentof all three texturaltypes, and a complementarypositive correlation
Geology,BrooklynCollege,City UniversityofNewYork,Brooklyn betweenmg numberandSiO2[2]. BulkSiO2controlsthenormative
NY 11210, USA, 2Department of Mineral Science, American and modal olivine and pyroxenecompositions of the chondrules.
Museumof NaturalHistory, New YorkNY 10024, USA. Additionally, Si/AI ratios of the nonporphyritic chondrules are
generally supersolar, whereas porphyritic chondruleshave either
Chondrnlescanbe divided intotwobroadtexturaltypes:porphy- solar or near-solar ratios. This suggests that the nonporphyritic
ritic and nonporphyritic.Porphyriticchondrulesarethe mosteom- chondrulesformed from more fractionatednebular materials than
mon in most chondritesand rangetexturallyfromolivine-richOK)) the porphyriticchondrules.
to intermediate(POP)to pyroxene-rich(PP). Barredolivine (BO) The differingcharacteristicsof the nonporphyriticand porphy-
chondrulescan beconsidereda special caseof porphyritic. Compo- riticchondrulesraise importantquestions with regardto chondmle
sitionally they can be dividedinto type I and II, as originallysug- formation.Why do they differcompositionally,as well as texturally, "
gested by McSween [1]. Nonporphyfitic are less abundantthan fromoneanother?Do nonporphyriticchondrnlesrequirea different
porphyriticchondmlesin most chondrites--cheymake up~15%of set of precursorsthan theporphyriticchondrules,orarethe compo- ,:
the chondrulesin ordinarychondrites--and rangetexturallyfrom sitionaldifferencesbetween them the resultof open-systembehav-
glassy (G)to cryptocrystalline(C) toradialpyroxene(RP).Compo- iorduringchondruleformation?While it ispossible topostulate the



































aggregationalprocessesthatresultin the varietyof chondrules
found in chondrites,andfurtherstudiesoftherarerchondruletypes Fe Co Ni w MoRuPaRe O6 Ir Pt Au v c_
areneededinordertodevelopamorecompletepictureoftheevents
thatoccurredandtheirrelationship to oneanother. I I l I I I I [ I l I I I I
References:[1]McSweenH.Y.(1977)GCA,41,843-1860. " "
',hondnte$I[2]NehruC.E.etal.0988)Meteoritics,23,293.[3]NagaharaH. _=-edl
andKushiroI.(1987)EPSL,85,537-547.[4]WeisbergM.K.etal. • 2. toc_-It. hond_ite$ I
(1988) EPSL, 19-32. [5] Rubin A. E. et al. (1982) GCA, 46, A _dFe I
1763-1776. [6] Rubin A. E. (1989) Meteoritics, 24, 191-192. _ g _ , . cul
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FRACTIONATION IN THE SOLAR NEBULA. H.E. _: e _ _t " cKi
Newsom, Institute of Meteoritics and Departmentof Earth and _ s _t c8_
r" [] H I
PlanetarySciences, University of New Mexico, AlbuquerqueNM 8 4
87131, USA. _ o L I
Themostimportantebularf actionationaffectingthesiderophile_ o_ _
elementsis themetal-silicatefractionation.However,the actual = [] B.IFor ElementEl. normalization=
• namm ofthemetal-silicatefr ctionationpr cessanditsrelationship (Eld1_nd'/ElCl)'(FsCl/Fech°nd') _ RJ
tothechondruleformationprocessispoorlyunderstood.Under-
standingthese processes is importantin termsof understandingthe o.1
• expectedcompositionalrangeforplanetarybuildingblocks.Ina I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
• FeCo Ni WMoRu Pd ReOs Ir PtAu V Cr
general way the compositionof chondritescan be derivedfromthe
composition of the CI chondritesby addition or subtractionof a
refractorycomponentsimilar toCAIs(insomecaseswith aMg2SiO4 Fig.1.
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The most extreme examples of metallic chondrules may place [12] Weisberget al. (1990) Meteoritics, 25, 269. [13] Kallemeyn
additionalconstraintson the formationof these objects.Although et al. (1978) GCA, 42, 507.
originally thought to have achondriticaffinities, the metal-rich
meteorites Bencubbin and Weatherfordare now thought to be
chondritic[11,12]. The metallic particles in the Bencubbin and
Weatherfordmeteorites are very large, 0.1-6 mm in diameter. Mn-Cr ISOTOPIC SYSTEMATICS OF CHAINPUR CHON- .:
Newsom and Drake [11]discussedtheorigin of the metalclasts in DRULES AND BULK ORDINARY CHONDRITES. L. Ny-
the Bencubbin meteorite, and showed that they have primitive quis0, D. Lindstromt, H. Wiesmann2, B. Bansal2, C.-Y. Shih2, D.
characteristics,including somewhatvariable siderophile-element Mittlefehldi2,R. Martinez2, and S. Wentworth2, 1MailCode SN4,
compositions.Scottand Haack[5] showedthatthesize distributions NASA JohnsonSpaceCenter,HoustonTX77058, USA,YLockheed
of metal and silicate particlesin Bencubbinand Weatheffordare Engineeringand Sciences Company, Mail Code C23, 2400 NASA
consistentwith sortingby aerodynamicforces.The abundancesof Road 1, HoustonTX 77258, USA.
volatile siderophileelements in the metal clastsor chondrnles are
highlydepletedas a functionof condensationtemperature,similar We reportan ongoing studyof the Mn-Crsystematics of indi-
to the volatile lithophile elements in the silicate portion of the vidualChalnpur(LL3.4)chondmles[1] and compare the results to
meteorites, suggestinga close relationship between the metal and those for bulkordinarychondrites.Twenty-eightchondrnleswere
silicate [13]. The large size of the metalclasts may be difficult to surveyedfor abundancesof Mn, Cr, Na, Fe, Sc, Hf, Ir, and Zn by
reconcilewith an originby separationfrom spinningmoltensilicate INAA.Twelve were chosen for SFYWEDXand high-precisionCr-
chondrnles. Newsom and Drake [11] discussed a condensation isotopic studies on the basis of LL-chondrite-normalizedMn_,
origin for the metalchondrnles,but the presenceof sulfides in the SCLL,(Mn/Fe)u., and (Sc/Fe)u. (Fig. I) as well as their Mn/Cr
metal clasts requireslater reactionswith the nebular gas. ratios.Classification into textural types follows from SEM/EDX
• Inspite of these complications,severallines of evidencesupport examinationof interior surfaces.
the close relationshipbetweenthe silicateportionsof themeteorites The firstCr-isotopicanalyses showed theMn-Crsystematicsof
and the siderophile-elementabundances.This evidence includes Ch-25tobeaberrantcomparedtothoseoffiveotherchondrules[l].
thecorrelationbetweenFecontentsandthe abundanceofsiderophile BecauseCh-25wasenrichedintherefractorylithophileelementsSc
elements (Fig. 1), coupled with the observations [9] that the andHI',and the refractorysiderophileelementIr,by 2.7x and 4.4x
siderophile elements in chondruleshave the same refractory-ele- LL abundances,respectively, and was depleted in the moderately
ment to less-refractory-elementsignatureas the bulk meteorites, volatile elements Na and Cr (0.37x LL) and Mn (0.Ix LL), we
Another line of evidence is the similar depletion patternsof the concludedthatsubstantialvaporizationmay haveoccurredduring
volatilesiderophileelementsand the volatile lithophileelementsin chondruleformation.Alternatively,Ch-25 may have formed from
virtuallyevery chondriticmeteorite. These observations suggest refractory-element-richprecursors.Paradoxically,O1-25 also was
that metal-silicate fractionation,which occurredduringand after enrichedin the most volatile elementwe measured,Zn(1.8 x LL),
the chondruleformationprocess,wasa localprocess.Thus, metallic suggestingthatit acquireda volatile-richcomponent as it cooled
particlesand silicatechondruleswere not distributedfrom a unique froma melt.Becauseof these possiblecomplexities informationof
source throughoutthe region of the solar system sampledby the Ch-25, chondruleswith similarly high Sc and, especially, Sc/Fe
knownchondriticmeteorites.The chondritestudieslead to several
conclusions regarding the determinationof initial abundancesof Choinpur Chondrules
siderophile lementsin planetarybuildingblocks:Thecorrelation :_ I'IPY_ (_)7;un/crl I 1
of siderophile elements with Fe, and the consistent relationship _ 3 Iw
between the volatile siderophileand volatile lithophileelements 2 f (_) IHkJhUn/Crl
abundancesin eachchondritegroup,allow the initialabundancesof Jl2311116- 127
siderophileelementstobecalculatedforplanetaryobjectsforwhich "I 1[ f21 • _ • • f8
the Pe cont nt is known. The f actionation f refractory to less- _ [ ,1 . Q.,19 ,28refractorysiderophileelements cannot be correctedfor, based on 0 - , •
refractory lithophile contentsor Fe content.Fortunately.basedon 0 1 2 3
known chondrites(e.g.. Fig. l). this results in an inherentuncer- an (LLNorm.)
andV°latiletaintyof l ss than plus or minusa factorof 2 for all but the mosteds.),394, Univ.of Ariz na,Tuc on.[2]RubinandPernicka(1989)GCA,53,References:thesiderophileEarlY187.[3]RubinandWasson(1988)GCA,52,425.[4]Solar[l]elements'SystemL imer(J.andF.KerridgeWass°n(1988)andM.i s.MeteoriteSMattheWS,Gross._oV_m_1015['05f 3(_ il_fl_ll_7_9"_251................. i_• PP_R_'P..... ,_ "_!]t8_1man et l. (1988) EPSL, 9 , 33.[5] Scott and H ck( 93)Meteor- 2_17 18 128 , ,
itics,28,434.[6]SkinnerandLeenhouts(1993)Meteoritics,28, o I 2 3 4 5 6 7 '
439. [7] Jones(1990)GCA,54, 1785.[8] GrossmanandWasson Mn/F'e(LL)(1985)GCA,49,925. [9]Grossmanetal. (1988)inMeteoritesand
theEarly Solar System(J.F. KerridgeandM. S. Matthews,eds.), Fig.1. POP= porphyriticolivine-pyroxene;PP= porphyriticpyroxene;
619, Univ.of Arizona,Tucson.[10] GrossmanandOlsen(1974) PO= porphyriticolivine;RP = radialpymxene;U = unclassified;NA =
GCA, 38, 173. [11] Newsomand Drake (1979) GCA, 43, 689. isotopicdatanotavailable.
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ratioswereomittedfromthefollow-onstudy.Thechondrulescho- Apparent54Crheterogeneitiesamongthechondrulesaresmall(- +1
sencoveredawiderangeofMn/CrandMn/Fe,butarestrictedrange E-unit),andtheslopeoftheapparenttrendlinelessthanexpected
in Sc/Fe (Fig. 1). from_4/€53.3 foundforEK-1-4-1. EarlierworkhasshownthatE53
Valuesof cs3 (deviationsof 53Cr/52Crf om theterrestrialvalue and E54are not in generalcorrelated [2,3,6]. The apparentcorrela-
in partsin 104)for the chondrulesand bulk samples of Chainpur, tion observed here could be due to averagingduringmixing of
" Arapahoe,Colby (Wisconsin),Dhajala,ForestVale, and Jilin are chondrale precursors.Apparentlycorrelateds3Crand s4Cranoma-
shown in Fig. 2 plottedvs. 55Mn/52Cr.Correspondingvalues of E54 lies also couldbe producedby small interferencesat masses 50 or
are plottedvs. e53in Fig. 3. The fitted trendline has the equation 52, a possibilitywe continue to evaluate.
•* E54=_0.4+ 1.3e53andacorrelationcoefficientr=0.76,suggesting If the 53Crand 5q_ranomalies are correlated,it implies a pre-
the possibilityof correlatedanomalies. Chromiumisotopic hetero- solarorigin,and use of the Mn-Cr systematicsof these chondrules
geneitiesmightbe expectedfromthe observationof excesses atboth for solar systemchronometrywould be negatedorlimited. Alterna-
53Crand 54Crfor Allende inclusion EK-I-4-1 [2] and of both tively, ifthevariationsin53Crareduetodecayofno w-extinct53Mn
positiveand negativevalues oft 54instepwisedissolutionof carbon- (tl/2=3.7 Ma), they providechronologicalconstraintson formation
aceous chondrites [3,4]. Oxygen isotopic heterogeneities among of the chondrules,or theirprecursormaterials. If the Mn-Crsystem
Chainpurchondrulesrelativeto abulksamplewere reportedby [5]. remains closed duringchondmle formation,thetime intervals de-
rived may representformationof chondruleprecursors. Since the
chondraledataarenotall collinear in the isochrondiagram(Fig. 2),
ChoinpurChondrules& Chondrites theycannotall representcogeneticsystems.We assumethatdis-
-e " = placementof theCh-25 datumfromthe linear correlationis due to
[(S_Mnff_Mn),-12:l:3xt0 I 1 J late, partial vaporization accompanied by lowered Mn/Cr after
1.5 [ Att_=-124"l Mo [ 1[281118/ decay of 53Mn.We furtherassume that the bulkchondritessatisfy
• 1125 12_ thesameinitial Cr-isotopiconditionsasthechondrules.Then,a
1.o i d117 1[16t23 f_8 /'_tl least-squaresfit [7] to the chondrule plus bulk chondrite data
G53 - o___-:f" _ (Fig"2) yields an is°chron' thesl°pe °f which gives initial (53Mn/
cr - 5_Mn)!= 12:t:3x 10-6 forinitialE531=-0.28 :t:0.16.Thesevalues
o.s = correspondto closureof the isotopic systems (=chondmle forma-
__ _ - --- tionT)at Att.Ew=-12 + 1Mapriorto igneouscrystallizationof the
LEW86010 angrite [8,9], or AtAt._=7 Ma after Allende CAt, for
0.0 _ [ BulkChondrites (53[_Fdli55]V_n)ljd..L -4.4 x I0-5 [10].The latterformationintervalis
comparableto the shortestI-Xe formation intervals reported for/. .\ ........... individualChainpurchondrules [I 1,12].
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 The valuesof (53Mn155Mn)!and£531obtainedfromthechondrule
55Mn?ZCr isochron arecompatiblewithinerrorlimits with radiogenic growth
in a solar nebulawith (Mn/C0_o_,= 0.55 [13] from initialvalues
Fig.2. Mn-CrdataforChainpurchondrules(circles).bulkChalnpur(filled-4.4 × 10-5 and --1.7 [10], respectively (Fig. 4). However, the
triangle),and°therbulkch°ndrites(°pentriangles)'Att.EwistheMn'Crf°rma"apparentcorrelatedvariationof _s3and _54(Fig. 3) suggests that
fionagerdativetotheLEW86010angrite. much of the variation in _s3 could be due to "cosmic chemical








Fig. 2. Thet_-ndlinemayresultfrommixingdifferentnebularcompo- co_ to literaturevaluesforLEW86010[8,9],ChervonyKut[15],
nentsinchondruleprecursors. Indarch [10l, and EagleSration[101.
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memory" [14] andposes a more fundamentalproblemfor chrono- ratiothere mustbe one with a low ratio to achieve the chondritic
logical interpretations.Additional data for Chalnpur and other ratio in the bulk.
unequilibratedchondritesshould addressthis ambiguity. Carbonaceouschondritesprovide even betterinsight intochon-
References: [1] NyquistL. E. et al. (1994) Meteoritics, 29, druleformation.The fractionof chondmles in these meteorites is
512-513.[2]PapanastassiouD. A.(1986)Astrophys.J. Lett.,308, lowerthaninordinaryandenstatitechondrites,resultingin ahigher
L27-I.30.[3]RotaruM.etal.(1992)Nature,358,465-470.[4]Ott fraction of matrix. Detailed studies have shown that in carbon- "--
U. et al. (1993) LPS XXV, 1033--1034. [5] ClaytonR. N. et al. aceous chondritesmatrix and chondmles are chemically comple-
(1991)GCA, 55, 2317-2337. [6] RotamM. etal.(1990)LPSXXI, mentary[2,3]. Forexample, chondmles in Allende arelow in FeO,
1037-1038. [7] Williamson J. H. (1968) Can. J. Phys., 46, Ni, and Co(butnotin lr),whereasmatrixis high inFeO, Ni, andCo.
1845-1847. [8] LugmalrG. W. et al. (1992) LPSXXIII, 823-824. Allende chondrulesare high in refractoryelements; matrixis low.
[9] NyquistL. E. et al. (1994) Meteorltlcs, submitted.[10]Birck Surprisingly,even the distributionof Caand AIbetweenchondrules
J. L. and All_greC. I. (1988) Nature, 331,579-584. [11]Podosek and matrix is complementary:On the average, Ca/AI ratios are
F. A. (1970) GCA, 34, 341-365. [12] Swindle T. D. et al. (1991) below thecosmic ratioinchondmlesandabovein matrixofAllende.
GCA, 55, 861-880. [13] AndersE. and GrevasseN. (1989) GCA, Again, Allende and other carbonaceouschondritesmusthave been
53,197-214. [14] ClaytonD.D. (1981)Proc.LPS12B, 1781-1802. madefrom a single nebularreservoir.This reservoir must be ca-
[15] LugmalrG. W. (1994) LPS XXV, 813--814. pableof producingfine-grainedmatrixand coarse-grainedchon-
dmle precursorcomponents.
The recent observation that in Yamato 86751, a CV chondrite
FORMATION OF CHONDRULES AND CAIs BY NEBU- with thesame bulkcompositionasAllende,chondruleshavehigher
LAIRPROCESSES. H.Palme, Mineralogisch-Petrographisches thanbulkCa/Alratiosandmatrixlower(exactlyoppositetoAllende),
Institut,Universitatzu K61n,ZfilpicherStrasse49b, 50674 K61n, but the bulkmeteorite has the cosmic ratio [4,5], impliesthat each
Germany. meteorite,even members of the same group, has its own nebular
historyofchondruleand matrixformation,i.e.,chondrulesof AUende
Chondrulesareessentialcomponentsof mostchondriticmeteor- and of Yamato86751 arechemicallydifferentdespitethesame bulk
ites. Carbonaceouschondrites,with the exceptionof CIchondrites, compositionof both meteorites. There are even hints that average
contain30-50% chondrules,ordinaryandenstatitechondriteseven chondrulecompositionsare differentin different partsof Allende,
more. A betterunderstandingof chondruleformationwill therefore implyingalso differences in matrixcomposition to retain the same
leadto an improvedunderstandingof the originof meteorites.Most bulkAllende composition [6].
studiesof chondrulesare,however,concernedwith theirtextureand All these considerationleadto theconclusion thatonly process-
mineralogy.As chondrules,by definition, passed througha molten ingwithina verysmallnebularenvironmentiscapableof producing
stage, their presenttextureand mineralogycan only provideinfor- theobserved chemicaltrends.Allendechondruleswere not madeof
mationon conditionsof crystallizationfrom a meltand the subse- AllendematrixandAllende matrixis notthe resultof processingof
quentsolid-statecooling history.Informationconcerningchondrule chondrules,but insteadboth componentswere made from a single
formationis containedin their chemical and isotopic composition, nebularreservoir. This does not exclude small fractionsof truly
The two most importantobservationsrelevant to the chemistry exotic material in these meteorites. CAIs in carbonaceouschon-
of chondrulesare their generally low Fe content and the large drites,forexanaple,may haveformedin a differentnebular setting
compositional variability of chondmles from a single meteorite, as the other partsof the meteoriteas the enhancementof refractory
reflectedin majorvariationsof Mg/Si ratios, of Al andotherrefrac- elements inCVs comparedtotheCIstandardis the resultof addition
tory elementabundances,total Fe, metal (Fe,Ni), and sulfide [1]. of CAI material. However, similar refractory-element abundances
This large compositional variability is surprisingconsideringthe inAllendeand in Yamato86751 wouldthen be a mere coincidence.
uniformand nearlysolarcompositionof bulkchondrites,which, in It is perhaps more reasonable to assume that the Allende and
somecases,consist of more than 90%ofchondrules.TheFe/Siratio, Yamato86751 reservoirswere bothsimilar, but that thesubsequent
for example, is nearly the same in the solarphotosphere, in CI condensationhistory was differentfor the two reservoirs.
chondrites,and in CV, H,and Echondrites,despitelow Fe contents Metamorphicparent body reprocessing as an explanation for
in chondrulesand large differences in the fraction of chondrules some of the observed chemical trendscan be excluded, at least in
among these meteorites.Thus solar Fe/Si ratiosin Hchondritesaxe, Allende and other CV meteorites. The extremelysharptransition
for example, the result of mixing the properamounts of metaland from FeO-richto FeO-poor olivine in many Allende chondrules
chondrules.Apparently,bothcomponentsmusthave formedfroma constrains the thermal historyof the parentbody [7]. Majordiffu-
single nebular reservoir, implying a close spatial associationof sion-controlled elemental redistributionduring heating on the
chondruleand metal formation. Allende parentbodycannothaveoccurred.
Thecompositional variabilityof chondrulesexcludesformation References: [1]GrossmanJ.N.etal.(1988)inMeteoritesand
from fine-graineddust. Partialmelting or fractionalcrystallization the Early Solar System (J. F. Kerridgeand M. S. Matthews, eds.),
of an initially homogeneous reservoir also cannotaccountfor the 619-659, Univ. of Arizona,Tucson. [2] Wood J. A. (1985) in
compositional diversity, as there is no evidence in chondrulesfor Protostars and Planets H (D. C. Black and M. S. Matthews,eds.),
igneous fractionation. Thus mixtures of coarse-grained nebular 687-702, Univ. of Arizona,Tucson. [3]Palme H. et al. (1992)LPS
components arerequiredto explainthe compositionalvariabilityof XXIII, 1021- 1022.[4] MurakamiT.etal. (1992)17th Syrup.Antarc.
chondrulesasconcludedby[l].However, asemphasizedbefore, all Meteorites, ll, l-2.[5]PalmeH.etal.(1993)Meteoritics,28, 417.
components must ultimately have formed from a single well-de- [6] SpettelB. etal. (1989)Meteoritics, 24, 326--327.[7] Weinbruch
finedchondriticreservoir,i.e.,foreach chondrulewithahighSi/Mg S. et al. (1990) Meteoritlcs, 25, 115-125.
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A CERAMIC/SLAG INTERFACE AS AN ANALOG FOR Ca-M-rich Induslon: USNM 4691 is irregularin shape,and
ACCRETION OF HOTREFRACTORY OBJECTSAND RIM individualthinsectionsprovidesignificantlydifferentviews of the
FORMATION. J.M. Paquet andT. E. Bunch2, tSETIInstitute, CAI [7,8]. In section 4691-1 a melilite, perovskite-fich body has
MailStop244-11, NASA Ames ResearchCenter,MoffettFieldCA interactedwith the melilite-spinel main massof the inclusion and
94035-1000, USA, 2Mail Stop 244-11, NASA Ames Research formeda reactionzone. The componentsof th_sreactionzone are:
" Center, MoffettField CA 94035-1000, USA. (1) normally zonedsmall crystalsof melilite(Ak 1-12; 10-15 pm)
withabundantanhedralperovskite (to 10Inn);avery-high-Tifassalte
Introduction: Refractoryinclusionsor Ca-Ai-fichinclusions is associatedwith the perovskite, wi_ TiO2contents exceeding 20
'_ (CAIs) from carbonaceouschondritesspan a wide range of bulk wt%, andspinel is rare;(2) melilite (Ak3-12), rareperovskite;(3)
compositionsthatcannotbeexplainedeither by segregationfrom a continuous layer of eubedral spinel + perovskite;(4) narrowrim
gas of solar composition at different points in the condensation containingsmall roundedcrystals of CaAI40_ [8] in melilite (._k
sequenceorby fractional crystallizationfrom a parentliquid.CAIs 0-5); (5) long (up to 100 pm) laths of Mg,Ti-enricbed.hibonlte
are commonlyrimmedby Wark-Lovering(W-L) rims, a series of oriented perpendicularto the boundary,with melilite (Ak 3-6);
nearly monomineraliclayersthathavebeena sourceof controversy (6) spinel-richCAI with large, clearmelilites (to0.5 ram;,_ 0-10,
since the varietyof rimsequencesoccurringon different typesof minor alterationto anorthite,grossular,and nepheline)and minor
CAls fromAllende were described[1]. Theorigin of these distinc- perovskite.
tire featureshasnotyetbeenresolved,withproponentsof accretion, Discussion: The slag/ceramic interface can be used as an
condensation,flash heating, ablation,evaporation,etc. [2]. Rims analog for the formationof rims on CAIs and to studythe textural
havegeneratedconsiderableinterestbecause they potentiallycon- effects of the agglomerationof chondriticobjects.The sequenceof
tainclues to conditionsexperiencedby CAIs afterthe formationof rimsobservedin the slagsample is a resultof the bulkcomposition
the inclusionand priorto incorporationinto the parentbody. of both the ceramicand the slag,the absoluteandrelative tempera-
Ceramicbricksin contactwith hot steel slagmay producereac- turesof both objects,theporosity of thesamples,theOfugacity,and
tionproductsinrimlikefashionsimilarto those foundinCAIs.The the time available for the reaction. If the temperaturesof both
similaritybetween the mineralogyof blast furnaceslags and CAls objects are sufficientlyhigh,homogenizationwill occur, changing
has longbeenrecoguized[3,4], withboth contalningunusualphases the bulk composition of the original CAl. At lower temperatures
not foundin terrestrialmaterials[5]. Weprovideherea comparison partialmeltingwill occur, forming the characteristicW-L rims. If
between a ceramicbrick/slagmultiple-layeredinterfaceanda mul- the temperatureis not high enough for any melting to occur, the
tiple-layered interfacebetween a melilite-perovskiteobject and a resultingtexturecould resemble accretionaryrimsdue to fusion of
melilite-spinelobjectintheAllendeinclusionUSNM 4691-l.These accreteddustparticleson thesurfaceof theobject.The reactionzone
resultshave implicationsin interpretingthe origin of rimsand the inCAI 4691 isan exampleof the textureresultingfrom themerging
texturesand compositionsof CAIs. of largerobjects, relatively similar in composition. W-L rims on
Steel Slag Sample: Sample#2465 fromU.S. Steel Research, CAIsprobablyresultedfromtheadditionof a more Fe-rich"chon-
Monroeville, Pennsylvania,was partof a trough that was used to dritic"dustonthesurfaceofaninclusionfollowedbyarapidheating
transferliquidFe (with some slag) froman electricarc furnaceto event(s)of a temperaturesufficientlyhighto melt orpartiallymelt
other plantcomponents.The troughwas made from AI203 (90%) both componentsat the interface.
graphite (10%) brick;the nominal workingtemperatureand time Conclusions: The observation of "monomineralic" layering
duringtransferswere -1700°C for tens of seconds to <2 min. of mineralsata slag/ceramicinterfaceprovidesexperimental vali-
Constantthermal shocking by repeated liquid Fe contactcaused dationthatmineral layering, such as that commonlyfound in rims
scabbing,and, togetherwith the dissolving actionof theslag athigh on CAIs, canresultfromdiffusionof componentsin areaction zone
temperature,led to rapid surfacefailureof the ceramictrough.The formed from dissimilar bulk compositionsand temperatures.
solubility of the ceramicin slag determinesthe elementalgradient References: [1] Wark D. A. and LoveringJ. F. (1977) Proc.
in the reacting layer, and hence the diffusionrates of the reaction LSC 8th, 95-112. [2] MurrellM. T. and BurnettD. S. (1987) GCA,
products [6]. While the temperaturesachieved during the steel- 51,985-999.[3]BuflerB.C.M.(1977)Mineral.Mag.,41,493-499.
makingprocessarebelow themeltingpointof thepureceramics,the [4] BunchT.E.and ChangS. (1980)Meteoritics, 15,270. [5]Barber
interactionbetween the slag and the ceramic promotesextensive D.J. and AgrellS. O.(I 994)Meteoritlcs, in press. [6]ChestersJ. H.
diffusionthatispartlydependentontheporosityof theceramic.The (1973)Refractories: Production andProperties,Iron andSteel Inst.,
resultingcompositionalchangesenhancepartialto complete local- London, 553 pp. [7] Wark D. A. (1983) Ph.D. thesis, Univ. of
ized melting of thealteredceramic,and reactionlayersdevelop at Melbourne, 385 pp. [8] PaqueJ. M. (1987) LPSXVIII, 762-763.
the moltenAl203/slag interface.Thus, a series of layers areformed
atthe contactof theslag with the alumina:(1) quenchzone adjacent
to theslag (long thinblades of anorthite<10 Innin width) set in a CHONDRULEREMELTING: EVIDENCEFROMCOARSE-
fine-grainedmatrixconsistingmainly of Ti-fassaite; (2) euhedral GRAINED CHONDRULE RIMS AND COMPOUND
• spinel <100 pmin size, surroundedby puregehienitic melilite and CHONDRULES. A.E. RubinI and A. N. Kro0.2, 1Instituteof
interstitialglass; (3) CaAl4OT-richzone;(4) hibonite-fichzone with Geophysics and Planetary Physics, Universityof California,Los
hibonite laths oriented at high angles to the interface. Two py- Angeles CA 90024, USA, ;'PlanetaryGeosciences Division, Uni-
roxenesarethe dominatephasesin the slag: (1) afassaiterichin Ti, versity of Hawaii atManoa, HonoluluHI 96822, USA.a
Mn, and Fe; and (2) a fine-grained,Fe-richpyroxeneapproaching
hedenbergitein composition, with dendritictextures suggestive of Themeteoritesthat bestpreserve the nebularrecordarethe type
quenchingor rapid-cooling conditions. - 3 ordinary(0(2) and carbonaceous chondrites;theirmajorcompo-
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nents includechondrulesandchondrulefragments,refractoryand caresthatsome chondrulessufferedfragmentationbefore acquiring
mafic inclusions,metal-sulfideassemblages,and f'me-gralned,po- dust mantles and being reheated.
rous, FeO-richsilicate mauix material.Many chondrulesaresur- Compoundchondrulesalso reflect multiplemelting episodes
rounded by nms; these can be divided into two major types: [8]. Forexample, enveloping compoundChondrules(wherein the
(l) fine-grainedrims, which arecomposedof matrixmaterial [1]; secondaryforms a shell aroundthe primary)formed in a manner
and(2)igneous orcoarse-grainedrims,whichhaveigneoustextures analogous to coarse-grainedrims (with which they form a con-
and larger,less-ferroanmafic silicate grains[2,3]. tinuum):The primary chondrulebecame associated with nebular
Fine-grainedrims surroundmostof the chondrulesin the least- dust that was later largely (>80%) melted to form the secondary
equilibratedtype 3 ordinaryand carbonaceouschondrites.They chondrule [8]. The high porosity of the fine-grained dusty rim
weremost likelyderived via collapseof clumpsof nebulardustthat probablypromoted melting; the compact nature of the primary
accretedaroundcoarse objects such as chondrulesand inclusions, chondrulehindered remelting[8]. There is a selection effect: In
Coarse-grainedor igneous rims surround~10% of the chow thosecases wherethe primarychondrulewas completelyremelted,
drulesin type 30C and-50% of thechondrulesinCV3 chondrites petrographicevidenceof theoriginalcompoundnaturewas erased.
as well as some chondrulefragmentsand isolated mineralgrains Chondruleswith "relict grains" [9,10] most likely formed by a
[2,3]. They probablyformed by partlymeltingfiner-graineddust- process analogous to that of enveloping compound chondrules:
rich precursorsand admixedchondrulefragments. Related to the entrainmentof a liberatedchondrulephenocryst in a nebular dust
coarse-grainedrimsareigneousFe,Ca-richrimsthatconsistmainly clump,and remelting by the chondrule-formationmechanism.
ofCa-pyroxene, ferroanolivine,and metal-sulfideand occuraround The evidence formultiplemeltingof chondmlesand chondrule
some chondrules in CO3 Kaiusaz [4]. The coarse-grainedrims fragmentsplacesan importantconstrainton thenatureof thechon-
aroundtype I (small-phenocryst-bearing,FeO-poor) porphyritic drule-formationprocess:Themechanismmustbe repeatable.Light-
chondrulesin type 30C have pronouncedigneous textures(e.g., ning [11-14] and reconnectingmagnetic field lines [15,16] are
feldspathicmesostasis,euhedralmaficsilicategrains,roundedmetal repeatableheat sourcesand thus seem to be promisingchondrule-
andtroiliteblobs)indicativeof extensive(-80%) melting[5]. Their formationmechanisms.
olivineand low-Ca pyroxenegrainshaveessentially thesame com- References: [1] Scott E. R. D. etal. (1984) GCA, 48,
positions as those in the enclosed chondrules.Eachof the coarse- 1741-1757. [2]RuhinA. E.(1984) GCA,48, 1779-1789. [3]Rubin
grainedrimsissurroundedbyai'me-grainedrimofmatrixmateriai; A.E.andWassonJ.T.(1987)GCA,51, 1923-1937.[4]KringD.A.
the boundarybetween these rimsis sharp.The coarse-grainedrims (1991) EPSL, 105, 65--80. [5] Krot A. N. andWassonJ. T. (1994)
aroundtypelI(large-phenocryst-bearing,FeO-rich)porphyriticchon-Meteorities, 29, in press. [6] RubinA. E. et al. (1990) EPSL, 96,
drulesare less extensively melted. Most containrelictmagnesian 247-255. [7] Rubin A. E. (1984) Am. MineraL, 69, 880-888.
olivineand/orlow-Capyroxcnegrains;relativelyfewaresurrounded [8] Wasson J. T. et ai. (1994) GCA, submitted. [9] NagaharaH.
by fine-grainedrims.There is probablya continuumbetween these (1981)Nature, 292, 135-136. [10] RambaldiE. R. (1981) Nature,
two rimtypes, us there is between the chondruletypes. 293, 558-561. [11] WhippleF. L. (1966) Science, 153, 54-56.
Onaverage, thecoarse-grainedrimsaroundCV3chondrulesare [12] CameronA. G. W. (I966) EPSL, 1, 93--96. [13]Wasson J. T.
appreciablymore ferroanthanthe chondrules;thissuggcsts thatthe et al. (1982) Meteoritics, 17, 294-295. [14] Eisenhour D. and
precursorsof these rims wereFeO-richand compositionallymore BuseckP. R. (1993)LPSXX/V, 435-436. [15] SonettC. P. (1979)
closely akin to existing fine-grainedrims. This is consistentwith GRL, 6, 677-680. [16]Levy E. H. and ArakiS. (1989) Icarus, 81,
observationsin CVchondrites,which indicate thatcoarse-grained 74-9 I.
rims and matrix materialhave similar bulk compositionsand that
the finest-grained coarse-grainedrims have olivines as ferroan
(Fa_) as those in matrixmaterial [2,3]. Although the O-isotopic
compositionsof coarse-grainedrims and matrixmaterial aresimi- CHONDRULE FORMATIONIN THE RADIATIVE ACCRE-
lar,mostrims arepoorerin 160 than theirenclosedchondrules[6]. TIONAL SHOCK. T.V. RuzmaikinaIandW. lp2, IUniversityof
The precursorsof coarse-grainedrims were probablyfine-grained Arizona,TucsonAZ 85721, USA, 2Max-Planck-InstitutfilrAero-
160-poordust clumpsadmixed with 160-richmafic silicate grain nomie, D-3411 Katlenburg-Lindau,Germany.
fragmentsderived fromshatteredchondrules.
The occurrenceof silicate glass and mobilized metallic Fe-Ni The physical, mineralogical, and isotopic propertiesof chon-
andsulfide inCV coarse-grainedchondrulcrims [2] andthe clearly drulesstronglyindicate that they were formed by the rapidmelting
igneous textures in coarse-grainedrims aroundtype I porphyritic and resolidification of preexisting solids composed of primitive
olivine chondrulesin OC [5] indicatethat the rimswere heatedto material[1]. The chondruleprecursorswere heatedto temperatures
temperaturesabovetheirsolidus.Fine-grainedrimsprobablyformed of about 1800 K in short high-temperatureevents, followed by
fromcollapsedclumpsofnebulardust;becausemanycoarse-grained cooling with a rate 102-103 K/hr.A heat inputof about 1500J/g is
rims are themselves surroundedby fine-grainedrims [2,5,7], it is requiredto heat chondruleprecursors to such a temperatureand
almostcertain thatcoarse-grainedrims formedin the solar nebula, melt them [2].
The mechanismmost likely responsible for heatingthe coarse- Lightning discharges and flares in the solar nebula [3], and
grainedrims is the same one responsible for chondruleformation, heatingof the chondruleprecursorsby frictionwithgas decelerated
Chondruleswithcoarse-grainedrimsmusthave beenheatedatleast in the accretionalshock [4-6] or in a shock(of unspecified origin)
twice: once duringformationand againafterhaving acquiredt'mer- within the solar nebula[7], havebeendiscussedas possible mocha-
grained,dust-richmantles. The occurrenceof coarse-grainedrims nismsfor chondruleformation.
aroundsome chondrulefragmentsand isolatedmineralgrains indi- Oneadvantageof chondruleformation in large-scale shocks is
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that a lot of dustmaterialcan be processed.An accretionalshock, _N m,m_Tu_€_ "mEeos'rs_cKRE,ON
which is produced by infalling gas of the presolarcloud whenitcollideswith the solarnebula,belongs o this type of shock. ............................................. i'i'"'" ]In 1984Wood[4]consideredthepossibilityof chondruleforma.......
tionin theaccretionalshock by heatingof chondruleprecursorsby
" gas drag.HeConcludedthatthe density inthe accretingmaterialis
muchlowerthanneededtomeltsilicatesatthe distanceof the _"-
asteroid belt if theaccretingmatterhadthe cosmic ratioof dust to #2
" gas, andthe mass of thesolar nebuladid notexceed 2 M®.Melting
ofchondruleprecursorsi difficultbecauseoftheireffectivecooling
by thermalradiation.Suppressionof the radiative cooling of indi- ,,
vidualgrainsin dustswarms, which areopaque tothermalemission,
was consideredtobe the onlypossiblemeans of chondruleforma-
tion in solarnebulashocks by [6,T].
Previousmodels of solid grainmeltingin solar nebulashocks
haveneglectedgas coolingbehind the shockfront,i.e., they consid- lo' 1_ lo" Io"
ered adiabaticshocks;In thispaperwe show thatlargedustgrains o_cE To_ESNOCK(_,,)
couldbe heatedmuchstrongerthanwas supposedbythese authors,
because of effects associatedwith the gas cooling. Fig.2.
We foundthatshockedgas is cooled efficientlyby dipole mol-
ecules and smalldust particles,andthis results in a sharpincrease
of gas density in the postshockregion.
A stationarydistributionof gas temperature,density,and veloc-
ityinthepostshockregionofcoolingwasobtainedforthepostshock The rateof accretionis 3 x lO-SMyr -I.
region, assuming that the velocity of the shock ranged between These results reveal the possibility of melting of millimeter-
about15and 33 kms-1,equal to the free-fallvelocitiesat distances sizeddustaggregates(chondruleprecursors)in the shockproduced
8.7 to 1.8AU for 1 M®.It wasassumedthatthematerialhasa solar by infall, even when the matter is transparentfor the thermal
bulkcomposition(about2%of mass is situatedin elementsheavier radiationof the aggregates.
thanHe), and that 0.05% of mass is concentratedin small (radius We speculate about the possibility of formation Ofchondrule
10-s cm) dust particles,whichcontributeto the gas cooling, precursors in the collapsing presolar cloud and melting of the
Submillimeter and larger grains cross the region of cooling precursors inthe radiativeaccretionalshockduringformationof the
before being decelerated,and areheatedby the drag (throughthe solarnebula.In sucha shock,grainscouldbe melted atheliocentric
cooled and compressed postshockgas) more strongly than in an radii up to the inner part of the asteroidal belt if the density of
adiabaticshock. Figures l and 2 show the evolution of the grain infallinggas were only few times largerthan the average densityof
temperatureas a functionof time aftercrossingof theshockfrontfor infallinggas correspondingto an accretionrateof l 0-s M®yr-I; the
a grainwith the radiusI mmanddensity2.5 g cm-3,andfor a fluffY limitingradiusformeltingincreaseswithdensity.Clumpyaccretion
aggregateof the samemass with the density0. l g cm-3, respectively, and enhancementof densityin the vicinityof the centrifugalradius
of infalling gas providethe necessarydensitiesof infalling gas.
Enhancementof dragheatingdueto fastcoolingofpostshock gas
......... is also significant for shocks of other origin in the solarnebula.At
_N _.E ,s T.€_ _o. the centralplane of a minimum-masssolarnebula,chondrulepre-
......................................................cursorscouldbemeltedinshockswithvelocity>I0km s-L
The durationof the moltenstate andthe cooling rate of a grain
.............................................. :........................,_ _ ...... aredeterminedby the grain'skineticenergyandthe rateof itsdecay
................................................................... x....... (notthe fimescale of radiationalcooling for thegrain!).Millimeter-
§ sized compactgrainshave a temperature>1600 K for >lOs s, and
- >700Kfor~104s,timesthatareappropriateforchondrules.These
timescalescouldbelargerifgrainshavelargerkineticenergy,e.g.,
i in morefast shocks.Chondruleprecursorscouldbe formedas fluffy
aggregatesbefore and duringthe collapse of presolarcloud. Later
they must increasetheir density.We speculateaboutthepossibility
of increasing the density of the aggregatesby means of mutual
collisionsor as aresultof surfacetensionwhenthey began to melt.
• References: [1] Grossman J. N. (1988) in Meteorites and the
8 ..... . _ ..................................... .Early Solar System (J. F. Kerridge and M. S. Matthews, eds.),
- 10 10o looo ,o' lo_ 680-696, Univ. of Arizona,Tucson. [2]-WassonJ.T. (1985)Mete-
• - _uc_ c_Na oF_ s_x_=n_ (.) orites: Their Record of Early Solar-System History, Freeman,New
York. [3] Levy E. H. (1988) in Meteorites and the Early Solar
Fig.1. System(LF.Kerridgeand M. S. Matthews,eds.),697-714,Univ.
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of Arizona, Tucson. [4]Wood J. A. (1984) EPSL, 70, 11-26. appearto reinforcehis arguments.Levels of Al-correlated excess
[5] RuzmaikinaT. V. (1990)LPSXXI, 1053-1954. [6] Ruzmaikina 2_Mgsuggestthatshort-livedradioactivitywas, indeed,sufficiently
T. V. and Ip W. (1994) Icarus, submitted. [7] Hood L. L. and powerfulduringthe firstmillion yearsto overheatand meltsmall
HoranyiM. (1991) Icarus, 93, 259-269. planetary bodies [5,6]. Second, experimentally rcplicated chon-
drule textures suggest that chondrulescooled relatively slowly,
implying that they formed in enormous batches [7], just as the
collision model predicts. Third, newly formed chondrules were
THE CIRCUMPLANETARY NEBULAR ENVIRONMENT: probablybathed in vapor to accountfortheir retentionof volatile
APOSSIBLE SOURCE REGION FOR CHONDRULES. I.S. elements[8] andforthe apparentrecondensationof volatiles during
Sanders,DepartmentofGeology,TrinityCollege,Dublin2, Ireland. cooling [9]. Evaporation of volatile species would be expected
duringcollisionalsplashing;indeed,passageof chondrulesthrough
Hypotheses for the origin of chondrules fall into two broad the vapormay accountfor their apparentsize sorting.
groups:nebular and planetary[1,2]. Argumentsagainstthe latter HereZook's model is developedfurtherby recognizingthatthe
haveprevailedinrecentyearssuch that,by default,the less testable molten cascade of spray would probablymix and interactwith a
nebularsetting for chondruleformationis now generallyfavored, circumplanetoiddisk of cold, orbiting,primitive dust and other
However,the recognition in ordinarychondritesof igneousclasts debris. Zook's"planetary"hypothesisfor chondruleformationcan
thatprobablyformedon, or in, small planetoids[3] hints thatsome thus accommodatethe kindof texturalevidencepreviouslyreserved
parentbodies were still accretingafter others had evolved mag- for pro-nebulararguments [ I]. Suchevidence includes the admix-
matically and lost material to space, presumably by impact. If ture of chondrulesand matrix,dusty chondrule rims (often sin-
melting of planetoids can predateaccretion, could the same early tered),and fragments of matrixembedded inside chondrules.
meltingevent be related to chondruleproduction?My affirmative Ithas beenclaimed thatisotopic and chemical evidencedetract
response to this interesting questionis expandedbelow in a chon- from Zook'smodel[1]. However,thewiderangnofO isotopicratios
drule-formingscenario,whichincorporatesbothplanetaryandnebu- observed in chondrulescan easily be explained, as Grossman [2]
lar features, admits,if manycollisions contributedto thechondrulesin a single
Thescenarioisasfollows.The earliestplanetarybodles accreted meteorite. Also, although chondrule compositions lack igneous
from largely unprocesssed,Cl-like dust <l m.y. after the solar fractionationtrends,and have unfractionatedREE patterns, these
system began (i.e., after 26Al/Alwas 5 × 10-5). Duringthis initial "nebular"featuresare not incompatiblewith the present scenario.
period,even quite small bodies were heatedrapidly to melting by They can be explained,respectively, by complete internal melting
the decay of short-lived radioactive isotopes, particularly 26A1. and the insignificanteffect of olivine removal on REE slopes. A
Inevitablymany of thebodiescollided, releasingenormous clouds well-known chemical featurein L and LL groupchondritesis the
of incandescentspray(primarychondrules).The sprayitselfconsti- depletion of Fe, Ni, and Co. The collision scenario would easily
tuteda powerful,transitory,radiativeheatsourcethatsintered,and explainthis fractionationby the incompletedispersal of themolten
even melted, dust grains and grainaggregatesthatbecamemixed metalcore of a large body when struckby a smallerbody.
with it inspaceduringthebriefaftermathof thecollision.Inthisway Finally,somechondrulesindentone another,andappear tohave
variouskinds of additional(secondary)chondruleswere produced, beenhotandplasticduringaccretion[10,1 l].Theirdeformedshapes
Thecolddustandfragments(chondruleprecursors)hadtwosources, mightbe dueto shock [12], but in many cases theshapesseem too
Some of the materialwas ai_ady orbitingeach body, asa kindof complex to be explained easily in this way. If hot accretion is
locai, dustynebulardisk,at the timeof impact.The rest wasejected accepted,the implied proximityof the chondrulesourceto thesite
from the cooler, and possibly unconsolidated,outer layers of the ofaccretionwouldlendyetfurthersupporttothescenarioenvisaged
colliding bodies, here.
Relative velocity dictatedthe outcome of any collision. High- References: [l] Taylor G. J. et al. (1983) in Chondrules and
velocity impactsdisruptedone, or both, of the bodiesand scattered Their Origins (E. A. King,ed.), 262-278, LPI. [2] GrossmanJ. N.
chondrulesand clasts into space, to be reaccretedon otherbodies (1988) in Meteorites and theEarly Solar System (J.F. Kerridgeand
much later, or to be lost from the solar system altogether. Low- M.S. Matthews, eds.), 680--696, Univ. of Arizona, Tucson.
velocity impacts permittedthegravitationalreassemblyof most of [3] Kennedy A. K. (1992) EPSL, 113, 191-205. [4] Zook H. A.
the material, with a net growth in size of the principal(target) (1980)Meteoritics, 15, 390-391. [5] HutcheonI. D. and Hutchison
planetarybody. Rapidfall-backgave rise to hot accretiontextures; R. (1989)Nature, 337, 238--241.[6] McPhersonG. J. etal. (1992)
more gradualfall-back deposited cold chondrulesand dust. Meteoritics, 27, 253-254. [7] RadomskyP. M. and Hewins R. I-L
Earlyon, while radioactivitywas stillpowerful,the reassembled (1990) GCA, 54, 3475-3490. [8] LewisR. D. et al. (1993)Meteor-
bodies underwent"autocannibalization"and melted again inter- itics, 28, 622-628. [9] MatsunamiS. et ai. (1992) Meteoritics, 27,
nally. Later, when the solar system was about 2 m.y. old and 256-257. [10] HutchisonR. et ai. (1979) Nature, 280, 116-119.
radioactivepower was fast waning, energystoredas latentheat of [1 l] Holm_nB. A. and Wood J. A. (1986) Meteoritics, 21, 399.
fusion in the molten interiorscontinuedfor a while to be available [12] SneydD. S. et al. (1988) Meteoritics, 23, 139-149.
for collision-induced chondruleformation. Molten interiors may _"
also, incidentally,have heated by conduction the blanketingouter
layersof initiallycolddebristo producetheequilibratedchondrites.
The abovescenariostemsfromZook[4], who advocatedthe role
of molten planetoids in chondruleformation. Althoughhis ideas
failed to gain general approval,several more recentobservations
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HEATING DURING SOLAR NEBULA FORMATION AND tionationis in theorderof l0-3 cm = 10pm, whichis much smaller
Mg ISOTOPIC FRACTIONATION IN PRECURSOR thantypicalchondmle or CAI size andprobablycompatiblewith
GRAINS OF CAIs AND CHONDRULES. S. SasakiI, H. size of theirprecursorgrainsbefore aggregation.
Nagaharal,K.Kitagami_,andY.NakagawaZ4,1GeologicalInstimte, Heatingduringsolarnebulaformationhas beenpresentedby a
Universityof Tokyo, Tokyo 113, Japan, 2Departmentof Earthand series of works on hydrodynamiccalculations by Boss [6-8].
" PlanetaryPhysics, Universityof Tokyo,Tokyo 113,Japan,3Present Midplanetemperatureat the terrestrialzone can beenhanced upto
address:DepartmentofEarthandPlanetarySciences,TokyoInstitute 1500K in the case of 0.02 M®disk. Opacitydecreasedueto dust
of Technology, Tokyo 152, Japan,4Presentaddress:Departmentof evaporationshouldprecludea muchhighertemperature.Inorderto
- EarthandPlanetarySciences,Kobe University, Kobe 657, Japan. pursue the contractionand heatingprocess in detail,Kitagami [9]
numericallysimulatedverticalgasmotion solvingradiativetransfer
In some CAI grains,mass-dependentisotopic fractionationsof precisely with frequency and angle resolutions.Gas contraction
Mg, Si, and O areobservedand largeMg isotopic fractionationis towardthedisk'smidplaneshouldform a shockwave atthe off-disk
interpretedto have been producedby cosmochemical processes region. Although shock position depends on the initial density
such as evaporationand condensation[1]. Recently Koga et al. distribution, at the asteroidal zone [a (heliocentric distance) =
found mass-dependentMg isotopic fractionationin olivine chon- 2.8 AU] the shock is first formed typically aroundz = 0.05 AU,
drulesof Allendemeteoritesusing SIMS[2]. However,conditions compressedto be aboutz = 0.01 AU, andthen rapidlyexpanded to
necessaryforthe isotopicfractionation(e.g., temperature,pressure, be aboutz = 0.2-0.8 AU.
andtimescale) have not been presented. Heat generatedat the shock radiatesboth inwardand outward.
Nagaharaand coworkersconductedevaporationexperimentsof Whenthe initial densitydistributionis spreadout and muchgas is
forsterite (Mg2SiO,0atvariousP_2 conditions[3,4]. Similarto ex- extantin theoff-diskregion(zo> a:zobeing theposition gas density
perimentsofSiO2evaporation[5], evaporationrateatPn2• 10=sbar at one-fourththemidplanedensity;we assumep ,_ z-2 at large z),
ismuchlargerthanthatatPH2< 10-6bar.Atahigherpx2condition, theinnerregionbetweonshocksis heatednotoniy byradiationfrom
reductionby H shouldenhance the evaporation.Evaporation rates shocks but also by continuous compression. Under the surface
at 1500°Cand atvariousPH2areshown in Fig- 1 intermsof typical density of a standardmodel Y = 1700(a/1 AU)"_ g/cm2 [10],
distanced, where evaporationproceedsin timet.Diffusion rates of temperaturethere is enhancedto be higher than 1700 K at a =2.8
Mg, Si, and O in forsteritearealso shown. AU. When the initial density distributionis concentrated(zo =0.1
When the diffusiondistanceis comparableto or slightly higher a), the shock front shouldrebound and the innerregion is heated
than the evaporation distance, significant enrichmentof heavier mainlyby radiationfrom theshocks. Thepeak temperaturearound
isotopes in evaporation residues is expected. The fractionation the shockis still as high as I000 K at 2.8 AU. Outwardradiation
degreebecomes highestwhen thediffusiondistanceis about twice from the shockalso heats the less-donse off-diskregion. Gas pres=
as large as the evaporationdistance,when ambientgas pressure is surethere is as low as 10"-8-10=_bar,which is muchlowerthan the
low (PN2< 10-6bar),longerduration(or slowerrate of temperature expectedpressureattheasteroidalzoneof thesolarnebulamidplane.
change) is preferable forthe isotopic fractionation.At higher pres- As discussed in the above, dust evaporationrate is slower in the
sure(P_2> 10=Sbar),theevapor_tionmtetendstobehigherthanMg relativelylow-pressureregion,whichwouldbepreferableforevapo-
diffusion rate;evaporative isotopic fractionationof Mg would not rativeisotopic fractionation.
take place.Typical midplane pressureat theasteroidal zone of the We find an approximateformula for the temperaturethat de-
solar nebula ishigherthan 10-6 barwhen T= 1000K. Evaporative pendson heliocentricdistanceand the initial gas distribution.The
fractionationof Mg isotopeswould occur at a less dense environ- equilibriumtemperature is approximatedby
merit.Figure 1 shows thattypical distanced for Mg isotopic frac=
1
0.1 .......... . ...............! T- GM®Y- 3 ! (I)
1500°C _ aOs,
0.001 ......... '"
-- _< I0s bar evap10_ barevan_'_h._"_va_J_<10ebarev where G is the gravitationalconstant, Oss is Stefan-Boltzmanno.oooi
. .. - _. _ - - constant,Kisopacity,_ (=2_z"pdz)isverticalcolumndensity,and
10"s -'""---" _- denotes mass accretion rate. In the case of the spread initial
:_ lO., __: _''" densitydistribution,wehavelargeroff-diskmass_, whichhinders
_ .. _ .--- - ' outwardradiation,and largermass accretionrate _, whichreleases
1o"T . .... " - st dirt gravitationalenergy.Using _ < _'-_ a-3n and _ _ _/tK_ a-3 (tK
• being KepleHanperiod), we have analytic relationsT _ a-IIts, p
* 104 ........ _ ........ , ........ B .......






solidlinesanddiffusiondistancesd_ttnareexprcssedbydashedlines, durationof the peak temperature is about 104 ~ lOSrain, and the
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VARIATIONS AMONG CHONDRITE GROUPS--CON-
STRAINTS ON NEBULAR PROCESSES. E.R.D. ScottI,
(a) / (b) i_ s.G. LoveI, andI. D. Hutcheon2,IHawafiInstituteof Geophysics
11 and Planetology,Universityof Hawaii, HonoluluHI 96822, USA,
2NuclearChemistryDivision,LawrenceLivermoreNational
• • Laboratory,LivermoreCA 94551, USA.
Chondrite Groups and Their Ingredients: Diversepropor-
tions of the four majoringredientsare found in the 13 chondritegroups (Table 1). Ca-Al-richinclusions (CAI) include amoeboid-
olivine aggregates,whichcontainrefractorynodules. Matrixmate-
,,_ rial formsaggregatesand rims on other constituentsand containsmicrometer-sizedgrai sand a small,uniform concentration of
presolar grains[3]. Fe,Ni grainsaremostly derivedfromhot chon-
(C) drules.Although bulk nonvolatile chondriticelemental ratios are
___ typically within 30% of solar values, individual CAI and some
• _ chondrulesshow large deviations.
Distinctions Between Chondrite Classes: C chondritesdif-
ferfromOand Echondritesin having(1) significantabundancesof
CAI, (2) relativelyhigh bulkrefractoryabundances,(3) O isotopic
compositionsthattendto lie on the 160-richside of the terrestrial
Fig. 2. Heatingeventsduringsolarnebulaevolution.(a) Shockheating range, and (4) generallyhigherabundancesof matrix material[2].
duringinfallofcloudgasontoaprotodisk.Evaporativeisotepicfractionation Echondriteshaveuniquelylow refractoryabundances,littlematrix,
wouldtakeplaceatlow-pressureenvironment.Co)Shockheatingbya late- and highlyreducedchondrules.O chondriteshave more FeO-rich
accrefinggasclump. (e) Heatingarounddiskmidplaneaftersolid-gas (type II)chondrulesthan C and E chondrites.Although the defini-
frsctionationandgraingrowth.Relativelyhigherpressureis preferablefor tionof C chondriteshasevolved considerably(C is abundantin CI
chondmleformationandmeltingofsomeCAIs. and CM,butnot in CKandCO), the termstill seems usefulasthese
trendsprovideconstraints(albeitpoorlyunderstood)on the nebular
originsof groups andcomponents.AmongCchondrites,CAI abun-
dance is roughlycorrelatedwith bulk refractory abundance,even
thoughamajorfractionoftherefractoriesarelocatedinchondrules
[4]. CAI were probablyaccompanied by fine-grained, CAI-iike
initialcooling rate is 100K/(20-50 days).This timescaleis compat- articles thatwere incorporatedintochondrules.
ible with the typical time for isotopic fractionationat the vacuum CAI Had Nebula Lifetimes of Several Million Years: CAI
case (PH2< 10-6hat), when thetemperatureis around1500°C. withcanonicalinitia127AlPrAlratios of 4.5 × 10-s arefound inCV
Ourtentativescenario is shownin Fig. 2. Shockheatingduring and CM groups:They formed in <lOs yr [5]. Some CAI were
solar nebulaformationcan cause evaporativefractionationwithin remeltedin the nebula2-4 m.y. later[5,6]. Plagioclase-richchow
interstellargrains involved in a gas at the innerzone (a < 3 AU) of drules in O and C chondritesformed >2 m.y. afterCAI formation,
thedisk(Fig. 2a). Alternativelycollisionof late-accretinggas blobs assuming 26A! wasuniformlydistributed[7,8]. The nebulalifetime
might causesimilar heatingif Y.,sand Y arelargeenough (Fig. 2b). ofseveralmillionyearsinferredfromtheseandotherdataisconsis-
Sincethegrainsize issmall, thesolid/gasmass ratio is lowand solar tent with the duration of circumstellar disks of low-mass stars
(low Po2), and the ambient gas pressureis low, thisheatingevent derived from astronomicalobservations [9]. But theoretical life-
couldnotproducechondrulesthemselves.Wepreferthat chondmle times forprotosolardiskscalculatedon the basis of turbulentdissi-
formationshouldproceedaroundthediskmidplaneafterdustgrains pation or drag on solids with Keplerian orbits moving through
would grow and sediment to increase the solid/gas ratio there pressure-supportedgas are at least 10x shorter. The formidable
(Fig. 2c). Theheating source thereis uncertain,buttransientrapid complexityof the fulldiskevolution problem,including radialand
accretion throughthe disk could release a large amount of heat, convection-driven turbulence, ongoing grain and planetesimal
which would be observed as FU Orionisevents, growth,transport,and destruction,and other significant processes
References: [1] ClaytonR. N. et al. (1985) in Protostars and [10], suggests that meteoritic and astronomicalevidence should
Planets H (D. C. Black and M. S. Matthews,eds.), 755-771, Univ. prevail.
of Arizona,Tucson. [2] KogaA. et al. (1994) LPS XXV, 723-724. CAI Formed Before Chondrules: 26Al-basedchronometry
[3] NagaharaH.et al. (1994)GCA, 58, 1951-1963. [4] NagaharaH. and texturalevidence(CAI inside chondrules,butnot vice versa)
(1994) LPSXXV, 965-966. [5] NagaharaH. et al. (1993) Meteor- [11,12] suggest that CAI formed before chondrulesand thatthere
itics, 28, 406-407. [6] Boss A. P. (1989) Astrophys. 3., 345, 554. was virtuallyno overlapbetweentheirformationperiods. Oxygen "
[7] Boss A. P. (1993)Astrophys. J., 417, 351. [8] Boss A. P. (1994) isotopic dataare also consistentwith this chronology,as solid-gas
LPSXXV, 149. [9] KitagamiIL(1994) Masterdissertation,Univ.of reactions during transientheating events caused the O isotopic .Tokyo. [10]HayashiC. etal. (1985) inProtostarsand Planets 11(D. compositionsof solids to evolve towardthe gas composition: from
C. Black and M. S. Matthews,erd.), 1100-1153, Univ. of Arizona, CAI to chondrules[13]. FeO concentrationsof chondruleolivines,
Tucson. CAI spinels, and chondrulerimsalso tendedto increasebecauseof
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TABLE1. Abundances(vol%)ofcomponentsin13chondritegroups.
Class C(Carbonaceous) Eff.nstatite) O(Ordinal,)
CK CO CV CH CR CM CI EH EL H L 12., R
.f CAI(+AOA) 4 13 I0 0.I 0.5 5 _<0.0001 0.I-I? 0.I-I? " 0.0
Chondrules* 15 40 45 -70 50-60 20 0.0017 60-80 60-80 >40
Matrixmaterial 75 30 40 5 30-50 70 99 <2-157 10-15 35
Fe,Ni <0.01 1-5 1-5 20 5-8 0.1 0.00 8-15 10 5 2 0.1
" Chondmlesize(ram) 0.7 0.15 1.0 <0.1 0.7 0.3 - 0.2 - • 0.3 0.7 0.9 0.4
(Refr./Mg)/a 1.21 1.13 1.35 1.0 1.03 1.15 1.00 0.87 0.83 0.93 0.94 0.90 0.95
From[1-4].CAI=Ca,Al-richinclusions;AOA=amoeboid-olivineinclusions.
•Includingfragment_
processing,butreductionby internalC orexternalHcausedsome and<0.1mm).Sortingmayhaveoccurreduringturbulentconcen-
decreases, trationof articles[22].
We inferthat(1) earliertransientheatingeventslastedlonger References: [1] ScottE.R. D. andNewsomH.E. (1989)Z.
(minutesormoreatmeltingtemperaturesforCAI[14]ratherthan Naturforseh.,44a,924-934.[2]KallemeynG.W.etal.(1994)GCA,
secondsforchondrules[15]);(2) sincetimescalesforgravitational inpress.[3]HussG.R. (1990)Nature,347,159-162.[4]Grossman
collapseof thepresolarmolecularcloudare l0syr,chondrulesdid J.N. etal. (1988)in Meteoritesand theEarlySolarSystem(J.F.
not formduringinfallintothenebula;and(3) althoughCAIwere KerridgeandM.S. Matthews,eds.),619-659, Univ.of Arizona,
rimmed,altered,and sometimespartlymeltedby laterheating Tucson.[5]HutcheonI.D.(1982)Am.Chem.Soc.Symp.Ser.,176,
events,manyCAIwereunaffectedby chondruleformation. 95-128. [6] MacPhersonG.J. andDavisA. M.(1993) GCA,57,
TimescalesforAccretion: To accountforthedistinctisoto- 231-243.[7]ShengY.J.etal.(1991)GCA,55,581-599.[8]Hutch-
pic, chemical,and mineralogicalcompositionsof O, E, and C eonetal.(1994)LPSXXV,587-588.[9]PodosekF.A.andCassen
chondrules,nebularmixingofchondrulesoverradialdistancesof I P. (1994)Meteoritics,29,6-25. [10]CuzziJ.N.etal. (1993)Icarus,
AU musthavebeenminimal.Becausesimplediskmodelspredict 106,102-134.[11]McSweenH.Y.Jr.(1977)GCA,41,1843-1860.
fast radialmigrationof chondrule-sizedsolids(severalAU/m.y. [12] MisawaK. and FujitaT. (1994) Nature, 368, 723-726.
[16]),rapidaccretionofchondrulesandCAIhasbeeninferred[e.g., [13] ClaytonR. N. et al. (1991)GCA,55, 2317-2337.[14]Davis
!7,18]. However,acceptanceof meteoriticandastronomicalevi- A.M. etal. (1990)Nature,347,655-658. [15]WassonJ.T.(1993)
dencefor longnebularlifetimesrelaxesthese constraints.Since Meteoritics,28, 14-28. [16]WeidenschillingS.J. (1988)inMete-
significantmass resupplyto the protosolardisk frominfalling oritesandtheEarlySolarSystem(J.F.KerridgeandM.S.Matthews,
interstellarmaterialwasunlikelyaftergravitationalcollapseofthe eds.),348-371,Univ.of Arizona,Tucson.[17]WoodJ.A. (1988)
cloudin 10syr,timescalesforsignificantradialtransportcouldnot Annu.Rev.EarthPlanet.Sci,16,53-72. [18]SkinnerW.R. (1994)
havebeenmuchless thanthe nebularlifetimeof severalmillion LPS XXV, 1283-1284.[19]WoodJ.A. (1985)in Protostarsand
yearsor theentirediskwouldhavevanishedintotheSun. Planetsfl (13.C. BlackandM.S.Matthews,eds.),687-702,Univ.
Wood[19]arguedfor accretionofmatrix,chondrules,andCAI of Arizona,Tucson.[20]SkinnerW.R.andLeenhoutsJ.M.(1993)
within1yr of chondruleformationto maintainnear-solarchon- LPS XX/V, 1315-1316.[21] HaackH. andScottE. R. D. (1993)
driticcompositions.We inferfromTable 1 andotherdatathat Meteoritics,28, 35-359. [22]CuzziJ.N. et al. (1994)LPSXXV,
proportionsof variousingredientswere onlylooselyconstrained 307-308.
so thatchondritescomposedlargelyof metal,CAI,or FeO-poor
(typeI)chondrulesdidnotform;accretionperiodsof_ 104yrcannot
be excluded. OPEN-SYSTEMBEHAVIORDURINGCHONDRULEFOR-




sortingof initiallyunsortedobjects(meansize inverselypropor- Thequestionof whetherchondmlesbehavedas opensystems
tionaltodensity)[20].Althoughsomesortingof chondruleprecur- duringformationis crucialtoourunderstandingof bothchondrule
sorsprobablyoccurred,aerodynamicsize sortingafterchondrule andchondriteformation[l].Theverylargerangeofchondmletypes
formationmaylargelyaccountforvariationsof chondmlesizes, is best summarizedby the compositionalclassificationscheme
• metalabundances,andO isotopiccompositionsin H, L, andLL [2,3],whereinthe primitivechondrulegroups(i.e., thosenotpro-
chondrites[13,21]. Otherchondritegroupsdo not showsimilar ducedby metaraorphicprocesses)areAI, A2, A5, andB1.In the
relationships.Sizesof CAIandchondrulesarenotcloselycorre- Semarkona(LL3.0)chondrite,10.5%,25.0%,5.0%,and56.9%(by
•" lated,presumablybecauseCAIwerealsosizesortedpriortochon- number)of thechondrulesaregroupsA1,A2,A5,andB1,respec-
druleformation, tively [2]. We arguethat groupsAI and A2 were producedby
However,CVandCHgroupsrespectivelyhavethelargestand reductionandevaporationduringchondruleformationof material
smallestCAI(1-10 mmand0.01-0.1 ram)andchondrules(1 mm originallyresemblingroupBI chondrules.Theimportantbutrela-
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tivelyraregroupAS chondruleswill not be discussedhere[4]. significantlysmaller,as a group,than groupB chondrules.Other
The following observationsarerelevantto presentthe question: authorshave madethe sameconclusion [13].Huangetal. pointout
(1) GroupA 1andA2 chondrulescontainolivineswith low FeOand that the size differenceis consistentwith the compositionaldiffer-
metalwith Ni contentslowerthanobservedin themetalof groupB ences between groupA and groupB chondrules[12].
chondrules[5-7]. The coexistenceoflow-FeO silicatesandhigh-Fe Additionalevidence for devolatilizationduringchondrulefor-
metala priori implies formationof some fractionof the metal by mationis the compositionalzoning observed in the mesostasis of
reduction.(2) Group AI and A2 chondrules show fractionated several Semarkonagroup A chondrules.The alkali elements are
elementalcompositions, while groupB1 chondrulesshow flat el- higher in the outerquarterof the chondruleradius, suggesting that
ementalabundancepatterns [6,8]. In the groupA chondrules,Na alkaliesarereenteringthe chondrule,having once been lost [14].It
and K aredepletedby factorsof 5-100, while Si, Cr, and Mg are is difficultto see howprecursorheterogeneitiescouldproducesuch
depletedby 10-20%.WhileattentionoftenfocusesonNaandKloss profiles, or how they couldbe producedby crystallizationor other
duringchondruleformation[9], severalauthorshavealsodiscussed closed-system processes. Searsand Lipschutzrecentlyarguedthat
Si loss [10].(3) Theratioof olivine to pyroxeneshows the complex abundancepatternsof highly mobile trace elements in several
variationsexpectedduringprogressivevolatilizationof materialof chondrulesfromlow type 3 ordinarychondritesreflected a similar
initially chondriticcomposition [ll]; loss of Fe by volatilization kind of process[15].
decreasesthe olivine FeO (to 2-4 wt%)and causes the px/ol ratio Group A chondrulesclearlyformed by majordevolatilization
to increase so that many groupA2 chondrulesarepyroxene-rich, and reductionduringchondruleformation from material initially
Furtherevaporation Fe (and reductionof FeO in the olivine to resembling groupB chondrules.The different chondriteclasses
<2 wt%)is associatedwith significant losses of Si anda decrease seem to containchondruleswith differentsize distributions,andthe
of thepx/ol ratio to groupAl levels. If thechondruleswere random chondriteclasses show different lithophile-element abundances
mixturesof precursorgrains,there is noreasontoexpect a relation- anddegreesof Fereduction.Itwillbe of greatinterestto explorethe
ship between the relativeabundanceand compositionof the olivine role of the differentchondrulegroups,and thereby the chondrule
and pyroxene.(4) All chondrulegroupsshow a widerangeof sizes formationprocess,in accountingforthese differentchondriteprop-
(Fig. l [12]):Figure l also shows datafor groupA3 and B2 chon- erties.
drules from Krymka, LL3.1. (The slight metamorphismexperi- Acknowledgments: SupportedbyNASA grantNAGW3519.
encedbyKrymkaisnotexpected toseriouly affectchondrulesizes.) References: [l] GrossmanJ. N. 0988) in Meteorites and the
MeandiametersforgroupsAl,A2,A3,Bl, and B2 are807 + 398, Early Solar System (L F. Kerridgnand M. S. Matthews, eds.),
838+392,764+299, 1052+ 419, and970 + 367 gm, respectively. 680-696,Univ.ofArizona,Tucson.[2]SearsD.W.G.etal.(1992)
The student'st test indicates that the A groupsdiffer significantly Nature, 357, 207-211. [3] DeHartJ. M. et al. (1992) GUA, 3791-
from theB groupsat the 0.01 level and thatgroupA chondrulesare 3807. [41Huanget al.(1994)LPSXXV, 573-574. [5]Jones R. H.and
Scott E. R. D. 0989) Proc. LPSU 19th, 523-536. [6] Jones R. H.
10 (1990)GUA, 54, 1785-1802. [7] SnellenbergJ. 0978) Thesis, New
5 H_H A'I York State Univ., Stonybrook.[8] LuJ. et al. (1990)LPSXXIII,
720-721. [9] HewinsR. H.(1991) GUA, 55, 935-942. [10] Walter[-1Fq0 , 77 , , , ,--,Fq[--],-_--_ , _ L.S.andDoddR.T.(1972)Meteoritics,7,341-352.[ll]Hashimoto
•/_. A. (1983) Geochem. J., 17, 111-145. [12] Huanget al. (1994) in
10 r] preparation.[131Dodd R. T. (1971) Contrlb. Mineral. Petrol., 31,
NI[ Hn H 281-291.[14]Matsunamietal.(1993) GUA, 57,2101-2110.
0 [-'1 [-l F-lr] _ [15] Sears D. W. G. and Lipschutz M. E. (1994) LPS XXV,
5 r--'l r-a ' A3 1229-1230.
° III-ilII-ln"O 0 ['7 N [-] I-Xe STUDIES OF INDIVIDUAL CHONDRULES: WHATCAN THEY TELL US ABOUT CHONDRULE FORMA-
TION? T.D. SwindleI and C. M. Hohenberg2, ILunar and
._ 15 B'] Planetary Laboratory,University of Arizona, Tucson AZ 85721,
li f__ll _ USA' 2PhysicsI)epartment"Washingt°n University' St"L°uis MO30,
:_ 631 USA.
In thepast 14years,I-Xestudieshavebeenperformed on nearly
5 [- illl_l t3/ [ lOOindividual chondrulesfrom five different meteorites [1-7].
More than halfthe studiedchondrulescome fromtheunequilibrated
0 ordinarychondrites(UOCs) Chainpur,Semarkona,and Tieschitz.
0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1 1.25 1.5 1.75 2 However,"unequilibrated"does not necessarilymean "unaltered" "
Diameter(ram) [8-1o1;and the I-Xe studies of chondrules fromUOCs have ulti-
matelybeen interpretedin terms of postformationalteration. Inthis ,:
abstract,two types of constraintson chondrule formation will be
Fig. 1. Chondrulesize distributionin chondmlesfromSemarkonand discussed:(1) the duration,location, and timing of postformation
alteration(in solids over a 50-m.y. span); and (2) the ages of the
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earliest formedchondrules(a few million years after the earliest Despite the large numberof individualchondrulesfromUOCs
solids), analyzed (45), the oldest are significantly younger than the ages
I-Xe System: The I-Xe systemis basedon the decayof 129I, obtainedon whole-rocksamplesof some carbonaceouschondrites.
with a halflife of about 17 m.y., to l_e. Muchof the 129Xein Most notably,the apparentage of the CV3 Vigarano,the oldest
meteorites is correlatedwith 12"tI,indicativeof in situ decay. Since apparentlywell-defined I-Xeage yet determined[16], is more than
" all 1291presentin the earlysolarsystemhas long sincedecayed, it is 8 m.y.beforeBjurb61e,4 m.y. before the oldestUOCchondrules.If
impossible to determinean absoluteage with thissystem.Instead, any of the chondrule ages represent formation ages, then some
apparentrelativeages aredetermined,basedon comparisonof the chondruleformationmusthaveoccurredatleasta few million years
• 1291/127Iratios. Ages are usually given in comparisonto the LA after the formation of the earliest solids (presumablyCAIs). It is
chondriteBjurb61e,which has a reproducible1_I/12"rlatio of 1.1× interestingto notethatthe rarecases of insitu decayof26A1k,_UOCs
10-4 [12].The fh.stattemptstoputtheI-Xeonan absolutescalehave [17,18] correspondto 26AI/_A!ratios 1 to 2 ordersof magnitude
beenmaderecently,andsuggestan absoluteageof about4565 Ma lower than the "canonical" ratio in CAIs, againconsistentwith the
forBjurb61e[13,14].The majorhost phasesforI sofar identifiedare lackof materialin UOCsthat formed inthe f'wstI or 2 m.y. afterthe
secondarymineralssuchas sodalite[15]andapatite[13],consistent formation of CAIs.
with an I-Xesystem,which is sensitiveto postformationalteration. Finally, although several studies have comparedchondrulesto
General Trends: Individualchondrulesfrom Bjurb61e[1,7] "matrix," the chronological relationship is still not clear. Early
and Allende [2,5] have been studied, but these provide few con- studies[2,19] typicallygave matrixages slightlyolderthantheages
sWaintson chondrule formation.The Bjurb61echondrules show of chondrules,buta more carefullyselected sampleof matrixfrom
<2 m.y. variationin age,butmay reflect metamorphicevents, and Chainpur[3] gave anapparentage in themiddleof the rangeof ages
the Allende chondrules, like all other objects from Allende, show given by chondrules.
largevariationswith individualchondrules,presumablyreflecting References: [1]Caffeeetal. (1982)Proc. LPSC 13th, inJGR,
late low-temperaturealteration. 87, A303. [2] Swindle et al. (1983) GCA, 47, 2157. [3] Swindleet
The studies of petrographicallycharacterized individualchon- al. (1991) GCA, 55, 861. [4] Swindle et al (1991) GCA, 55, 3723.
drulesfrom the UOCsChainpur[3], Semarkona[4], and Tieschitz [5] Nicholset al. (1990)LPSXXI, 879. [6]Nichols et al. (1992)LPS
[6] give very similar results, despite the fact that the meteorites XXIII, 975. [7] Gilmour and Turner (1994) ICOG-8, 110.
come from at least twodifferentchemicalclasses, and have petro- [8] Hutchisonet al. (1987) GCA, 51, 1875. [9] Alexander et al.
graphicgradesrangingfrom 3.0 for Semarkonato3.S for Tieschitz. (1989) GCA, 53, 3045. [10] Ruzicka(1990) Meteoritics, 25, 101.
Themostimportantfeaturesare(l)Manyofthechondrulesdogive [11] TaylorG. F. et al. (1983) in Chondrules and Their Origins
well-definedapparentages, andthese ages spanat least 10m.y. for (E.A. King,ed.), 262,LPI. [12] Hohenberg and Kennedy(1981)
each meteorite.(ForChalnpur,the span is 50 m.y.) (2) The oldest GCA, 45, 251. [13] Nichols et al. (1994) GCA, 58, 2553. [14]
apparentages are about4 m.y. before BjurbOlefor Chainpurand Brazzleetal. (1994) Meteoritics, in press. [15] Kirschbaum(1988)
Semarkona,hut comparableto BjurbOlefor the smaller sample GCA,52, 679. [16] Swindle andPodosek(1988)in Meteorites and
(ninechondrules)from Tieschitz.(3) Apparentages correlatewith the Early Solar System (J. F. Kerridgeand M. S. Matthews, eds.),
bulk chemistry (e.g., refractory compositionscorrespondto older 1127,Univ. of Arizona,Tucson. [17] Hintonand Bischoff (1984)
ages) and with petrographicproperties. Since bulk composition Nature, 308, 169. [18] Zinnerand GOpel(1992) Meteoritics, 27,
correlateswith texturaltype,textureand ages mightbe expectedto 311. [19]Podosek (1970) GCA, 34, 341.
correlate.Butapparentages also correlatewith moresubtle petro-
graphic features. For example, in Semarkona, chondrules with
sulfideson the chondrulesurface,and particularlythose with sul- CHEMICAL PRODUCTION OF CHONDRULE OXYGEN
tidespenetratingbetweenbladesof radiatingpyroxenechondrules, ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION. M.H. Thiemens, Departmentof
tendto have youngerages (i.e., to be moreeasily reset). Since these Chemistry,0356, Universityof California,SanDiego, La JollaCA,
conditionsaresimilar to those in which evidenceof aqueousalter- 92093-0356, USA.
ationhas beenfound [9], ithas beensuggested[4] thattheI-Xe ages
in these chondrules reflect aqueous alteration. (4) In individual Definingthe sourceof observedmeteoriticOisotopicanomalies
meteorites, initial 1291/12TIratios are anticorrelated with initial remains a fundamentalchallenge. Generation by nuclear [1] or
(trapped)l_Xe/132Xeratios, consistentwith closed-system evolu- chemical [2,3] processeshave both been suggested as candidates.
tion in a systemwith a chondriticbulkI/Xe ratio. This observation Recent observations of the extent to which chemically produced
isastrongargumentthatthespaninagesisnottheresultofIisotopic mass independent fractionations occur in natureare particularly
inhomogeneity. Furthermore,it means that the material in these relevant.
chondrulesspent the time before their last resetting (as much as The O isotopiccomposition of chondrulesareparticularlystrik-
50 m.y.) in a systemwithchondriticcompositionratherthansolar ing (see, e.g., a recentreview [4]). Chondrulesfrom carbonaceous
(i.e., in a solid), chondritesdefine a 8170= 81sOline in a three-isotopeplot, which
Interpretations: The large range in apparentage, and the isoffsetfromtheCAIline.Theisotopiccompositionofwhole-rock
• evolutionof trappedXe composition, suggest thatthese chondrules equilibratedordinarychondritesandchondrulesfromordinarychon-
had extended histories as solids before their final resetting. AI- dritesalso dei'mea 5170 =51gOtrend;however,this line is not co-
. though this isconsistentwith chondruleformationin (or on) parent linearwith eitherthe5170=5180carbonaceouschondritechondrule
• bodies, a varietyof lines of evidencesuggest that chondruleswere or CAI lines. Thus, there are (at least) three distinct 5170 = 5180
nebular creations[11]. Hence,even the chondrnles in UOCs must compositional lines observedin meteoriticmaterial.The OCchon-
have been altered after formation, drulelines have been suggested as arising from two reservoirs of
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solid precursors[5] or solid-gas exchange [6]. For size-separated t0
chondrulesin Dhajala,a solid precursoratthe 160-depletedendof Initial
the 8t_O -- 8nO line exchanging with a gas near the terrestrial 0. O___ 0intersectionwas suggestedtoaccountfor the observed isotopic
composition. The opposite trend, however, is observed in Mez6- _ O
Madarasand the positionof the gas andsolid reservoirs wouldhave ._0. -.,
to bereversed,thuspresentingan obstacleto the solid-gasexchange
model [4]. Anotherchallenge not addressedis as follows. If the ._, .2D.




remarkablecoincidence unless the compositions ariseas a result of -,0.
the chemical process producingthe chondrules.
The case for productionof meteoriticO isotopicomponents, .so.
including chondrules,has been strengthenedby a varietyof recent
observations.The 8170--8180compositionhasbeen observedin at
•.$0,.
least two of the Earth'satmosphere'smost importantmolecules,O3 40 .10 ._o .io 0 20
[7] andCO2 [8,9]. Mass-independentcompositionshave also been 8n 0 (;%)observedin troposphericCO [10] and N20 [11], thus 8170 ;e0.5
18 ""80 composmonsarereadilyproducedinnature.Morerecently,it
was demonstratedthatagas phasereactionmay result inproduction Fig.1. TheeffectofinitialisotopicompositionbetweenatomicOandCO2.
of a SiOx condensate,which is 160 enriched and mass indepen- AtomicOisderivedfrom03.FinalisotopicompositionofexchangedOis
dently fractionated[12]. Given that such componentsare readily alwayswithinthesquare,whichisdepletedby51_O=81sO=-40%owith
producedinnature,it mustbe consideredthatthe sourceof the81_O respectothebulkCO2reservoir[13].
=8nO compositionsof carbonaceousandordinarychondriticchon-
drulesarechemical processesandthe differencesin chondrule8nO
along a m = 1 trajectory reflect the physical chemistry of the
chondmle-formingprocess, proportionof the initialO. It is importantto note thatthe fraction-
There areseveral differenttypes of chemically producedmass- ation arises in a simple gas phase thermal decomposition and
independentfractionationprocesses.Laboratoryexperimentshave requiresno excited states.
recentlyshown that the sourceof the mass-independentO isotopic One of the most significant recent advances with regard to
composition of stratosphericCO2 is the simple isotope exchange applicationof chemical fractionationprocesses to meteoritics was
reaction the observationthat in the gas phase reaction of SiH4-H2-O2 at
~800°C, a solid condensate is produced (SiOi.s), which is 160
1so (ID) + CO2 _ CO3. _ 160 (3p)+ CnO2 enrichedand mass-independentlyfractionated[12].The anomalous
fractionationmaynotarisefrom03formationandisassociatedwith
s
whereCO3 is an excited state,withalifetimeof10-11_10-ns[13], thesolidformation.Thisisthefirstdemonstrationofasolidproduc-
The source of the mass-independentfractionation is the short-lived tion with anomalous O isotopes under quasinebular conditions. It
CO3"intermediate.As Fig.I demonstrates,the final isotopicom- was observed that for the shortest experiments,he solid conden-
position,followingexchange,is independentof the O-atom (pro- sates possess an isotopicompositionwith 51_O= 0.7 8nO,pre-
duced from 03 dissociation)isotopic omposition,even if it is cisely the same as observed in enstatite chondrite chondrules.
initially massdependent. Following isotopicexchange, the O isoto- In conclusion, there areat least threetypesofchemical processes
piccompositionof the exchangedO is 160 enrichedwith a 81_O= thatproducetheisotopicompositionsobserved in chondrulesand
8nO compositionwith respect to the bulk (CO2) reservoir.The CAIs. Theprocesses arerathergeneral,viz,theyrequirenospecial-
strikingaspect of these observations is notonlythe 8170= 8nO ized processesandthe processes associated with chondruleproduc-
compositionachieved,independentoforiginalisotopicexchange, tion arelikelytoproducetheobserved compositions.Futurexperi-
but the magnitude,which is essentiallyidenticalto that observed in ments, particularlythermal,usingcontrolled gas phasereactions
CAI spinels(40%0).In a chondrule-formingevent, if an isotopic involvingSixOx will be of fundamental importancein further
exchangeoccurs,a 8170= 8nO compositioncould be produced, resolvingthe role of chemical isotopicprocesses in the early solar
with magnitudeependentupon extentof fractionation,as observed system.
in the experimentsof Wen and Thiemens [13]. References:[1]ClaytonR. N. etal. (1973)Science, 182,485-
It isobserved in the thermal decompositionfozone,an anoma- 488. [2]Thiemens M. H. and HeidenreichJ. F..[] (1983)Science,
lous fractionationoccurs[14], with the product02 enrichedin I_O 219, 1073-1075. [3] Heidenreich J. E. Ill and Thiemens M.H. _"
andlsO andStTO=81sO,anotherexampleofanapparentsymmetry (1986)J.Chem. Phys., 84, 2129-2136. [4] Clayton R. N. (1993)
dependent fractionation. As discussed in a review [9], the key Annu.Rev.EarthPlanet. Sci.,21, 115-149. [5] GoodingJ.L.et al. t
fractionationparametersate the terminalatoms. Thus, in a flash- (1983)EPSL,65,2(D-224. [6]ClaytonR.N.etal.(1991)GCA,55,
heatingevent with dissociation,e.g., of silicate material,a 8170= 2317-2337. [7] SchuelerB. A. et al. (1990) GRL, 17, 1295-1298.
8nO fractionationcouldbe produced,providedthere is lossof some [8] Thiemens M. H. et al. (1991) GRL, 18, 669-672. [9] Thiemens
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M. H. (1991) inlsotope Effects inGas.Phase Chemistry (J.A. Kaye, thesolarcompositionin therightsides of the thermalbarriersin the
ed.),138-154,Washington.[10]CliffS.S.andThiemensM.H. diagrams.Ontheotherhand,it isseenfromFig.la thatSicanbe
(1994)8thlnternationalConf.onGeochronology,Casmochronologyformed in the lefthandregion(O-poorside)of the thermal barrier.
and IsotopeGeology,63. [11]Hodder P. S. et al. (1994)8th SiliconissolvedinmetallicFeinenstatitechondrites.Thissuggests
International Conference on Geochronology, Casmochronology thatsuch Si-Fe alloys wereformed fromtheO-poorregion,suchas
€ and Isotope Geology, 138. [12] ThiemensM. H. et at. (1994) LPS with C/O= 1.However, it is hardto form such reducingconditions
XXV, 1389-1390. [13]WenJ. S. andThiemensM. H.(1993)JGR, from the solar compositionas long as the thermal barriers are
98,12801-12808.[14]WenJ.S.andThiemensM.H.(1990)Chem.pr sent.SuchO-poorfractionationcanbe possibleat verylow
" Phys. Lett., 172, 416-420. temperatureswhere thethermal barriersdisappearaftercondensa-
tionofC-richice,suchasCH4.Theabovediscussionsonfraction-
ations areessential even if nebularoriginsof chondmlesareconsid-
ered.
ESTABLISHMENT OF REDOX CONDITIONS DURING FO
PLANETARY. COLLISIONS AS AN ORIGIN OF CHON- (_1)
DRITES. A. TsuchiyamaI and M. Kitamura2, IDepartmentof




materialsand ice) and a slightlydifferentiatedbodywereproposed
forshockoriginofordinarychondrites[1].Inthismodel,chondrules
were formedwithshockmelting,and matriceswere formedbothby
fracturingof materialsand by recondensationof evaporatedmate-
rials.Thismodel can explaindifferentredoxconditionsofchondrite
formationsby ice evaporation.Althoughthis model was originally silicon
proposedforordinarychondrites,weassumeherethathemodelcan
beextendedtochondriteformationingeneral.Inthispaper,edox (S/')




peratures(<500K) in a gas of solar composition or at highertern- (b) c c_,#t,peraturesinamoreoxidizinggas[3].The formermodelatlow H
temperaturesencounterskineticdifficulties.Ontheotherhand,the C-SPO-H . So_rcompo_
majorconstituentsin enstatite chondritescould have been formed -- _ barr_
by condensationof a more reducingnebulagas with C/O = l [4].
These differentredoxconditionscan be explainedbyevaporationof
ice with different compositions originated from the "cometlike"
bodies. This requires chemical fractionationsof the "cometlike" ,_









In the diagramsO is takenas the independent component because ,_on ,_, :
O changesindependentlyin thevaporphase.Itshouldbe notedthat
• thermalbarriersrun fromenstatite-Feand silica-COin the dia- F!g.1. Phasediagramsundernebulaconditionsshowingvalxnousboundaries
grams.Thesethermalbarriersarepresentathigh to low tempera- projectedfromtheHapex.(a)SystemFe-Mgo.sSio.s-O*-H(O*=O-Cbecanse
, turesuntilH20 icestartsto condense, ofstableCOmolecules).lmn-forsteritevaporousboundariesareafunctionof
• Whencosmicabundanceoftheelementsisassumedasaninitial z =(Fe+ Mg+SiyH.(b)SystemC-Si-O-H.Vaporousboundariesbetween
composition,it iseasytoform theoxidizingconditionsforcarbon- graphite,siliconcarbide,andsilicaareirrespectiveofthe(C+ $i+O)ratio.
aceousandordinarychondritesbychangingtheH20/H2ratiosfrom Dottedlinesatethermalbarriers,andasterisksshowthesolarcomposition.
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It has been proposed that CO and CH4molecules were dominant, TABLEt. Constraintsonchondruleorigins.
and oxidizingandreducingascompositionswereformedin the
solarnebulaandjoviansubnebularespectively[5].Thiscanexplain I. Compositionsand originsofprecursormaterials
oxidizingconditionsforcarbonaceousandordinarychondritesby
evaporationof H20-richiceformedinthemainsolarnebula,while a. Chondruleshavechondrificcomposifions.
reducingconditionsforenstatitechondritesbyevaporationof CH4- b. Chondruleshavenotformedbymeltingigneous(differontiated)rocks. ..
richice formedin thejoviansubnebulaorunderconditionsimilar II. Theintensityoftheheatingeventsthatmeltedthechondrules
to this nebula.It is likelythat the ice-richbodiescollidedwith
slightlydifferentiatedbodiesas projectiles, a. Mostchondruleswereineompletelymelted(indicatedbyrelictgrains, :
References: [1] KitamuraM. andTsuchiyamaA., this vol- etc.),thustheheatingeventsweremarginallycapableofmeltingchondrules.
ume.[2]TsuchiyaraaA. (1990)inDynamicProcessesofMaterial b. Mostchondrulesdidnotgethotenough(orstayhotlongenough)to
TransportandTransformationin theEarth's Interior(F.Marumo, causeFeStodecompose.
ed.),499-518,Terrapub.[3]RubinA.E.etal.(1988)inMeteorites c. Thefactthattheupperlimitonchondmlesizesisonly.-4xthemeansize
and the EarlySolarSystem (L F. KerridgeandM.S. Matthews, mayreflectthelimitednatoreoftheheatingevents.
eds.),488-511, Univ.of Arizona,Tucson.[4] PataevM.I. and
KhodakovskyI. L.(1986)inChemistryandPhysicsof Terrestrial III. Therateofbeatingandcooling
Planets(S. K.Saxena,ed.), 107-135,Springer-Verlag.[5]Fegley






Wasson,Instituteof GeophysicsandPlanetaryPhysics,University a. Relictgrainsprohablyformedineariiergenerationsofchondrules.
of California,LosAngeles,LosAngelesCA90024,USA. b. Independentc°mp°undch°ndrulesresultedwhenadustaggregatecon"
rainingachondrulewasmelted.
c. Manychondruleshave igneousrimsrecordingthe last flash-heating
Theoriginof chondrulesis a problemforthe ages.Yeteven event.
thoughadetailedformationmechanismremainselusive,the con- d. Chondrules were notstronglyhomogenized,thusthe numberofheating
straintson possiblemechanismsbecomemorestringentwitheach eventswaslimited.
systematicexaminationofchondrulesthatinvolvesahigherlevelof.
resolution. V. Tbe temperatureof the nebulaatthetimeof chondruleformation
My constraintsaremainlybasedon studiesof chondrulesin
unequilibratedordinarychondritesbecausethesehavebeenstudied a. MostchondrulescontainmoderateamountsofFeSimplyingformation
muchmorethanotherprimitivechondrites.InTablel, I listthese below680K.
constraints in six categories; the fh'st four are constraints of chon- b. SomerarechondruleshavelowFeO/(FeO+MgO).lowFeS, andlowal-
druleoriginandthelasttwo reflecttheconstraintschondruleprop- kalicontents,implyingchondruleformationatT• 1O00K.
ertiesplace onthe ambientnebula. €. SomechondruleshaveFeO/(FeO+MgO)ratios>30mol%,implying
Perhapsthe mostimportantpropertyof chondrulesis thattheir formationatT<5O0K.
bulkcompositionsarecloselysimilartothatofthewholechondrite. Vl. Theevolutionofthesolarnelmlarecordedinchondrules
Chondriticompositioneliminatesmodelscallingfortheremelting
of igneousrocksbecausethesewouldyieldcharacteristicfraction- a. Asmenti°nedab°ve.chondmlef°rmationseemst°have°ccurredc°n-
ationsof rareeanh elements,etc. Siderophileand chalcophile tinuonslythroughoutallnebularepochsandtemperatureexcursinns.
abundancesareexceptions;they tendto be lowerthanchondritic b. Primaryorhostchondrulesandtheirsecondarychondulesorigneous
becausesilicatechondrulesaredepletedinmetallicFe-NiandFeS rimshavesimilarFeOcontentsimplyingformationfromthesamehatohof
relativetothewholerock.Thisraisesthequestionof theabundance nebularmaterials,andsuggestingthatherewasastorageregion wherethe
of metallicchondrules.Sphericalmetalormetal-troiliteparticles ch°ndmle'f°rmingpr°cesswasn°t°ccurring"
certainlyarerare,buttheraggedmetalshapescommonlyobserved e. 1here wasappreciablerecyclingofchondrulematerials,asdemonstrated
probably resulted from extrusion of ductile metal into voids during bythe commonpresenceof relictgrainsinchondrulesandrims;therarityof
chondritecompaction.Itis possiblethatmostmetalparticleswere micrnehondrulesmay_flectrecycling.
meltedduringthe chondrule-formingheatingevents.
A numberof keyconstraintsarebasedon a combinationof
equilibriumthermodynamicsandkinetics.Many(probablymost) turesrepresenthe minimumtemperaturesreachedduringtheir
chondrulescontainrelictgrainsshowingthatthey were incom- formation;calculationsusingtheMELTSprogramofGhiorsoshow "
pletelymelted.Thisindicatesthatthe maximumheatfluencewas theserangefromabout1700Kto 1950K.Because,inacanonical
generallynotenoughto bringtemperaturestoliquiduslevels.This nebulahavingpH2-<10-4 atm,allcommon(e.g., Mg,Si,Fe)and
arguesagainstchondruleformationin large,opaqueportionsofthe volatileelementsareunstablewithrespectto vaporizationat these
nebula---havinglong(,,1000s) thermalrelaxationtimes.Allchon- 50%-meltingtemperatures,we knowthat the moltenperiodwas
druleshavebeen>50%molten,thustheir 50%-meltingtempera- relativelybrief,prohablytensofsecondsorless.Therateofcooling
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canalsobeinferredby laboratorysimulationsof thestructuresthat atwhichtheconcentrationof primaryelectronshasbeenreducedto
resultedfromchondrulecrystallization.Manyoftheseexperiments l/e by recombination.Wecalculatethe meanfree livedistancein
implyrelativelyslowcooling(-<0.1Ks-t) thatseemtorequirethe pureH2gasat2 AUtobe ~500m"Themeanfreelivedistancecan'
heatingof large(_103-km-thick)regions.Slowcoolingappearsto however,be influencedby factorsotherthanthegas pressure.We
conflictwithobservationsonrelictgrainsandvolatileretention, proposethatpartof thenebula'sinventoryof dustloadwaspresent
Evidenceindicatingmultiplemeltingeventsis rapidlyaccumu- in the formof fine grains(-25-rimdiameter).If the f'medust
lating.Inadditiontothemeltingof thehostchondruleoneormore constitutes4 wt%of thedustinthe dustymidplaneregionhaving
earliermeltingeventsarerequiredtoexplainrelictgrainsandlater ahalf-thicknessof107cm,thedensityoffinedustparticleswas~7 ×
• eventsarerequiredto explainindependentsecondariesof corn- 107particlescm-3at2 AU.Weestimatethatthisdustloadleadsto
poundchondrulesandigneousrims. a reducedmeanfreelivedistanceof oniy7m,ormorethanafactor
Most chondrulescontainFeS, which,basedon equilibrium of 65 smallerthanthatof thepuregasat 2 AU. Thebreakdown
relationshipsin a canonicalnebula,is stableatnebulartempera- potentialis thereforealmostsolelycontrolledby the dust.Very
tureslowerthan<680K.MostchondrulemariemineralshaveFeO/ conservativelywe estimatethe breakdownpotentialto beat least
(FeO+ MgO)ratios>3 tool%,indicatingnebulartemperatures 10,1.8,and03 V/cmat 1,2, and3 AU respectively.
<650K, andmanyhaveratios>20tool%,indicatingtemperatures Wesettheradiusof thelighmingboltequaltothekineticmean
<500 K.Nonetheless,somechondruleshaveolivineFa<1 tool% freepathof the gas.The kineticmeanfreepathof H2at 1armis
andnegligiblecontentsof FeSandalkalis,indicatingformationat ~80ran[9],andscaledtonebularconditionsthiscorrespondsto-I
T > 1000K, thuschondruleformationappearsto haveoccurred cmat2AU.Wethereforeproposeboltradfiof0.12,1.0,and3.2cm
acrossa widerangeof nebulartemperatures, at1,2,and3AUrespectively.Weassumethatthelengthof thebolts
The independentcompoundchondrulesofferinformationabout areoftheorderof 1kmandcalculatethatthechargereleasedduring
the evolutionof nebularsolids.The mostcommonobservationis eachstrikeis 12mCat2AU,leadingtoanenergyreleaseof63×that
thattheFeO/(FeO+ MgO)ratioin independentsecondariesi the necessarytoheatandmeltastandardchondruleof 10mg.
sameorslightlyhigherthanthoseintheprimary.Thissuggeststhat Morrilletal. andLove et al. [4,5]claim that the durationof
thetwomelt-producingheatingeventsoccurredwithinatimeshort nebularlightningboltsare10-100s. Ourcalculationsbasedonthe
comparedtothemeantimeofnebularevolution(i.e.,inamonotonic electrondriftvelocitiesinafullyionizedH2gasshowthatfh'ststrike
coolingmodel,shortcomparedtothetemperaturerelaxationtime), durationsare0.96,3.4,and7.0 msat 1,2, and3 AU respectively,
Althoughchondrulematerialswere recycledthroughthe melting in muchbetteraccordancewith the meteoriticevidencethan10-
process,the largeamountof preserveddiversityshowsthat there 100s. Wecannotexcludethatrepeatedstrikesoccuroncethe bolt
werefar toofewofthesecyclestoproducehomogeneity, channelis warmedup (a situationsomewhatanalogousto the
Thus,a successfulchondrule-formationmodelwill includea steppedleadersandreturnstrokesin terrestriallightning),butwe
flash-heatingprocessthatis repeatable, do consideritunlikely,primarilybecausethe highlyturbulents ate
of thehot,ionizedregionintersectedbythestroke,whichwillcause
rapidcoolingbymechanicalmixing.
THE FINE NEBULA DUST COMPONENT:A KEY TO Inconclusionourassessmentindicatesthatchondmleformation
CHONDRULE FORMATION BY LIGHTNING. J.T. by lightningis indeedpossiblein thesolar nebula.
WassonI and K. L. Rasmussen1.21instituteof Geophysicsand References: [1] WhippleF. L. (1966) Science,153, 54-56.
PlanetaryPhysics,UniversityofCalifornia,LosAngelesCA90024- [2]CameronA.G.W.(1966)EPSL,1, 93-96. [3]RasmussenK.L.
1567,2Departmentof Physics,OdenseUniversity,Campusvej55, andWassonJ.T. (1982)in Conferenceon Chondrulesand Their
DK-5230Odense,and Carbon-14DatingLaboratory,National Origins,53, LPI.[4] MorrillG. et al. (1993) in Protostarsand
MuseumandGeologicalSurveyof Demark, Ny Vestergade11, PlanetsH/(E. H.LevyandJ. L l.,unine,eds.), 939-978,Univ.of
DK-1471Copenhagen,Denmark. Arizona,Tucson.[5]LoveS.G.etal.,thisvolume.[6] UmanM.A.
(1969)Lightning,Dover,New York.[7] Townsend.I.S. (1947)
Chondruleformationby lightninghasbeenproposedseveral Electronsin Gases,Hutchison,London.[8]WeidenschillingS.J.
timesintheliterature[1-5].Previouslythe overridingobjectionto (1980)Icarus,44, 172-189.[9] KayeG. W. C. and LabyT. H.
the lightningprocessof chondruleformationhas beenthatlow (1973) Tables of Physicaland ChemicalConstants,Longman.
nebulapressurespreventedthe buildupof largepotentialdiffer- [10]ElsterJ.andGeitelH.(1885)Wiedemann'sAnn.Phys.,25,116.
ences.The breakdownpotentialof amediumis thehighestension
perunit length(V/cm)thatcanbe putoverthe mediumwithouta
resultingionizationandavalancheof electronsandions,i.e., light-
ping.Intheterrestrialtmosphere(at 1atm)thebreakdownpoten- COOLING RATES OF CHONDRULES: A NEW AP-
tialis -30,000 V/cm[6].Thebreakdownpotentialof a gas scale PROACIL S. WeinbruchI andW. F. Mflller2, tDepartmentof
inverselyproportionaltothe pressure[7],and inan H2-dominated MaterialSciences,Universityof Darmstadt,D-64295Darmstadt,
nebulagasat I0-sarm(correspondingto-2 AUfromtheprotosun Germany,2instituteof Mineralogy,Universityof Darmstadt,D-
" [8]),is-0.3 V/cm.Inatypicalightningboltof Ikmthiswouldlead 64287Darmstadt,Germany.
toapotentialdifferenceof only30,000V, whichisonlymarginally
abletoheatthechondruleprecursorgrainsbyimpactingprotonsandMineralogyand textureof chondruleshavebeen reproduced
"" electrons, experimentallyand it was demonstratedthat the abundanceof
The breakdownpotentialis controlledby "themeanfreelive heterogeneousnucleiis an importantfactorcontrollingchondrale
distance"ofan electron.Themeanfreelivedistanceis thedistance _textures[e.g.,1].Coolingratesof chondruleswereestimatedfrom
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thezoningpatternsof olivine. Lowcooling rates(<100°C/h)yielded MgCaSi206-CaA12Si2Os[9], crystallizationtemperaturesof Ca-
chemicallyhomogeneousolivine crystals,whereas highercooling rich plagioclaseare between 1317°C and 1270°C.Thus, a crystal-
rates,betweenI00° and2000°C/h,producedolivinecompositionslizationtemperatureof 1350°Ccanberegardedas aconservative
similarto those observed in naturalchondrules[e.g., 1]. Here, we estimate.
wantto presenta new approachto determinecoolingratesof In summary,twoindependentprocesses(CaandMgdiffusionin
chondrulesbasedon themicrostructureofchondruleclinopyroxene pyroxeneandAI/Si orderingin plagioclase)yield similar cooling
and plagioclase.All observations were made on Allende chon- rateson theorderof 10°-l°C/h forGOPchondrulesin Allende.Our
dmles. Details of the transmissionelectronmicroscopydata are coolingratesareat least 1 order of magnitudelower than those
publishedelsewere [2,3]. derived from dynamic crystallizationexperiments.
Pyroxenesin granularolivinepyroxene (GOP)chondrulesfrom However,it shouldbe keptin mindthatourestimateis onlyvalid
the Allende carbonaceous chondrite are Fe-poor and occur as in the temperaturerangeof 1350°-1200°C. No informationabout
clinoenstatite,orthopyroxene,pigeonite,diopside,and the lamellar cooling rates at higher temperatures can be obtained from the
intergrowth of pigeonite and diopside. The pigeonite/diopside microstructureofclinopyroxene andplagioclase. At lowertempera-
exsolutionlamellae are predominantlyintergrownon (001), (100) tures cooling rates may havebeen muchfaster, as indicatedby the
lamellae arerare.Theexsolutionlamellaeare oftenslightlywaved fact that we did not observe any orthoenstatite lamellae in
andoccasionallyinterconneetedindicatingaformationbythemecha- clinoenstatitegrains.According to experimentaldataof [10] this
nismof spinodaldecompositionand coarsening.An average wave- wouldsuggestcooling rates on the orderof 104°C/hatthe tempera-
lengthof pigeonite/diopsideexsolutionlamellae on (001) between tureof theprotoenstatite/onhoenstatitetransformation(-1000°C).
25 and 29 nm was observed. Modulatedstructuresin between the It is thus conceivable that a relatively short period of time with
(00 l) lamellaewereobservedin onegrain, indicatingthe beginning slowercooling was followed by a second stageof fast cooling.
of a second generation of exsolution. References: [1] Hewins R. H. (1988) in Meteorites and the
The occurrenceof (00l) exsolution lamellae in clinopyroxene EarlySolar System (J.F. Kerddgeand M. S. Matthews,eds.),660-
clearly limits cooling rates. High cooling rates, exceeding a few 679, Univ. of Arizona, Tucson. [2] MflllerW. F. (1991) N..lb.
hundred°C/h, wouldonly yield nonperiodicfluctuationsor modu- Miner. Abh., 162, 237-259. [3] Mulleret al. (1994) Planet. Space
latedstructuresand thus canbeexcluded. Coarseningof exsolution ScL, submitted. [4] McCallister R. H. (1978) Contrib. Mineral.
lamellae is slow comparedto spinodal decompositionand thus PetroL, 65, 327-33 I. [5] PutnisA. (1992) Introduction to Mineral
requireslower cooling rates. Sciences, Cambridge.[6] Kroll H. and MfillerW. F. (1980) Phys.
The coarseningkinetics of (001) exsolution lamellae inFe-free Chem.Min., 5, 255-277. [7] JohnR. J. and MflllerW. F. (1988) N.
clinopyroxene at temperatures between 1300° and ll00°C was .lb. Miner. Abh., 159, 283-295. [8] CarpenterM. A. (1991) Am.
studied experimentally by [4]. Cooling rates are usually derived Mineral.,76, ll10-1119.[91OsbomE.F.andTaitD.B.(1952)Am.
from isothermal time-temperature-transformation('ITT) diagrams J. Sci., Bowen Vol., 413-433. [10] Brearley A. J. and JonesR. H.
[e.g., 5]. Basedon experimentaldata of [4], cooling rates between (1993) LPS XX/V, 185-186.
l0° and l°C/h in the temperature range of 1350°--1200°C are
obtained from the observedwavelengthsof 25-30 nm.
The results of [4] were obtained from isothermal experiments IMPLICATIONS FOR THE EVOLUTION OF CHON-
and cannot directly be applied to systems undergoingexsolution DRULES FROM AGGLOMERATIC OLIVINE CHON-
duringcooling. We thereforetriedto model thegrowthofexsolution DRULES. M.K.WeisbergandM.I'rinz, DepartmentofMineral
lamellae duringcontinuouscoolingassuming an initial temperature Science,AmericanMuseumNaturalHistory, New YorkNY 10024,
of 1350°C; which is close to the coherent spinodal [2]. These USA.
calculationsyield thesameorderof magnitude(- 10°C/h)forcooling
ratesof GOP chondrulesin Allende. However, our estimate does There is considerableevidence that chondrulesformed by the
only provide an order of magnitudeof cooling rates. The major melting of solid materials [1-3] and, by default, the early solar
sourceof uncertaintyarises from the fact thatthe observed wave- nebula is the preferred location for chondrule formation [4].
lengths(25-30 rim)in AllendeGOPchondrulesarerelativelyclose Agglomeratic olivine (AO) chondrules supply perhaps the most
to the initial wavelengthsof the isothermalexperiments (5-11 ran). intriguing,directevidenceforchondruleformationfrom agglomera-
Kineticsof the firststagesof coarseningis not well constrainedin tionsof solids. Agglomeraticchondruleshavebeen defined by Van
theexperiments of[4],leading tolargeerrorsforsmallwavelengths. Schmus[5] as "a type of chondrulethat has internal textures that
An independentconstrainton the cooling rate is obtainedfrom suggestthat they aremechanical mixturesof individualsmall crys-
themicrostructureofCa-richplagioclase.Antiphasedomains(APDs) tal fragmentsof silicates, oxides, sulfides, and metal ratherthana
of the type b are frequentlyobserved in plagioclase (Ango-Ango) crystallineassemblage that is the result of crystallizationfroma
from Allende GOP chondrules.Their size varies between 10- melt."They appear to be chondrulesthat were heatedto tempera-
30 nm. Type b APDs originatefromsubsolidusorderingof A1and turestoo low (<1000°C) to initiatemelting of olivine and pyroxene
Si (phasetransition Cl -->I l ). and as a resultdo not have the igneous texturescommonlyassoci- •
Coarsening of type b AIDe in plagioclase was investigated atedwithchondrules[6]. They therefore mayprovide insights into
experimentallyby [6-8]. TIT diagramsbasedon the experimental the solids thatwere availablein thenebuladuringchnndruleforma-
dataof[8]yieldcoolingratesbetweenapproximately 10°and0.5°C/ tion. Since all models for chondruleformation mustconsider the
,t
h, if a crystallization temperaturefor plagioclase of 1350°C is nature of chondrnleprecursors,it is importantto understandthe
assumed. Lower crystallizationtemperatureswouldyieldlower physical,mineralogical,nd chemical characteristicsof the materi-
cooling rates. According to the ternaryphase diagramMg2SiO4- als that were melted to form chondrules.Here we review the char-
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acteristics of AO chondrules and discuss their implicationsfor toryinclusionsarefoundin afew AO chondrules.Thissuggeststhat
understandingchondruleprecursorsandchondruleevolution, insomecasesthesecomponentsmayhavebeenmeltedandincor-
AllAOchondrulesaregenerallysimilar.Theyarefine-grainedporatedintochondrulesmelts;however,thescarcityofthesemate-
(>50%of grainsare<5 pln),olivine-rich(>50%of grainsare rialsinAOchondrulesindicatesthattheseweregenerallyminor
olivine) objects that are similar in size to coexisting chondrules, componentsin the mix of mostchondruleprecursors.
Their shapesrangefrom irregularto roundandthey appeardarkto FormationofChondrules byIncompleteMelting: Thepres-
opaquein thin section dueto their fine grainsize and fine FeS, in enceof largerolivine crystals in AO chondrulessuggests thatthese
some cases. Many AO chondrulescontain large (up to 600 Ira1) crystalsmayhavebeenpresentintheearly mixofchondruleprecur-
" euhedralto subhedraltransparentolivine crystals.Olivine is,by far, sors. We therefore suspect that some ofthe large phenocrysts in
the dominantphase, makingup to 94 vol%. Pyroxene,<20%, and some of thecommontype I and IIporphyriticchondrulesmay not
plagioclase(glassy tocryptocrystalline),<20%, aremuchless abun- havecrystallizedinsitu fromthechondrulemeltandmay berelicts.
dant. Other phases that occur in minor to traceamounts (<5%) Such chondrulesmay be considered to be agglomerates of large
includechromite,metal,andsulfide. A few AO chondrulescontain unmeltedcrystalstrappedin a melt.
microchondrulesand spinel-rich refractory inclusions.The domi- Heat Sources for Chondrule Formation: Sintered materi-
nant fine-grained olivine is Fe-rich (Fa2s_sI).The larger olivine als, such as AO chondrules and chondrulerims, may have been
grainsareFa2_6andall pyroxeneisMg-richtEn<s).Bulkcomposi- heated by the same flash-heating event as other chondrules,but
tionally, AO chondruleshave higherFe and S than most other were relatively furtherfrom the heat source.It is also possible that
chondrules.Their refractorylithophile ratios (Si/Al, Mg/Al) are AO chondrulesformedfrom mixturesofcold dustand hot droplets.
similartothoseofmostofthecommonporphyriticchondrules.Tbe References: [1] GoodingJ. L. et al. (1980) EPSL, 50, 171-
nonporphyritic(cryptocrystallineand radialpyroxene)chondrules, 180. [2] GrossmanJ. N. and Wasson J. T. (1982) GCA, 46, 1081-
however,havehigherSi/Alratios andcannot be derivedbyclosed- 1089. [3] NagaharatL (1981) Nature, 292, 135-136. [4] Taylor
systemmeltingof precursorsthat arecompositionallysimilartoAO G.J.etal.(1983) inChondrulesandTheirOrigins(E.A.King, ed.),
chondrules. 262-278, LPI.[5] VanSchmusW.R. (1969)Earth Sci.Rev., 5, 145-
Since AO chondruleswere heatedto lesser degrees than other 184.[6] WeisbergM.K. andPrinzM. (1994)LPSXXV, 1481-1482.
chondrules,they supply a uniqueopportunityto studysolids that [7] NagaharaH. and KushiroI. (1987) EPSL, 85, 537-547.
were present in the nebuladuringchondruleformation.Although
mildheatingandsubsolidusreactionsmayhavealteredthecompo-
sitions of AO chondrules,their mineralogical and compositional
characteristicsmay be representative, for the most pan, of the MAJOR UNRESOLVED ISSUES IN THE FORMATION OF
precursormix of materialsthat were meltedto formchondrules. CHONDRULES AND CAIs. J.A. Wood, Harvard-Smithsonian
Open- vs. Closed-System Formation of Chondrules: There Centerfor Astrophysics,CambridgeMA 02138, USA.
isconsiderablecontroversyas to whetherthevariationsin chondrule
compositions are mainly controlled by the compositions of the So much hasbeen learnedand publishedaboutchondrites,and
precursorsorby open-systembehaviorduringchondruleformation, so many models havebeen floated(butneitherproven norrefuted)
It is perplexing thatAO chondruleshave a relativelynarrowrange thatthe subjecthasbecome extremelydiffuseand amorphous. It is
of compositionsthat cannoteasily accountfor the compositionsof impossible to remain simultaneouslyaware of all the many con-
all chondrules.For example,why arethere no agglomeraticchon- stralnts,from many different subdisciplines,that bear on nebular
druleseompositionallyequivalenttothepyroxene-richnonporphyritieprocesses. This paper attemptsto impose some structureon the
chondrules?Either we have not yet sampled these pyroxene-rich situation and loosen the interpretational logjam by breakingthe
agglomerates,nonesurvivedchondruleformation,orall chondrules chondriteproblem intoa seriesof well-definedquestions(the list is
formed from arelativelyhomogeneousmix of precursorsthat were in flux). Most are open questions;those thatsome might consider
latermodified by open-system behavior duringchondruleforma- closed by now may deserve formal reexamination.
tion.If the latteris true,thenwe hypothesizethatthepyroxene-rich 1. Were chondrulesformed in the s61ar nebula(as opposed to
nonporphyritic chondrules could have been derived from AO planetary environments, or interstellar space near the nebula)?
chondrulelikematerialsby laterincorporationof free SiO 2 intothe Personally,I don't considerthisan open question,but it shouldbe
precursormix, or were formed by laterliquid/gasexchange with a here for the record.
Si-richnebulargas.Fractionalcondensationin anebularlocationin 2. If in thenebula,were they formedduringthe- 0.5-m.y. stage
whichearlyformedforsteriteis removedcould result inthe forma- of infall and rapid accretion,or the subsequent~10-m.y. stage of
tion of free SiO 2 and/ora Si-richnebulargas [7]. It is also possible relativequiescence picturedby astrophysicists[1]?
thattype I and H chondrulesformedfrom the same batchof chon- 3. Whatis therelationshipbetweenCAIs(of varioustypes)and
driticmaterials (i.e., AO chondrulelikeobjects) and their differ- chondrules?Weretheyformedbyvariantsofthesamebasicprocess
ences are due to modification by evaporation and/or reduction or by differentprocessesaltogether?This questionis almost never
duringchondruleformation, addressed.
e
Chondrule Precursors: The relatively narrowrangeof AO 4. Over what span of time were the chondrules (and CAIs)
chondrulecompositionssuggeststhatmostchondmlesformedfrom createdthatwere ultimatelyaggregatedintoanygiven small volume
," a fairlyhomogeneousmix of precursormaterialsthatwere greatly of chondriticmaterial?Differences in 26Al-initialamongcoexisting
dominatedby olivine. Grainssizes of these precursormaterialsmay CAIsandchondrulesrequirethatthey formedoveranintervalof~l 0
havebeen in the 2-5-1Jmrangeor smaller, rarelargerolivine and/ m.y., if the Al in all these objectswas once isotopicallyhomoge-
orpyroxenegrainswere also present.Microchondrulesand refrac- neous.On the otherhand, drag-inducedradial driftof millimeter-to
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centimeter-sizedobjectsin the nebulalimits theirresidencetimein [3] Boss A. P. (1993) Astrophys. J., 417, 351. [4] Paime H. and
the disk to less than this. BoyntonW. V. (1993) inProtostars and Planets III(E. H.Levy and
5. Didchondrulesformby meltingofcold, preformeddustballs, J.I. Lunine,eds.), 979, Univ. of Arizona,Tucson.
or by the accumulationof hot dropletsand dust [2]? The former
optionisuniversallyassumed,but neverexamined orproven.Either
model couldincorporaterelict grains. FLASH HEATING IS REQUIRED TO MINIMIZE SODIUM :_
6. Why does each chondriteclass have such a sharplydefined LOSSES FROM CHONDRULES. Y. Yu, R. H. Hewins, and
size distributionof chondrules? H.C. Connolly Jr.,Departmentof Geological Sciences, Rutgers
7. Did chondrule/CAlformationalways occurin a well-mixed University,PiscatawayNJ08855, USA. ,_
systemof cosmic composition,orwasthebulkchemistrysometimes
changed by physical fractionation .of components that con- Introduction: Chondruleswere formedby high-temperature
dense atdifferenttemperatures(involatileminerals,organics, ices, meltingevents, butdo not always show Na depletioncomparedto
uncondensablegases)? CI chondrites [1,2], though extensive Na loss has been found in
8. Did chondrulesmelt as closed or open (to thenebularenvi- previous isothermalexperiments [e.g., 3-5]. While Na loss can be
ronment)systems? preventedby high partialpressureof Na in the nebula [6], many
9. Whatwere thepervasive impulsiveheatingevents that ere- people favora flash-heatingmechanismto reduce the Na loss from
ated chondrules(and CAIs)? (This is theperennial question.) chondrulemelts [l]. To examine the validity of the flash-heating
10. Did these events reallypervasively processplanetarymate- hypothesis, we have conducted a series of flash-heating experi-
rial in the nebula or was there a relationshipbetween chondrule ments, and observed Na loss rate underdifferent conditions. Our
formationandtheonsetof chondriteaccretionthat causedonly the results supportthe flash heatingas a plausibleheating mechanism
processed fractionof planetarymaterial to be preserved in plan- to form chondrules.
etesimals? Experiments: The experimentalproceduresare described in
11. What was the base temperatureof the nebulaabovewhich [7]. Samples include type IIAB (type IFIII), type I, and type IA
transienttemperatureexcursionscreatedchondrules(andpresum- chondruleanalog compositionsof [5]. The maximumheating tem-
ably CAIs)? This question was reopened by [3] who, citing [4], peraturesrangefrom 1300°Cto 1620°C.Chargeswere cooled non-
concluded that the base temperature in the region of chondrite linearly with an initial (maximum) cooling rate ranging from
formationwas 1200-1400 K. >5000°C/hrto about500°C/hr.The fo2was controlledat IW-0.5,
12. Were the volatile-element depletions displayed by chon- -2, and -4 witha gas mixture of eitherH2/CO 2 or CO/CO 2. Some
dritescausedby the thermalprocessingthatcreatedchondrules,or of theexperimentswere runin sealed static furnacegas, in which
were they alreadypresentin thebulkmaterialthatchondruleforma- case the fo2can be maintainedat theset value with an errorof i-0.1
tionoperatedon? log unitin the first30 min.
13. What happenedto thevolatileelements thatwere excluded Results and Discussions: The major results of our experi-
from chondriteformation? mentsareshownin Fig. 1.Weobserved muchless Naloss fromour
14. Do all representatives of a given chondriteclass (e.g., L flash-heatingexperimentsthan that from isothermalruns reported
chondrites)come from a single parentbody? in [3,5]. The extentof Na loss is greatlyinfluencedby fo2, thermal
15. Wasthereaninf'mit¢number(i.e., a spectrum)of chondrite history,and samplecomposition.Theeffect of flowing furnacegas
types, of which we currentlysampleonly a few, or only a limited on theNaloss ratehasalso beenobserved.However, itis significant
numberthat is reasonably well sampledby the meteoritesin our only underlower fo2,e.g., withan fo2of IW-2, thesamples runin
collections7The incorporationof clasts of familiarordinarychon- sealed static gas retain5-7% more Na than in flowing gas.
dritetypes in polymict brecciasearly in solar systemhistory sug- Figure la shows that tolose <50% of Na,a type IIABchondrule
gests the latter, heated to its liquidustemperatureand cooled initiallyat 2400°C/hr
16. Does the same volatility mechanismthat depleted volatile
traceelements accountfor major-element(Si, Mg, Fe) differences
betweenthechondriteclasses? (a) fO2effect (b) Coolir_ rate effect (c) Corrtposifioneffect
distances in the nebula, at different times in the history of the
nebula, or both, or were they differentiatedin some other way 0..' "°' "' ""
altogether? ,_
The answers to questions 2, 9, 10, ll, and 17 would most
stronglyconstrainastrophysicalmodeling, but in most or all cases :,
consensushas notbeenreachedamongmeteoriticistsas to whatthe ....
answers are. The authorsubmits thatprogressin this areawill be 02 "... ,
accelerated if modelists address these questions separatelyand ,, _ ,T_._,,_.,_o-c} [t m :_m..,: i T_POI ('B. tSTO'C) [ •t f,ooo.c_. -*
JtT)_e IA 01.1670"C) [
explicitly. Whenthe questionaddressedis linkedtootherquestions, _ _ _: ,2,o_, ,o,.,x,o-,.
as it usually is, these should be acknowledged and the answers 0.1_ f ..... _,_,-..2,_.J
assumed by the writer/speakershould be explicitly stated and, if '60°'7oo '800,_,_ _ ,_ ,_,_ ,7oo ,80o,9oo
necessary,defended. Peaktemperature(K) '
References: [1] Shu F. H. et al. (1987) Annu. Rev. Astron.
Astrophys., 25, 23. [2] SkinnerW. R. (1991) LPS XXII, 1269. Fig.1.
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requiresan fo2 of higherthan I0q_I0-13arm (or slightly lower CHONDRUI_ PRECURSORSAND COOLING PATHS: THE
consideringthe gas flow effect).These valuesareabout3 ordersof SULFUREVIDENCE. B.Zandal.z,Y.Yu3,M.Bourot-DeniseL2,
magnitudelower than that calculatedby Grossman [1], and are R.H. Hewins3, andH. C. ConnollyJr.3,1MuseumNationald'Hist-
closer to the proposednebulafo2 of ~lOq6 [1]. Many chondrules oire Naturelle, 61 rue Buffon, 75005 Paris, France, 2Institut
(e.g., type II), however, retainedfar more than 50% of their Na d'Astrophysique Spatiale-91405 Orsay, France, 3Departmentof
€ content.Ourdataindicate thatto preserve>80%of theNacontent, GeologicalSciences,RutgersUniversity,P.O.Box !179,Piscataway
withan fo2of between 10-_oand 10-t3 arm,the initialcooling rate NJ08855-1179, USA.
hasto be>2500°C/hr,oreven >5000°C/hr(Fig. lb). Highas they
might seem to be, compared to the linearcooling rates of 100°- Introduction: The behaviorof moderatelyvolatile elements
1000°CJhrdeterminedby[5,8],these arethe initial coolingrates for (NaandS) is controversial [e.g.,1] but critical in understanding
a nonlinear coolingprocess, which is more realistic consideringchondrnle precursorsand heatingprocesses. Sulfide appearedtobe
natural processes, andtexturesimilartothosereportedin[5]were presentin mostchondrules[e.g.,2],but S shouldhave been vapor-
observed in our charges.Whenapproachingthe solidus tempera- izedduringchondruleformation.In fact,S is extensivelyredistrib-
tures,the coolingrates areinthe rangeof 500°-1000°C/hr.To retain uted in thecourseof metamorphism[3], and itsabundanceattheend
>90-95% of Na,however,even with an initial coolingrateof of chondrule formationcan onlybe inferredfrom the least equili-
>5000°CJhr,the fo2had to be higher than 10-" arm,much higher bratedchondfites.Ourstudyof530chondrulesfromRenazzo(CR2)
thanthe canonical nebulavalue, and Semarkona(LL3.0) shows partialvolatilizationof S during
DifferentstartingcompositionsshowsimilarNa-lossprofilesas chondruleformationandourmeltingexperimentsdefine conditions
a functionof cooling rate and fo2,butexhibitnoticeabledifference for total loss or partiallyretentionof S.
in Na-loss rate (Fig. lc). The Na-lossratesarenot inverselycon'e- "Primary" SulfideDistributionin Chondrules fromReanzzo
latedwith the liquidustemperatureof the samples,as speculatedin and Semarkoan: All typeI and H chondrulesin two sectionsof
[7], butquitetheopposite.A compositioneffecton theNavaporiza- Renazzoand one of Semarkonawere studied.Their diametersand
tionhas beenfoundin several studies [e.g., 3,4], butthecalculated crystalsizes weredetermined.The minimumcrystalsize (MCS)of
viscosityand NBO/Tforoursamplessuggestthatthe reasonsmight chondrulesis used here as a quantitativeindicatorof melting, as it
be morethan just the differencein the degree of polymerizationof isrelatedtothesizeofthesmallestcrystalsthat survivedthemelting
the melt [3]. We suspect that the overall Na-loss rate of a charge event. Average MCS for type I and type H chondrulesof the two
mightberelatedtothe Navaporizationpropertiesof thecomponents meteoritesaregiven inTable 1 (numbers inparenthesesrefer to the
of its startingmaterials.We plan to test this conjecturewith more number of chondrulesobserved). MCS is significantlyhigher for
experimentson differentcompositions. If it proves to be the case, type Hs than for type Is (indicatingmore extensive melting of the
then itcan placean importantconstrainton thechondruleprecursor former),butno difference exists between the two meteorites.
materials. InTable 1,we alsodistinguishthe chondrulesthat haveinternal
Flash heatingcan dramaticallyreduceNaloss inchondmles.In FeS (as opposed to no FeS at all or only peripheralFeS). Type IIs
addition,with thisshortheatingpulse,we not only reproducedthe with internalFeS have the same MCS as the whole populationof
chondruletextures,butalso demonstratedthatextensiveO isotope typeIIs. Type Iswith internal FeS, on the otherhand, arestrikingly
exchangecan takeplace assumingdiffusioncontrolsthe exchange finergrainedthan the whole type I population,by almost an order
process [9], contraryto the argumentin [10]. Lewis et al. suggest of magnitudeinMCS.This indicatesthatthoseof the typeIs thathad
that chondrulesheated for a long time can also preserve their Na sulfide in theirprecursorslost mostof it, except for the less-melted
contentwhenthe partialpressureof Navaporin thenebulawashigh ones. Type lls, on the otherhand, were more extensively melted (a
enough[6], butthe questionof thesourceof theNavaporhas tobe logical consequenceof their lowerliquidustemperatures),buttheir
answered. Therefore, transientheating as a heatingmechanismto S retentionexhibits no correlationwith the meltingdegree. Differ-
formchondrulesis plausible.For those chondrulesthat lost negli- ences in S abundancesamongtype Hs couldbe inheritedfrom the
gible amounts of Na, the fo2 at the time of chondruleformation precursors,unlessthey arerelatedto differentcooling historiesand/
probablywas higherthanthe canonical nebulavalue. Higherfo2 in or different fo2conditions:We tend to favorthe latterhypothesis
the nebula could be achieved locally by evaporating precursor sincetype IIs seem to havelost partof their S (althoughto a lesser
materialsin the dustclumpduringchondruleformation, degree thantype Is).
References: [1] Grossman J. N. (1988) in Meteorites and the
Early Solar System (J. F. Kerridgeand M. S. Matthews,eds.),
680-696, Univ. of Arizona,Tucson.[2] HewinsR. H.(1991) GCA, TABLE1. Minimumcrystalsizesindiffercntcategories
55, 935-942. [3] TsuchiyamaA. et al.(1981) GCA,45, 1357-1367. ofchondrules( eerex0.
[4] ShimaokaT. andNakamuraN. (1989) Proc. NIPR Syrup.,2,
252-267. [5] RadomskyP. M. and Hewins R. H. (1990) GCA, 54, Typel TypeII
3475-3490. [6] Lewis R. D. et al. (1993)Meteoritics, 28, 622-628. Renazzo _ Renazzo Semarkona[7]Yu Y. and HewinsR. H.(1994)LPS XXV, 1535-1536. [8] Jones
v R.H.andLofgrenG.E.(1993)Meteoritics,28,213-221.[9]YuY. Allchondrules 63pm(210) 66pm(128) 175pm(6) 179pm(184)
et al. (1994) ICOG-8, 362. [10] Shirley D. N. (1983) Meteoritics, Chondruleswith
. 18, 396-397. internalFeS 9 pm(13) 6 pm(25) 175pnt(6) 210pm(73)
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Table2 gives the S abundancein the chondriticcomponentsof
Semarkonaandshows that, apartfromdark-zonedchondrules(less-
melted ones, andonly a few percentof the chondrulepopulation), leoo
chondrules are very depleted in S by comparisonwith the other
components,typeIs being,asexpected,significantlymoredepleted
than type IIs. Table 2 also shows that the S present in the bulk
meteoriteis not accountedfor in the componentsreported, since "r_
(except for dark-zonedchondrules)all have less S than the bulk.
Sulfur in Semarkonais concentratedin the opaquerims that are 4
observedtogetherwith isolatedtroilitegrainsaroundapproximately 12oo
three-fourthsof both types of chondrulesand probablyderivefrom
Srecondensationatthe endof chondruleformation[e.g., 4,5]. Since
type IIsexhibit such opaquerims as frequentlyas type Isand they
aredepletedin S relative to the bulk,we believe they also lost part
of their S as a resultof chondruleformation.
Presence of Sulfur in Chondrule Precursors: Although
chondrulesaremeltedassemblages,nomelt texturesbetweenmetal eooo.1 1.o t(,mn) lO
and sulfidehave been reportedbefore.Thisstemsfrom metalbeing
rarein type Ils, while S has been lost from most typeIs. In the few Fig.I. Sulfurbehaviorasafunctionofheatingandcoolingconditions.
metal-bearingtype lls and fine-grained type Is we found melted
assemblages, including eutectic textures, indicating that S was
indeedpresent in precursors.Sulfide inclusions (Crsulfide in type
Is andtroilite intype IIs)areoftenpresentin chondriticmetal:They
most likelyderived from a minoramountof Sremainingtrappedin (tangential)cooling ratewasatleast5000°C/hr,oras low as 1470°C
the metallic melt when most chondrule S was lost. Cr-sulfide if initialcooling rate was much lower. These results areconsistent
inclusionsaremoreabundantin the finer-grained(less-melted)type with a flash-heatingmechanism forchondruleformation.
Is. Abundanceof S in dark-zonedchondrulesgives a lowerestimate References: [1] Scott E. R. D. (1994) LPSXXV, 1227-1228.
of S abundancein chondruleprecursors. As noted in [6], for ex- [2] Grossman J. N. and Wasson J. T. (1985) GCA, 49, 925-939.
ample, the presenceof S in chondroleprecursorsimpliesthesewere [3] ZandaB. et al. (I994) GCA, submitted.[4] LatimerJ. W. and
assembled at temperaturesbelow 650 K. AndersE. (1967) GCA, 31, 1239-1270. [5] HuangS. et al. (1993)
Experimental Evidence of S Behavior In Chondrule Meteoritlcs, 28, 367-368. [6] GrossmanJ. N. (1988) in Meteorites
Formation: Weconductedexperimentsto find whenandto what and the Early Solar System (J. F. Kerridgeand M. S. Matthews,
degreeS could bepreserved inchondmles. All the S was lost from eds.), 680-696, Univ. of Arizona,Tucson.[7] JarosevichE. (1966)
isothermalruns,whereas in the caseof flashheating,some charges GCA,30, 1261-1265. [8]JonesR. H.andScottE.R.D. (1989)Proc.
did partiallyretain their S, dependingon initial temperature, heat- LPSC 19th, 523-536. [9] JonesR. H. (1990)GeA, 54, 1785-1802.
ingtime,andcooling rate.Inthosecases, sulfideremainsconsisted [10] RubinA. E. (1984) GCA, 48, 1779-1789.
of blebs evenly distributedthroughoutthe charge and, whenasso-
ciated with metal, displayedmelt and eutectic textures similar to
those observedin naturalchondrules.
Conclusion: The comparisonof S behavior in chondrulefor- TEXTURAL VARIABILITY OF ORDINARY CHONDRITE
marionwith experimentalconditionsallows us to putconstraintson CHONDRULES: IMPLICATIONSOF THEIRFORMATION.
the heatingconditionsof chondrulesas summarizedin Fig. I, where N.G.Zinovieva, O.B. Mitreikina,andL.B. Granovsky,Department
the middle region is where experimentswith remaining S were of Petrology, Facultyof Geology, Moscow State University,Lenin
found.In ordertopreserve someS inchondrules,peaktemperatures Gory,Moscow 119899,Russia.
may have been as high as 1750°C (for about a minute) if initial
SEM(CamScan4-DV)andmicroprobeexaminationoftheRaguli
H3-4, Saratov1.3, and Fucbin 1.5-6 ordinarychondritesand the
analysis of preexisteddataon other meteoriteshave shown that the
TABLE2. Sulfurabundance(wt%)inthechondritlc varietyof textural types of chondrules dependson the chemical
componentsofSemarkona. compositionof the chondrules.The comparisonof bulk-rockchem-
istries of the chondrulesby majorcomponents demonstrates that
Component Abundance(st.dev.) Refe_a_ce they apparentlyfall, like basic-ultrabasicrock, into groupsof dun-
Bulk 1.9 [7] itic and pyroxeniticcomposition.This separationis furthervail-
TypeIchon&ules 0.07 (0.05) [8] datedby the characterof zoning in chondrulesof the intermediate,
Typellchondrules 0.34 (0.44) [9] peridotitictype. The effect is vividly demonstratedby the "chon-
Dark-zonedchondmles 2.5(2.4) [I0] drule-in-chondrule"structure.
Coarse-gralnedchondmles 1.2(1.2) [101 The chondrulesof duniticand pyroxeniticcomposition of any •
1.6(1.4) [10] _ petrological type always have sharp boundarieswith matrix.The
peridotiticchondrulesof low petrological type chondriteshave the
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sharpboundarieswiththe matrixaswell,whilethe boundariesof andFeO+ MgO.Thesethreegroupsarecomparableto ultrabasic
the pefidotitichondrulesof highpetrologicaltypechondritesare rocksof dunite,peridotite,andpyroxenitecompositions.The in.
indistinct, creasingof thesilicacontentfromdunitictopyroxeniticgroupof
Earlierwe presented[1,2]theevidencesof liquidimmiscibility chondrulesincreasesthe varietyof texturaltypesof chondrulesas
genesisof lowpetrologicaltypechondrites:(l) thedroplikechon- thesilicityof the respectivegroupbecomeshigher.Chondrulesof
drulestructureoften slightlyextendedaccordingto the fluidal thedunitecompositionformjustbarred-olivine,porphyritic-oliv-
_ structure,(2) the existenceof the compoundchondrulesforming ine,andgranulartextures,whilepyroxenitichondruleshaveany
dumbbell-shapedclustersof twoor threedrops(it is necessaryto textureswithdifferentamountsofpyroxeneandolivine.Changesin
" notethat the growthof theolivineand pyroxenecrystalsof the liquidusassemblagesarecontrolledby theratioSiO2/AI203inthe
junctionis directedtowardbothchondrules),and(3)the existence chondrulehulk-rockchemistry.Lines 1 and 2 outlinefieldsof
of thesharpboundarychondrule-matrixoftenaccompaniedbythe chemicalcompositionsof chondruleswith porphyriticgrainsof
monomineralolivineriminwhichwe couldobservethegrowthof olivine,olivine. pyroxene,andpyroxeneaccordingly.Line3 out-
theolivinecrystals(directednormallytothebound,_)bothtoward linesthe fieldofchondrulespoorin alumina.Thisgroupof chon-
the chondruleand the matrix, drulesis characterizedby nearly holocrystallinetexture.Chon-
The silicategroundmasssurroundingtheduniticandpyroxen- drulesmoreorlessenrichedinA1203(plagioclasecomponent)show
itic chondmlesof thehighpetrologicaltypeFuchinL5chondrite awiderangeof structuraltypeswithineverycompositionalgroup,
conformsto thechondrule'soutlines,andsomemineralsandtheir andchondralesrich in A1203formthe glassytextures.So within
aggregatesstartedto crystallizeon the chondrulesurface.This eachof thesechemicalgroupsthe texturetypedependson the
processindicatesthatthechondrule-matrixboundarydidexistprior amountof AI203.
to the ground-masscrystallization. Thetexturaltypeof chondrulesdepends(Fig.2) on the ratios
Thecomparisonofchemicalcompositionchondrulesofdifferent (Na20+K20)/CaOandSiO2/AI203.Regionswithconstantpropor-
chemicalgroupchondriteshasshownthattheratioofmajorpetrogenictio sof minorcomponentscorresponduniquelytothe modalcorn-
elementsineveryofthesegroupswasresponsiblefortheformation positionandtextureofchondrules.Incontrastopreviousdiagram,
of differentchemicaltypesofchondrules(dunitic,peridotitic,and differentexturaltypesof chondrulesformdifferentfieldsthatvary
pyroxenitic),whilethe amountandratio of minorelementswere inratiosof minorelements.Evenfieldsof porphyriticandradial
responsibleforvarietyof texturaltypesof chondrulesinsidethese chondruletexturescanbe distinguishedby the ratioof minorele-
chemicaltypesof chondrules, merits.
Therearethreechemicaltypesof chondrales(Fig.1)depending The separationof the experimentalmeltedordinarychondrite
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Fig.1. (a)Chemicalchondruletypesand(b)texturechondruletypes. 1=ban'edOI;2= granularPx(f'me-grained);3=cryptocrystalline(gipsy); _ul_
Px-Ol (coarse-grained);5=baned Px-Ol;6= polphyfificOI-Px;7=porphyriticIx; 8=radialOI-Px;9 =radialPx.
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rationof thesulfide-metallicmeltintosulfideandmetallicmelts immisciblesplittingcharacterizesthe superliquiduszoneof multi-
[4-6],andfurtherseparationofthesilicatemeltintotwocoexisting componentsystem,has a metastablecharacter,andoccursunder
immisciblesilicatemelts[7] is wellknown, sharpsupercooling.
Thecomparisonof naturalchondrulecompositionsandexperi- The constantcompositionsorthesimilarzoningof mineralsand
mentalmeltshas shownthat there is liquidimmiscibilityof two thesimilartwo-stagecharacterof thechondrulecrystallizationfor
scales(macro-andmicroscaleimmiscibility).Meltsof thestrongly everychondritegroupshowthattherewascrystallizationfroma
differentcomposition(duniticandpyroxeniticchondrules)have common(foreverychondritegroup)parentalsilicatemeltwiththe
formedasa resultof macroscaleimmiscibility.Thistypeofimmis- sametemperatureof the beginningof the crystallizationandwith
ciblesplittingorseparationcanbe andhavebeenmodeled.Chow justa singleperiodof intensesupercooling.Similarconditionsof •
drulesdifferentin texturebutclosein theirchemicalcomposition the melt supercoolingin chondrulesof differentchemicalgroup
(differentjust in minorelements)haveformedby the microscale chondritesletussuppose[8]thattheiroriginis duetocatastrophic
immiscibility.Itis verydifficult(maybeimpossible)tomodelsuch explosions,whichmayberesponsibleforthedestructionofplanets
immiscibleseparation,becausethemulticomponentsystemis much themselveson thechondritestageof theirformation.
too complicated.The sameproblemhas been discussedfor the Acknowledgments: This researchdescribedin thispuhlica-
metal-sulfidesystem[6],wherewehavedescribedtheexistence,in tion was madepossiblein partby GrantN MU 8000 from the
contrastophasediagrams,ofthe liquidimmiscihilityintherealFe- InternationalScienceFoundationandbyGrant94-05-16942from
Ni-Ssystem. RussianFundof FundamentalResearches.
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